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Introduction

1

CHAPTER 0. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and study the critical issues
that influence the operation of computer networks. In fact, nowadays each
computer network field should deal with the increasing problem of designing
networks that are able to work under unpredictable conditions. In particular,
such conditions include natural disasters (e.g., earthquake, tsunami, flooding, tornado, hurricane, etc.), human hostile environments (e.g., wildfire, loss
of gas, presence of radiations, etc.) and even intentional attacks performed
by an external attacker that aims to drastically reduce the operation of the
network. Due to the general and wide application of the communication
networks in different areas of computer science, these vulnerabilities can seriously compromise and influence the safety of modern society.
For instance, a widespread collapse of the communication networks, occurred
after Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast of the United States in 2005. The
damage extended for an area of approximately 93,000 square miles. More
than 2,000 cell towers were knocked out. The backbone conduit for landline service was flooded as well as many central switching centers [59, 69].
Another example, in 2011 the ”great east Japan earthquake” hit a large
part of the north-east of Japan. The earthquake was just the start of a
widespread disaster, which also included a huge tsunami and the nuclear
failure at Fukushima. The tsunami destroyed most terrestrial communication infrastructures including many of the wired communication networks
and emergency municipal radio communication systems [77, 71]. In both
cases, the communication outage consequent to the disaster hampered the
assessment of residents’ safety. It also precluded efficient rescue operations
by government and public organizations, such as distribution of medical aid
and emergency supplies. The restoration of the communication infrastructure and its related services took months, a time window that is far from
meeting the requirements of critical services or normal local communications
of people living in the affected areas. For these reasons, a major challenge in
disaster management scenarios is to sufficiently recover the communication
network infrastructures so that it may support mission critical applications.
In this scenario, our goal is to optimize the restoration actions in the shortest
time and with minimum interventions, under the constraints posed by the
critical services requirements.
In the field of Mobile Wireless Sensors Network (MWSN), mobile wireless
sensors are used for monitoring inaccessible or hostile environments, where
manual positioning of static sensors is not feasible [80] due to natural disasters
as for example wildfires, chemical plumes or nuclear failures. These devices
can autonomously deploy over an Area of Interest (AoI) using algorithms
that determine the device movement and positioning rules. As shown in [9],
an adversary may capture several sensors and reprogram them to perform
2
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several attacks to damage the network, exploiting the specific vulnerabilities
of the deployment algorithm in use. An attacker can influence the deployment of MWSN to reduce the area in which sensors are deployed, making
the network unable to monitor the AoI with sufficient coverage and raising
security issues [9]. In such a non monitored zone, the network is subject
to several vulnerabilities, as for example intrusion actions by an attacker.
In this thesis, we address the vulnerabilities of deployment algorithms for
Mobile Wireless Sensors Network (MWSN) based on Voronoi diagrams to
coordinate mobile sensors and guide their movements.
Since communication networks are widely applied in several fields, another
example of critical and emergency scenarios comes from the power grids.
Natural disaster phenomena or intentional attacks could damage the power
systems operation resulting in large-scale blackouts. A report by the U.S.
Executive Office of the President estimates that between 2003 and 2012, 679
large scale power outages occurred in the U.S., each affecting at least 50,000
customers [36, 18, 19]. The economical impact of this outage was significant,
as the costs range from 18 to 33 billion dollars per year [36]. We focused on
the power grids contingency analysis in Smart Grids to study the impact of
potential component failures. In particular we addressed the problem of how
to balance the end-users energy’s loads, after a system component failure in
the smart grid, to prevent a cascading failure phenomena that could lead to
a large-scale blackout.
Considering the detrimental effects of such phenomenons on several different kind of networks, this work analyzes and proposes at the same time,
protocols and algorithmic solutions to restore the full operation of the network under emergency scenario. The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
In part I, we focus on the problem of efficiently restoring sufficient resources
in a communications network to support the demands of mission critical services (e.g., government offices, police stations, fire stations, power plants,
hospitals, etc.) after a large scale disruption. Because our society heavily depends on communication networks to support these mission critical services,
especially in times of emergency, it is important that such infrastructures
be repaired quickly, at least to the point where mission critical services are
restored. We consider scenarios in which a major disruption of the communication network makes it unable to meet the bandwidth requirements (hereby
demand flows) of the mission critical services and therefore recovery actions
are needed. We model the recovery problem (MinR) as a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) that aims to recover the damaged infrastructures in
order to minimize the cost of the recovery actions. The restoration of the mission critical services are performed through the recovery of damaged network
3
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components or the deployment of new network elements. We show that the
problem is NP-hard and propose a polynomial time heuristic called Iterative
Split and Prune (ISP) to recover the network efficiently with a solution close
to the optimal, i.e., that minimizes the cost for reparations. ISP iteratively
selects the node with the highest centrality value, repairs it if damaged, and
splits some demand flows to force them to pass through the selected node.
Furthermore, ISP minimizes the repairs by concentrating flows towards the
areas of the network already repaired and it prunes the demand flows which
can be routed on the currently repaired network. ISP terminates in a finite
number of steps by returning both a recovery strategy and a routing solution
for the demand flows. Experimental results, show that ISP performs very
close to the optimal in terms of number of elements repaired.
To work properly, ISP assumes to have a perfect knowledge of the disrupted
area, i.e., ISP needs to know the exact sets of failed nodes and links. However, this information is not always available or it is only partially available.
In this context, a complete and detailed damage assessment required by ISP
could take long time for extensive monitoring and local inspections. It is
therefore fundamental that recovery interventions start as soon as possible
even if knowledge of the damage extension is incomplete. For this purpose,
we study the problem of progressive restoration of the mission critical services in condition of partial knowledge. By progressive restoration we mean
a progressive process of monitor placement, network probing and repair interventions, to gain information and restore the networks’ components over
time. We formulate the problem of Progressive Damage Assessment and network Recovery (PDAR) which aims at progressively restoring critical services
in the shortest possible time, under constraints on the availability of recovery
resources and partial knowledge on the disruption. We propose a polynomial
time algorithm called Centrality based Damage Assessment and Restoration
(CeDAR) to dynamically schedule repair interventions, local inspections and
remote probing of network components, with the objective to restore critical
services in the shortest possible time with efficient use of recovery resources.
CeDAR restores critical demand flows iteratively by planning repair schedules that are based on the current global view of the network. It schedules the
repairs of components that can be utilized immediately and with the highest advantage for the largest number of critical services first, maximizing
the accumulative service flow during the recovery process. Through extensive simulations, we show that CeDAR recovers the network with the lower
cost of repairs, lower number of local inspections to discover the network’s
status and with the higher flow restored over time, compared to the other
approaches in all the experimental scenarios.
In part II, we move the attention on the vulnerabilities of the deployment
4
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algorithms for Mobile Wireless Sensors Network (MWSN) based on Voronoi
diagrams to coordinate mobile sensors and guide their movements. Since,
previous deployment algorithms do not address potential security issues, an
attacker can easily prevent the network from achieving its coverage goals by
taking control of few nodes. We give a geometric characterization of possible
attack configurations, proving that a simple attack consisting of a barrier of
few compromised sensors can severely reduce network coverage, creating a
non monitored area subject to malicious actions by an attacker. Based on
the above characterization, we propose a new secure deployment algorithm,
named SSD (Secure Swap Deployment). This algorithm allows a sensor to
detect compromised nodes by analyzing their movements. We show that the
proposed algorithm is effective in defeating a barrier attack, achieving the
total coverage of the AoI and it has guaranteed termination. We perform
extensive simulations showing that SSD has better robustness and flexibility,
excellent coverage capabilities and deployment time, even in the presence of
an attack.
In part III, we study the detrimental effect of system failures in the Smart
Grid. Since these failures could lead to cascading failures phenomena and
could induce a large-scale blackout, it is extremely important to perform preventive actions. We propose a novel framework to alleviate this type of risks
by adjusting a large number of end-user loads through the concept of the
Internet of Things (IoT) [5, 91]. The assumption is that, for such emergency
cases, curtailing some non-critical loads to prevent cascading failures yields
greater aggregate utility than leaving the lights on and having cascading failures later. The proposed framework comprehensively involves the System
Operator (SO), the Load Serving Entities (LSEs), and the end-users’ smart
systems. The system operator prevents cascading failures by calculating the
load energy curtailment. When an LSE is notified of a load curtailment
amount, it computes the individual load curtailments of each users, in order
to maximize the aggregate utility, i.e., end-users’ satisfaction. Finally, the
Smart Home Management System calculates an emergency schedule, which
defines the best set of appliances that the user is allowed to use. This schedule
minimizes the impact of the curtailment on the user’s habits, while satisfying the power allowance requested by the LSE. The results show that the
proposed framework is effective in keeping the system stable during contingencies, preventing cascading failures while maximizing the aggregate user
utility.
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Introduction
Natural disasters or intentional attacks can severely disrupt critical infrastructures such as communication, power, and emergency control networks
[68] at a large scale. A complete recovery of these infrastructures may require months, during which there would be no sufficient support to the most
critical services, not to mention normal communications in the devastated areas. Disaster management requires the restoration of at least the minimum
necessary infrastructures to perform safety critical services, with the utmost
urgency. Because our society heavily depends on communication networks
to support mission critical services, especially in times of emergency, it is
important that such infrastructures be repaired quickly, at least to the point
where mission critical services are restored.
As example, a widespread collapse of critical infrastructures occurred after
Hurricane Katrina that hit the Gulf Coast of the United States in 2005. The
damage extended for an area of approximately 93,000 square miles. More
than 2,000 cell towers were knocked out. The backbone conduit for landline
service was flooded as well as many central switching centers [59, 69].
In 2011, the ”great east Japan earthquake” hit a large part of the north-east
of Japan. The earthquake was just the start of a widespread disaster, which
also included a huge tsunami and the nuclear failure at Fukushima. The
tsunami destroyed most terrestrial communication infrastructures including
many of the wired communication networks and emergency municipal radio
communication systems [77, 71].
In both cases, the communication outage consequent to the disaster hampered the assessment of residents’ safety. It also precluded efficient rescue
operations by government and public organizations, such as distribution of
medical aid and emergency supplies. The restoration of the communication
infrastructure and its related services took months, a time window that is far
from meeting the requirements of critical services or normal local communications of people living in the affected areas.
For this reason, a major challenge in disaster management scenarios is to sufficiently recover the communication network infrastructures so that it may
support mission critical applications in the shortest time and with minimum
interventions.
In this first part, we focus on the communication network and the mission
critical applications it supports. These applications represents critical services such as communication between government offices, police stations, fire
stations, power plants, gas-duct control centers and hospitals, that rely on
the communication network for control and operation. These services are
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critical for first responders and typically show increased rate of requests as a
consequence of the occurred incidents [7]. We address the problem of restoring critical services provided by the communication network through the
recovery of damaged network components or the deployment of new network
elements. Our goal is to optimize the restoration cost under the constraints
posed by the critical service requirements.
In Chapter 1, we initially model the communication network as a graph of
nodes (routers and access points) and links (physical lines) considering them
as the elements that may fail after a massive failure. We model the recovery
problem as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) (Section 1.1). The
problem looks for the best strategy that recovers the damaged infrastructure
and deploys new links and nodes in order to minimize the cost of the recovery
actions under the constraints on network capacity and while satisfy the demand flows. We show that the problem is NP-hard and propose a heuristic
called Iterative Split and Prune (ISP) to recover the network efficiently in
polynomial time with a solution close to the optimal (Section 1.2). ISP is
based on a new metric called demand based centrality, specifically designed
to measure the importance of a node with respect to multiple demand flows
of interest. ISP makes use of this metric to determine the most important
nodes to be repaired. In particular, ISP iteratively selects the node with
the highest centrality, repairs it if damaged, and splits some demand flows
to force them to pass through the selected node. This way, ISP minimizes
the repairs by concentrating flows towards the areas of the network already
repaired. Additionally, it prunes the demand flows which can be satisfied by
the currently repaired network.
To work properly, ISP assumes a perfect knowledge of the disrupted area,
i.e. ISP needs to know the exact sets of nodes and links failed. However,
this information is not always available or it is only available a partial knowledge on the disrupted area. In this context, a complete and detailed damage
assessment required by ISP could take long time for extensive monitoring
and local inspections. It is therefore fundamental that recovery interventions start as soon as possible even if knowledge of the damage extension
is incomplete. For this purpose, in Chapter 2 we focus on the operative
phases of damage assessment and network recovery of the communication
infrastructures. In particular, we study the problem of progressive restoration of the mission critical services in condition of partial knowledge. By
progressive restoration we mean a progressive process of monitor placement,
network probing and repair interventions, to gain information and restore
the networks’ components over time. The reason why repair actions need
8
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to be performed progressively is twofold: 1) knowledge of the status of the
network elements can be increased incrementally by placing new monitors on
repaired network components; 2) the schedule of recovery interventions can
be adapted to the incremental knowledge availability and result in a more
efficient utilization of recovery resources (e.g. human workers). Performing
repairs in a progressive manner is also necessary for coping with unpredicted
variability and surges of the demand [7]. We formulate the problem of Progressive Damage Assessment and network Recovery (PDAR) which aims at
progressively restoring critical services in the shortest possible time, under
constraints on the availability of recovery resources and with partial knowledge on the disrupted area (Section 2.1). We show that the PDAR problem
is NP-hard and may require an unsustainable computation time for large
networks. We propose a polynomial time algorithm called Centrality based
Damage Assessment and Restoration (CeDAR) which dynamically schedules
repair interventions, local inspections and remote probing of network components, with the objective to restore critical services in the shortest possible
time with efficient use of recovery resources (Section 2.2). CeDAR restores
critical demand flows iteratively by planning repair schedules which are based
on the current global view of the network. It schedules the repair of components that can be utilized immediately and with the highest advantage for
the largest number of critical services first, maximizing the accumulative service flow during the recovery process. CeDAR chooses the best node to place
a monitor on the basis of a demand-based centrality metric that takes into
account the demand flows. Based on the information obtained by placing
monitors in each stage, CeDAR adapts its repair schedule by planning more
efficient interventions.
In both scenarios, we prove some properties of the proposed algorithms, proving that ISP and CeDAR terminate in a finite number of steps and in polynomial time, by returning both a recovery strategy and a routing solution for
the demand flows (Sections 1.3 and 2.3). We also propose other heuristics
for comparison, based on the standard multi-commodity approach, greedy
approaches as well as other solutions proposed in literature and adapted to
correctly work in the recovery scenario. We compare the performances of ISP
and CeDAR with other solutions in a variety of scenarios. Such scenarios
include both real and synthetic network topologies, geographically correlated
failures, as well as different demand requirements (Sections 1.4 and 2.4). Results show that ISP and CeDAR always outperform other approaches and
always perform close to the optimal solution that is NP-hard (Sections 1.5
and 2.5).
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In summary the original contribution of our work is the following:
• We model, for the first time, the recovery problem (MinR) and progressive recovery problem (PDAR) under complete and incomplete knowledge, respectively.
• We show that the MinR and PDAR problems are NP-hard.
• We introduce a new metric of demand based centrality, specifically
meant to measure the importance of a node in a network of a multicommodity problem instance.
• We propose two polynomial time heuristic called Iterative Split and
Prune (ISP) and Centrality based Damage Assessment and Recovery
(CeDAR), to solve the MinR and PDAR problems, respectively.
• We analyze the properties of ISP and CeDAR and prove its correctness,
termination, and polynomial time complexity.
• We propose several heuristics based on the standard multi-commodity
approach, greedy heuristics and shortest paths repair approaches, as
well as we modified previous approaches in literature as baseline solutions to MinR and CeDAR.
• We evaluate the proposed solutions through simulations under a wide
variety of scenarios. Results show that ISP and CeDAR perform close
to the optimal NP-hard solution, while other heuristics incur a much
higher cost to accommodate the demand flows in all the considered
scenarios.
• The ISP algorithm for network recovery is published on Dependable
Systems and Networks (DSN), 2016 46th Annual IEEE/IFIP International Conference(http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7579733/) [13]
• The CeDAR algorithm for the progressive network recovery is published on IEEE Proceedings of the International Conference on Computer Communications (IEEE INFOCOM 2017) [29]
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Related Works
Numerous works address the case of sparse failures through the provision of
alternative paths, provided either proactively, as in the work of Todimala et.
al [82], or reactively, as in the work of Zheng et al. [92], whereas Suchara et.
al [81] jointly address recovery and traffic engineering, to minimize congestion after a failure. Since our works address the problem of network recovery
from large scale failures, in this section we do not consider the previous work
on the first problem, and describe only works that are related or are applicable to the case of massive failures.
The multi-commodity flow problem, addressed in a large amount of research
work, aims at finding the routing of several multi-commodity flows in a supply network, so as to optimize the totally routed flow. This problem seems
the most reasonable reduction of our problem to a classic problem. Nevertheless this approach has considerable limitations when applied to the problem
of recovery. We discuss these aspects in detail in Chapter 1, section 1.4.1.
Many heuristics have been proposed to solve several variants of the multicommodity flow problem. Most of these works [42, 6] rely on the idea that
a higher total flow can be obtained by balancing the load distributing the
flow over many paths. This idea is opposite to what is needed in the recovery problem MinR, where we want to maximize the flow traversing repaired
paths, and concentrate the flow towards shared paths.
Some works focus on the rent or buy multi-commodity problem, which aims
at installing possibly unlimited capacities on the edges of a network so that
a prescribed amount of flow can be routed between several pairs of terminals. The rent or buy problem assumes that each edge can obtain unlimited
capacity at a given cost. The works by Kumar et al. [56] and Fleischer et
al. [38] address this problem and propose polynomial time heuristics with a
given approximation of the optimal solution.
Other works address the problem of service restoration in the case of heterogeneous non-telecommunication networks. Among these, in their work
[60], Lee et al. address the problem of restoring service in an interconnected
network by creating new links. They propose a formulation of the problem
in terms of a high complexity optimization model.
Other works [3, 51] address the problem of recovery beyond the field of
telecommunications with solutions tailored to the specific type of network
being considered.
Finally, the work of Magnanti et al. [64] addresses the problem of network
design under connectivity only requirements. It shows that the simplified
version of MinR in which every demand pair requires only to be connected
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regardless of the capacity of the interconnecting paths, is a specific instance
of the Steiner Forest problem. The work by Wan, Qiao and Yu [86] introduced a problem related to ours. They study the impact of recovery actions
in terms of improved throughput over time. Their work aims at formulating a
schedule of repair interventions under limited daily budget, so as to optimize
the achieved throughput. The authors modeled the problem as an MILP and
showed that is it NP-hard. They proposed a greedy heuristic for solving the
problem in multiple stages by analyzing the shadow prices of the related optimization problem and using an iterative evaluation of these values to repair
the edges with highest potential for contributing to the objective function.
Ferdousi et al. [37] tackle the problem of progressive datacenter recovery after a large-scale failure. The work aims at giving directions on how to select
which datacenters should be recovered at each recovery stage to maximize
cumulative content reachability from any source considering limited available
network resources.
All the mentioned works have different targets and are not directly applicable to solve the MinR and PDAR problems. Furthermore, these works
assume perfect knowledge of the status (working or damaged) of network
elements, while PDAR specifically address the problem of recover a network
in absence of knowledge. In Section 2.4.1, we extended the work in [86] and
we adapt it to properly work in the scenario of partial knowledge to solve the
PDAR problem. Moreover, our algorithms also produce a routing solution
that guarantees that the demand flows are actually accommodated.

Nomenclature and Notation
In this section we define the nomenclature that will be used in the entire
Part I to model the network recovery problem scenario. We model the communication network as an undirected graph G = (V, E), called the supply
graph, where V and E represent nodes and links of the network, respectively.
Each edge (i, j) ∈ E has capacity cij . We also consider a demand graph
H = (VH , EH ), where VH ⊆ V , and EH ⊆ VH × VH is the set of pairs of nodes in
VH having a positive flow demand. Each pair (sh , th ) ∈ EH has a source sh , a
destination th and an associated demand flow dsh ,th . For the sake of simplicity, we write h ∈ EH , when (sh , th ) ∈ EH , and we shortly use the notation dh
for dsh ,th when the context allows. Notice that the demand flows modeled by
the sets VH and EH can take emergency related priorities into account. These
sets define the endpoints of critical communication services and an estimate
of the related demand flow, which may account for the increased needs due
to the disaster [7].
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Nomenclature and Notation
Notations
G = (V, E)
G(n) = (V (n) , E (n) )
H = (VH , EH )
(n)
(n)
H (n) = (VH , EH )
cij
dh = dsh ,th
(n)

(n)

cij , dsh th
VB ⊆ V and EB ⊆ E
(n)
(n)
VB and EB
h ∈ EH ,
e
kiv , kij
h
fij
δij
δi
ηmax
bhi
`(p), l(ei )
n(p)
c(p)
P(i, j)
P ∗ (i, j)
∗
Pij
|v
cd (v)
(n)
vBC
(n)

(n)

C (n) (vBC ) ⊆ EH
L(n)

Descriptions
supply graph
supply graph at iteration n
demand graph
demand graph at iteration n
capacity of edge (i, j) ∈ V
demand flow of edge (sh , th ) ∈ EH
capacity of (i, j), demand of (sh , th ) at the n=th iteration
broken vertices and edges
VB and EB at iteration n
demand pair (sh , th ) ∈ EH
cost of vertex i and edge (i, j)
quantity of flow h from i to j
decision to use edge (i, j) ∈ E,
decision to use vertex i ∈ V
maximum degree of the network
flow h generated at node i
length of path p, length of edge ei
number of edges of p
capacity of path p: min ce
e∈p

paths in G between i and j
shortest paths necessary to route demand dij
∗
set of paths in Pij
that include v
demand based centrality, see equation (1.3)
node with highest centrality at iteration n
(n)

demand pairs that contributed to the centrality of vBC ,
updated at iteration n
list of repairs, updated at iteration n

Table 1: Nomenclature and notation.
In order to model the network failure, we define the sets VB ⊆ V and
EB ⊆ E of damaged vertices and edges, respectively. We denote with kiv the
cost of repairing vertex i ∈ EB and with kije the cost of repairing the edge
(i, j) ∈ EB 1 . The recovery costs are heterogeneous and dependent on the
location and on the technology in use. This notations will be extended in the
Chapter 2 to model the incompleteness of the information on the disruption.
Table 1 summarizes the notation used throughout this part.
1

Notice that this model can also be adopted as is to support decisions to replace broken
links with new links of higher capacity, or to deploy and connect new nodes, by formulating
a related decision space. These additional choices may be considered in the model as parts
of the sets EB and VB and included in the correspondent supply graph G. The model can
also be extended to the case of multiple choices for link technology and related capacity.
For simplicity of presentation, in this work we refer to the only case of recovery decisions.
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1.1

The Network Recovery Problem

The Network Recovery Problem

In this section we formulate the Minimum Recovery (MinR) problem as
a mixed integer linear optimization problem. MinR aims at minimizing the
cost to repair broken nodes and links so as to restore the necessary network
capacity to meet a given demand.
We introduce the decision variables fijh ∈ R, with fijh ≥ 0, to represent the
fraction of the demand flow h that will be routed through the link (i, j) ∈ E,
going from vertex i to vertex j. Notice that other flows may traverse the
same edge in the opposite direction.
We also define the binary variables δij and δi . The variable δij represents
the decision to use link (i, j) ∈ E, therefore δij = 1 if link (i, j) is used, and
δij = 0 otherwise. If the link (i, j) ∈ EB , the decision to use this link implies
that it must be recovered. Similarly, δi represents the binary decision to use
the node i ∈ V , which has to be recovered if it is broken, that is if i ∈ VB .
The objective function of the MinR problem can be expressed as in Equation 1.1(a), where we optimize the cost of repairing the only vertices and edges
that are both used (the corresponding binary decision variable is 1) and that
were initially broken (the related vertices and edges belong to VB and to EB ,
respectively).
The capacity constraint of our problem is expressed by Equation 1.1(b).
According to this constraint the total amount of flow traversing the edge
(i, j) in both directions cannot exceed the maximum capacity of the link.
Notice that if an edge (i, j) is used, the corresponding endpoints i and
j are also used, which implies that δi ≥ δij , ∀i, j ∈ V . To express this
constraint in a compact form, with fewer equations, we consider that the
degree of each vertex is lower than or equal to the maximum degree ηmax of
the network. Therefore the relationship between δi and δij can be expressed
by the constraint given by Equation 1.1(c).
We consider a flow balance constraint, in the form expressed by Equation
1.1(d). In this equation bhi = dh if i = sh , bhi = −dh if i = th , and bhi = 0
otherwise. This equation states that if vertex i is not the source nor the
destination of flow h, then the total portion of flow h entering the vertex i
should be the same as in the exit direction. By contrast if vertex i is the
source of flow h, then the amount of flow h in the exit direction from vertex
i is dh . Similarly if vertex i is the destination of flow h, the amount of flow h
entering vertex i is dh . Finally, Equation 1.1(e) shows that we are considering non negative, continuous decision variables for the flow assignment to
edges, while Equation 1.1(f) expresses the binary constraint for the decision
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variables which determines whether some vertices and edges are used in the
solution of the problem.
The MinR problem can therefore be formulated in linear terms in the
variables δij , δi and fijh as follows:
min

e
(i,j)∈EB kij δij
P|EH | h
δij ≥ Ph=1 (fij

P

+

P

i∈VB
h
fji )

kiv δi

cij ·
+
δi · ηmax ≥ j:(i,j)∈E δij
P
P
h
h
h
j∈V fij =
k∈V fki + bi
h
fij ≥ 0
δi , δij ∈ {0, 1}

(a)
∀(i, j) ∈ E
∀i ∈ V
∀(i, h) ∈ V × EH
∀(i, j) ∈ E, h ∈ EH
∀i ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ E

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )

(1.1)

Theorem 1.1.1. The problem MinR is NP-Hard.
Proof. Let us consider a generic instance of the Steiner Forest problem [49,
64]. Given a graph Gsf = (Vsf , Esf ), a set of node pairs Ssf = {(s1 , t1 ), . . . ,
(sn , tn )} and a cost function csf : E → R+ , the goal of the Steiner Forest
problem is to find a forest Fsf ⊆ E with minimum cost, such that for each
pair (si , ti ), si and ti belong to the same connected component in Fsf .
We reduce this problem to an instance of MinR as follows. We consider
a supply graph G = (V, E) with V = Vsf and E = Esf . We consider EB = E
and VB = ∅. We create a unitary demand flow for each pair in Ssf . For each
edge in E we set the cost of repair equal to the cost of the corresponding
edge in Gsf , and its capacity equal to a value L that is sufficiently large that
any link of E can accommodate the sum of all demand flows. Therefore,
considering a requirement of one unit of flow for each demand pair, it is
L  |Ssf |.
Given such instance, MinR returns the set of nodes V ∗ ⊆ V and edges
E ∗ ⊆ E to be repaired to accommodate all the demand flows. However,
V ∗ = ∅, since no node is damaged. Additionally, since the capacity of each
edge in E is large enough to accommodate an amount of flow exceeding the
sum of all demand flows, for each demand pair (si , ti ) a single path from si
to ti is sufficient to accommodate the demand flow between si and ti . As a
result, the union of the links in E ∗ generates a Steiner forest, since any cycle
would imply unnecessary repairs. This is also the forest with minimum cost,
since MinR minimizes the costs of repairs.
We can therefore conclude the reducibility of the Steiner Forest problem
to MinR, and consequently that the problem MinR is NP-Hard.

1.2

Iterative Split and Prune

To solve the MinR problem presented in the Section 1.1, we developed a novel
heuristic called ISP. The algorithm ISP (Iterative Split and Prune)
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works by iteratively selecting the best candidate nodes and links for repair,
then simplifying the demand by either removing (pruning) or reducing it in
smaller segments (split), so as to consider simpler instances of the problem
at every iteration. The termination condition is the complete removal of
the demand or the achievement of an instance whose demand is routable
through the currently working links. Notice that at the end of its execution
the algorithm ISP will output both the set of repairing interventions and the
corresponding routing of demands.
The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. More details
on the single activities can be found in the following sections.
ALGORITHM : Iterative Split and Prune (ISP)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Input: Supply graph G, demand graph H, broken nodes VB and broken edges EB
while routability test fails do
while pruning condition do
Prune demands satisfying pruning condition;
Update G and H;
if there are repairable links then
Repair broken repairable links;
Update G and EB ;
else
Find best candidate vBC for split;
Repair vBC if broken;
Find best demand d to split on vBC ;
Calculate the maximum splittable amount dx ;
Split amount dx of demand d on vBC ;
Update G, H, VB ;

1.2.1

Routability test

At the basis of the algorithm is the use of flow balance equations and capacity constraints to determine the feasibility of an action or the termination
condition. The algorithm should terminate whenever there is no demand left,
or the current demand can be routed without additional repairs.
For some specific topologies of both supply and demand graphs, as discussed by Schrijver in [78], the question whether a demand can be routed
through the links of the supply graph can be answered by verifying the so
called cut condition, namely whether for every cut the total capacity crossing
the cut is no less than the total demand crossing it. While the cut condition
is always necessary to ensure the routability of a set of demand flows through
a supply graph, it is not always sufficient, for example when the graphs G and
17
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H admit an odd p-spindle as a minor as motivated by Chakrabarty, Fleischer
and Weible in [26], or a bad-k4-pair as discussed in the already mentioned
work by Schijver [78].
The specific instances of graph pairs G and H of a multi-commodity flow
problem for which the verification of the cut condition is a necessary and
sufficient condition for the routability are called cut-sufficient instances. For
this part on the network recovery, we are not assuming cut-sufficiency for our
works, since we address general graph instances.
Without assuming any structural property of the supply and demand
graph, the routability of the demand over the supply graph can be determined
by solving the following set of inequalities, to which we will refer under the
name of routability conditions:
( P
h
h
fji ) ≤ cij
Ph∈EH (fhij +P
h
h
f
=
j∈V ij
k∈V fki + bi
h
fij ≥ 0

∀(i, j) ∈ E
∀(i, h) ∈ V × EH
∀(i, j) ∈ E, h ∈ EH

(1.2)

If the constraint system given by the routability conditions of Equation (1.2)
determines a non empty region, then we can assert that the supply graph
G has enough capacity to ensure the routability of the considered demand
H. Any feasible solution of the above system is a routing policy that can be
adopted to satisfy the demand H with routes in G.
Notice that at any iteration, the demand graph H and the residual capacities of the edges of graph G are updated as a consequence of either prune, or
split actions. The sets VB and EB are also updated after any repair decision.
For this reason we define the supply graph at iteration n as G(n) =
(n)
(n)
(V (n) , E (n) ), with link capacities cij , and where V (n) = V \ VB , and E (n) =
(n)
(n)
(E \ EB ) \ {(i, j) s.t. |{i, j} ∩ VB | ≥ 1}. Analogously, we consider the
demand graph H (n) , updated at iteration n. When necessary, the routability
test is performed on the problem instance defined at iteration n, with supply
graph G(n) and demand graph H (n) .

1.2.2

Centrality based ranking

According to the classic definition, the betweenness centrality of a node v is
proportional to the number of shortest paths in the supply graph G = (V, E)
between any two vertices i, j ∈ V \ v, divided by the total number of node
pairs. When there are multiple shortest paths of equal length, their nodes
share centrality credits in equal proportions. Unfortunately, when demands
and capacities are taken into account, such a metric is no longer able to
quantitatively evaluate the centrality of a node, as it considers all the node
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pairs as equally important, and does not take account of the different amount
of flow potentially traversing each node.
Unlike previous definitions of node centrality [40, 22, 20, 48, 74], we introduce a new measure of centrality ( hereby demand based centrality), that takes
account of the ability of each node to route the demand flows throughout the
network. Our metric is a generalization of the classic notion of betweenness
centrality [40, 22].
We generalize the notion of betweenness centrality as follows. A path p
in the graph G is hereby defined as a list of edges p =< e1 , e2 , . . . , en >.
For shortness of notation, we will also say that a vertex v ∈ p when v is an
endpoint of an edge belonging
to p. We denote with `(p) the length of the
P
path p, therefore `(p) = ei ∈p l(ei ), where l(ei ) is the length of the edge ei .
The capacity of a path is denoted by c(p) and is equal to the minimum
capacity of the links in p, therefore c(p) = min cij .
(i,j)∈p

We denote with P(i, j) the set of acyclic paths in G connecting nodes
i, j ∈ V . We also denote with P ∗ (i, j) ⊆ P(i, j) the set of the first shortest
paths necessary to ensure the routability of the demand (i, j), when considered independently of the other demands.
The demand pair (i, j) ∈ EH contributes to the centrality of a node v with
all the paths p ∈ Pij∗ |v , where Pij∗ |v , {p|v ∈ p ∧ p ∈ Pij∗ }. In particular,
for each path p ∈ Pij∗ |v , the pair (i, j) contributes to the centrality of v with
a fraction of the demand dij equal to the ratio between the capacity of p,
c(p), and the sum of the capacities of all the paths in Pij∗ . Given the supply
graph G (including broken elements) and the demand graph H, the demand
based centrality cd (v) of node v is defined as:

 P
c(p)
∗
X  p∈Pij |v

· dij  .
(1.3)
cd (v) ,
 P
c(p)
(ij)∈EH

∗
p∈Pij

Notice that, if a static distance metric is adopted to calculate the path
length, P ∗ (i, j) can be calculated offline for any demand pair (i, j), and
therefore it does not affect the complexity of ISP. Nevertheless, as we discuss
in Section 1.2.4, a dynamic notion of path length which takes account of
whether the considered network elements are working or not, may be used
to attract more flow to repaired elements.
If the adopted distance metric is dynamic, the centrality of a node may
vary significantly during the unfolding of the algorithm, according to the
actions provided by ISP. In this case node centrality cannot be calculated
offline and needs to be updated at every iteration. In order to have a low
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complexity, we calculate an estimated set of paths P̂ij∗ as follows. We use
Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest path p between nodes i and j. Let
c(p) be the capacity of such path. If c(p) ≥ dij this path is sufficient, otherwise we consider the residual graph in which we reduce the capacity of p by
c(p), and we calculate the next shortest path to satisfy a demand dij − c(p),
if available. For each demand dij , with endpoints (i, j) ∈ EH , we calculate
iteratively the estimated sets of shortest paths P̂ij∗ . For each shortest path
in P̂ij∗ , we can update the centrality of its nodes in linear time with respect
to the path length. As a result of this procedure, we obtain an estimate ĉd (v)
of the centrality of each node v, using the Equation 1.3, where we replace
Pij∗ with P̂ij∗ .
Notice that, the calculation of the centrality based ranking is performed at
each iteration considering the supply graph G(n) (including broken elements),
the current demand graph H (n) and the current values of link capacities which
may vary iteration by iteration as a consequence of pruning actions.

1.2.3

Split of the demand
(n)

At the n-th iteration, ISP selects the node vBC ∈ V with highest demand
based centrality. The centrality ranking does not take account of disruptions,
but of the potentiality of a node to contribute to an efficient routing. Hence,
the centrality calculation considers the original complete supply graph G
(including the broken elements), with updated residual capacities, and the
(n)
(n)
(n)
current demand graph H (n) . If vBC ∈ VB , then vBC is virtually repaired
(n)
at the current iteration, therefore it is removed from the set VB and it is
added to the list of items to be repaired, referred to with L(n). Notice that
once an element is inserted in the list L(n) it is thereafter considered by the
algorithm as if it were already repaired (more details on this list can be found
in Section 1.2.5).
The next step of the algorithm ISP is the split of a demand flow over
(n)
the node vBC . Let us consider a split action occurring at the n-th iteration.
(n)
(n)
Let us consider also a demand pair (sh , th ) ∈ EH of value dh . Splitting dx
(n)
(n)
units of the demand dh , with dx ≤ dh is the action of removing dx units
from the demand associated to the couple (sh , th ) and creation of two new
(n)
(n)
demand edges of dx units of flow on the node couples (sh , vBC ) and (vBC , th ).
Figure 1.1 illustrates the described split action.
(n)
The set of demand couples EH will be updated as follows
(n+1)

EH

(n)

(n)

(n)

= {(sh , vBC ), (vBC , th )} ∪ EH .
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dh

sh

u1

ui

vBC

ui+1

un

th

un

th

dh-dx
dx

sh

dx

u1

ui

vBC

ui+1

Figure 1.1: Split of dx units of demand
(n+1)

The demand flows associated to the edges of EH
will be the same as in
the previous iteration, with the exception of the split pair and the two new
derived pairs. Therefore,
(n+1)

dzw

(n)

(1.5)

= dzw , ∀(z, w) 6= (sh , th ),

while
(n+1)

(n)

dzw = dzw − dx , if (z, w) = (sh , th )
and the new demand pairs have the following flows:
(n+1)

dzw

(n)

(n)

= dx if (z, w) = (sh , vBC )|(vBC , th ).

(1.6)
(1.7)

Notice also, that whenever a split action creates a new demand over an
already existing demand pair, a unique demand link is created by summing
the new demand to the previous.
The split action implies a routing decision, by imposing that dx units of
the split demand between sh and th be routed across the intermediate node
(n)
vBC through which the demand has been split. Although this action requires
the existence of a set of paths that can be used to route the demand, the only
(n)
routing decision implied by the split action is the traversal of the node vBC
(n)
with dx units of the original demand dh . The algorithm ISP can be tuned
to perform this action according to several criteria, to address two different
(n)
aspects following the selection of the vertex vBC : (1) which demand should
be split, and (2) the amount of flow to split.
(n)
(n)
Let C (n) (vBC ) ∈ EH be the set of demand pairs that positively con(n)
tributed to the centrality value of the node vBC at the current iteration, that
is:
[
(n)
C (n) (vBC ) =
{(i, j) s.t. P ∗ (i, j)|v(n) 6= ∅}.
BC

(n)

(i,j)∈EH
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(n)

Decision (1): The algorithm ISP selects the demand pair h(n) ∈ C (n) (vBC )
to be split as the one that can less likely be routed elsewhere, which can be
roughly estimated by taking the demand which, if split onto vBC , would more
likely use the major portion of the maximum flow between its endpoints.
Therefore
(n) P
min{dij , p∈P ∗ (i,j)|v(n) c(n) (p)}
BC
(1.8)
h(n) = arg max
(n)
f ∗ (i, j)
(i,j)∈EH
where f ∗ (i, j) is the maximum flow between nodes i and j on the complete
supply graph G (including broken components) with currently updated ca(n) P
pacities c(n) (·), while min{dij , p∈P ∗ (i,j)|v(n) c(n) (p)} is the part of demand
BC

(n)

(n)

dij that can be routed across node vBC in case of no conflicts with other
demand pairs.
Decision (2): ISP decides the actual amount of demand that can be routed
(n)
across vBC by taking account of all potential conflicts with the other demands
(n)
at the current iteration. Let dx be such an amount, that is the part of dh
(n)
that can be split on vBC without affecting the routability of the current
iteration instance of the problem on the supply graph G(n) . The amount dx
can be calculated by solving the linear programming problem to maximize dx
(n)
under the constraints of dx ≤ dh and to the flow conservation and capacity
(n)
constraints defined by equations (1.2), where the set EH is defined according
to Equation (1.4), and the demand flows are defined according to Equations
(1.5), (1.6) and (1.7).
supply link
demand link

u1

d

u2

c12

c23

u3

un-1

cn-1,n

un

d-k

u1

c12 - k

u2

c23 - k

u3

un-1

cn-1,n - k

Figure 1.2: Pruning of k units of demand
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On the use of a dynamic path metric

We use a measure of link length proportional to the cost of repairing the
link or its endpoints, if any of these is broken, and inversely proportional to
the link capacity. Such metric is updated every time a broken component is
repaired or the residual capacity of a link is reduced due to a pruning action
(see Section 1.2.6).
Formally, we define the length of the edge eij = (i, j) ∈ E at iteration n
as l(n) (eij ) = [const + kije (n) + (kiv (n) + kjv (n))/2]/cij , where the terms const,
kiv (n) and kije (n) are as follows. The term const is a constant needed to
account for the length of a working link. The terms kiv (n) and kije (n) are non
null only if the corresponding elements are broken and not listed for repair in
(n)
any previous iteration: therefore kiv (n) = kiv if i ∈ VB , and null otherwise.
(n)
Similarly, kije (n) = kije if (i, j) ∈ EB and null otherwise.
This path metric gives an extraordinary strength to the algorithm ISP
because, if a decision to repair an element has been made, all successive
actions will be performed accordingly. For instance, the nodes belonging
to paths containing a repaired component will see an increased centrality
measure after the repair, because they more likely belong to shortest paths.
Henceforth, paths containing repaired components will more likely be selected
for subsequent split and pruning actions.

1.2.5

Recovery of nodes and edges

The algorithm ISP works by virtually recovering network components during
its execution until a sufficient number of edges and links are recovered to route
the entire demand. These progressive recovery decisions alter the problem
instance at any iteration. Therefore ISP considers a list of items to be repaired
L(n), which is updated at any new repairing decision.
At any iteration n of the algorithm, if the best candidate vBC is broken,
(n)
that is vBC ∈ VB , it is added to the current list of repairs, so L(n + 1) =
(n+1)
L(n) ∪ {vBC }, and the set of broken vertices is updated as follows: VB
=
(n)
VB \ {vBC }. Moreover, we repair a broken link in the supply graph if such
link directly connects two endpoints of a demand, and such demand cannot
be satisfied by the current repairs. Formally, if at any iteration n there
(n)
is a demand (sh , th ) ∈ EH that cannot be satisfied by any working path
(including the links in L(n)), and there is also a supply broken edge (sh , th ) ∈
(n)
E ∩ EB with the same endpoints, then the supply edge (sh , th ) is added to
the list of repairs, that is L(n+1) = L(n)∪{(sh , th )}. The set of broken edges
(n+1)
(n)
at the current iteration is also updated accordingly EB
= EB \ {(sh , th )}.
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Pruning

The algorithm ISP executes the pruning activity to simplify the problem
instance, when some units of demand can be routed over working paths.
This may occur at the beginning of the algorithm execution or during its
unfolding, after some split or repair actions.
According to ISP, k units of the demand flow d between a pair (u1 , un ) ∈
(n)
EH , with k ≤ d, can be pruned at iteration n only if there is a working path
p between u1 and un in the supply graph with capacity at least k. This is
only a necessary condition for a demand to be prunable, and it does not imply
that it will certainly be pruned. Figure 1.2 illustrates the pruning action.
(n)
More formally, given the demand pair (u1 , un ) ∈ EH with a demand flow d,
k units of this demand (k ≤ d) can be pruned on path p if (1) p ⊆ E (n) , and
(2) c(p) ≥ k. The pruning action consists in the removal of k units from the
(n)
demand edge (u1 , un ) ∈ EH and routing these k units on a selected path
p, thus subtracting the related capacity from any of the composing edges.
(n+1)
(n)
Therefore, after the pruning action of k units, du1 ,un ← du1 ,un − k, and for
(n)
(n+1)
← cij − k. If a demand is
any edge of the selected path (i, j) ∈ p, cij
(n)
completely pruned, the demand pair is removed from EH . Moreover, if one
or both of its endpoints do not belong to any other demand pair, then such
(n)
endpoints are removed from VH .
It must be noted that, like the splitting action, the pruning action implies
a routing decision which may possibly lead to an unfeasible solution of the
problem. In the following, we give a sufficient condition for pruning to be
feasible.
Given a demand h between the pair (sh , th ), the set Sh ⊂ V is a bubble
for h if it contains only vertices that cannot be reached by any demand node
in VH without traversing either sh or th . More formally, we give the following
definition.
Definition 1.2.1 (Bubble). Given a supply graph G = (V, E) and a demand
graph H = (VH , EH ), a set Sh ⊆ V , is a bubble for demand h ∈ EH if
Sh ∩ VH = {sh , th }, and ∀(i, j) ∈ δG (Sh ), it holds that |{i, j} ∩ {sh , th }| = 1,
where δG (Sh ) = {(i, j) ∈ E, s.t. |{i, j} ∩ Sh | = 1} is the supply cut of Sh .
Theorem 1.2.2 (Prune conditions). Consider a supply graph G and a demand graph H, which satisfy the routability conditions given by equations
(1.2). Let us consider a demand h ∈ EH between the pair (sh , th ) and flow dh .
If there is a set of working paths P(sh , th ) with maximum flow f ∗ (P(sh , th ))
that can satisfy the demand, such that the set of vertices Sh forming the paths
of P(sh , th ) is a bubble for the demand h, then the demand between sh and
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th can be pruned on the paths of P(sh , th ) for an amount equal to kh , min
{f ∗ (P(sh , th )), dh } without compromising the routability of the demand and
without worsening the final solution in terms of recovered components.
Proof. As the paths of P(sh , th ) form a bubble, any potentially conflicting
demand which requires capacity from the links of the paths of P(sh , th )
should traverse the endpoints sh and th . Let us consider a potentially conflicting demand (sq , tq ) requesting at least f ∗ (sh , th ) − kh +  units of flow,
so that it is conflicting with demand (sh , th ) for an amount of capacity exactly equal to . Due to the hypothesis of routability of the overall demand,
if the conflicting demand of  of the couple (sq , tq ) is routed in P(sh , th ),
there is an alternative set of paths of capacity at least  which goes from
sh to th traversing the nodes of V \ Sh . Therefore such an alternative path
can equivalently be assigned to (sq , tq ) without harming the routability of
the demand. In terms of routability the two solutions, routing either one or
the other of the two conflicting demands, are alike. Nevertheless in terms
of resource consumption, the bandwidth consumed to route the demand dh
over its bubble is lower than the one potentially consumed by routing the
conflicting demand dq over the bubble of dh . In fact, if dq is routed over
the bubble of dh , this last demand will require the traversal of more edges
than dq to reach the alternative path. Hence routing dh will result in the
same or in a lower number of repairs than with the corresponding alternative
solution.
Notice that, in order to find demand bubbles, ISP adopts a modified
breadth first search visit starting from one of the demand endpoints, and
discarding all paths that lead to any endpoint of another demand. As the
purpose of ISP is to minimize the number of repairs and not to find an efficient routing of the demand, any of the feasible assignments of a demand to
one or several paths of one of its bubbles can be used for pruning. Moreover
the pruning action must be performed by routing on the selected path the
maximum amount of demand that is prunable, that is kh which is the minimum between the maximum flow f ∗ (P(sh , th )) of the set of paths from sh
to th and the demand dh .

1.3

Properties of ISP

Theorem 1.3.1. The algorithm ISP terminates in a finite number of steps,
which is polynomial in the input size.
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Proof. At each iteration, ISP performs either a repair, a split or a prune
action. The number of repairs is limited by the number of broken network
elements in the supply graph, that is |VB | + |EB |.
Let us consider the case of split actions. When a demand dh between the
pair (sh , th ), is split on the node v, ISP produces two new demand pairs for a
flow dx , namely (sh , v) and (v, th ), and updates the original pair to a demand
d − dx .
Let us consider the case of a partial split, where dx is strictly lower than
d. In such a case, dx is the maximum value of splittable demand under
the constraints given by Equations 1.2, with the updated demands. Due to
the linearity of the problem, at least one capacity constraint acts as binding
constraint of the linear programming problem, and is met with an equality
in correspondence to the optimal. New partial splits will have new binding
capacity constraints. As there is a capacity constraint for every edge, it
follows that the number of partial splits is limited to the number of edges of
the supply graph, that is |E|. This also shows that split actions can never
produce infinitesimal demand values. This property is necessary to prove
that also complete splits (which do not create binding capacity constraints)
and pruning actions are executed a finite and limited amount of times.
We recall
[73] of a set of vertices U ⊂ V is defined as:
P that the surplus
P
σ(U ) = (i,j)∈δG (U ) cij − (i,j)∈δH (U ) dij , where δG (U ) = {(i, j) ∈ E, s.t. |{i, j}∩
U | = 1} is a cut determined by U on the supply graph; similarly the cut on
the demand is δH (U ) = {(i, j) ∈ EH , s.t. |{i, j} ∩ U | = 1}. We denote with
σ (n) (v) the surplus, at iteration n, of the set formed by the single vertex
v ∈ V . By using the properties of cuts given in [26] we can prove that the
algorithm actions affect the value of the surplus of single vertices as follows:
a split action of d demand units over the intermediate vertex v decreases
the surplus of v for a value of 2d, while it leaves the other individual vertex cuts unaltered; a prune action of a demand amount of d along a path p
causes a decrease of 2d in the surplus of the nodes belonging to p that are
not endpoints of the pruned demand and leaves all other individual vertex
cuts unaltered. As routability is a requirement for any action of ISP the
action preserves the cut condition and all surplus will be non negative (cut
condition). Therefore the number of split of any demand d on a node v is
bounded by bσ(v)/2dc which is finite and limited. Finally, let us consider the
effect of pruning actions. A prune action of a demand d to a path p reduces
the capacity of the edges of p of an amount equal to min{d, c(p)}. Therefore,
as the capacity of each edge is limited, the number of prune actions is also
limited, as d is always finite.
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Theorem 1.3.2. The computational complexity of ISP is polynomial.
Proof. Theorem 1.3.1 shows that ISP terminates in a polynomial number of
iterations. We now show that each algorithm iteration is also polynomial.
Let us consider the individual activities.
Complexity of routability test. Notice that the execution of the routability
test requires to decide the feasibility of the set of inequalities on continuous
variables (1.2), which has polynomial complexity, as detailed in [66, 45].
Notice that this complexity can be further reduced by considering the
only incremental modifications of the routability problem at each iteration
of the algorithm.
Complexity to calculate the demand based centrality ranking. If a static
distance metric is adopted to calculate the path length, the set P ∗ (i, j) of
any demand pair (i, j) can be calculated offline according to Equation 1.3,
and therefore does not affect the complexity of ISP. If the distance metric is
dynamic, as described in Section 1.2.4, this pre-calculation is not available
and the demand based centrality is determined using the estimate set P̂ij∗
described in Section 1.2.2. The resulting complexity is O(|E (n) | × (|E (n) | +
|V (n) | log(|V (n) |)), since at each iteration we compute the shortest path between nodes i and j (complexity of the Dijkstra algorithm), which is either
sufficient to route the entire demand d(i, j) or at least one edge will be removed from the residual graph and a new shortest path will be considered.
For each selected shortest path, we can update the centrality of its nodes in
linear time with respect to the path length. Thanks to this procedure, we
can refer to Equation (1.3) to obtain an estimate of the centrality of each
node.
Complexity of the split action. Finding the best candidate requires O(|V |)
steps. In order to select the demand to be split (Decision 1), we rank all
demands that contributed to the centrality of the best candidate on the
(n)
basis of Equation (1.8). Calculating the demand rank costs O(|EH | times
the calculation of the max flow between any demand pair, which is also
polynomial. We can then select the demand with highest rank in O(|EH |(n) ).
Solving the linear programming problem to calculate dx (Decision 2), has also
polynomial complexity, using the interior point method [45] and, depending
on the iteration, it is performed on problem instances of decreasing size.
Complexity of the recovery action. For each demand pair (u, v) ∈ EH , ISP
checks if there exists a destroyed edge (u, v) ∈ E. The overall complexity is
then O(|EH |), using an adjacency matrix for E.
Complexity of the prune action. We can find the set of paths that form a
bubble for each demand pair (sh , th ) by using a modified BFS visit starting
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from sh . Such visit discards all paths that lead to a demand endpoint which
is not sh or th . Since the pruning action of a demand on a path can be
performed in linear time with respect to the path length, the complexity of
the pruning activity is the complexity of the visits, i.e. O(|EH | × (|V | + |E|)).

1.4

Heuristics

In this section we describe some heuristics. Since the novelty of the problem,
there are no previous solutions. We developed several heuristics, inspired by
standard approaches in literature, that we propose as baseline comparison
with ISP.

1.4.1

A multi-commodity based solution

One way to address the problem of finding the subset of broken components
to be recovered is to minimize the amount of flow that makes use of broken
links.
P
P
e
h
min (i,j)∈EB kij
· h∈EH fij
P
h
h
fji ) ≤ cij
Ph∈EH (fhij +P
h
h
f
=
j∈V ij
k∈V fki + bi
h
fij ≥ 0

∀(i, j) ∈ E
∀(i, h) ∈ V × EH
∀(i, j) ∈ E, h ∈ EH

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(1.9)

In terms of recovery decisions, this approach repairs only those broken
links and vertices that are actually used by the optimal solution.
Notice that this new problem is a particular instance of the MultiCommodity Flow problem.
Under this formulation, which is a relaxation of the problem of Equation
(1.1), the problem is no longer NP-hard, but has polynomial time complexity, being it solvable efficiently with LP methods such as the interior point
method [45].
Nevertheless, the multi-commodity flow formulation has a wide range of
equally optimal solutions which vary significantly in the number of repaired
edges and vertices. We denote with MCB and MCW the best and the worst
of these solutions, respectively, in terms of number of repaired elements.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the performance of MCB and MCW, versus the optimal
solution of MinR and the trivial solution of repairing all broken elements
(OPT and ALL in the figure, respectively). The results are obtained with
the Bell-Canada topology [2, 55] by increasing the demand flow per pair
under the experimental setting explained in Section 1.5. The results show
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Figure 1.3: Total number of repairs of multi-commodity solution
that the multi-commodity approach has a wide solution space, which includes
solutions close to the optimum as well as solutions equivalent to repairing
all broken elements. Notice that the optimal solution of MinR repairs fewer
network elements than MCB because it takes account of both vertex and
edge repairs.
Note that finding MCB among the wide set of solutions is NP-hard, being
it an instance of MinR.
For this reason we do not include the multi-commodity approach in our
results.

1.4.2

Shortest Path Heuristic (SRT)

This heuristic is based on a very intuitive approach to the MinR problem,
that is to consider all the demand pairs (si , ti , di ) in decreasing order of
demand di , and repair all the shortest paths that are necessary to meet the
demand requirements. Let Si be the set including the first shortest paths for
the i − th demand, such that the maximum flow traversing the sub-graph
formed by the only paths in Si is at least di . According to SRT, for each
demand di , all broken nodes and edges in Si are repaired. The pseudo-code
of SRT is shown in Algorithm SRT.
ALGORITHM SRT
1
2
3
4

Input: G, H, VB and EB
Sort demand pairs in EH in decreasing order of di ;
for i = 1, . . . , |EH | do
Calculate the set Si for the demand pair (si , ti , di );
Repair nodes and links of all paths in Si ;
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This heuristic has polynomial time complexity, as it considers the demand
pairs one at a time without considering potential conflicts with other demand
pairs. For each demand pair, it requires to calculate the shortest paths to
be repaired iteratively on a residual graph. Paths are selected until they are
sufficient to meet the demand in a single flow scenario.
Notice that the sets of shortest paths of different demands may overlap,
therefore the repaired links may be insufficient to route all flows and there
can be some demand loss.

1.4.3

Greedy Heuristics

We developed two other heuristics based on a mapping between paths of the
MinR problem and objects of an instance of a Knapsack problem. According
to this mapping, we create a knapsack object for each path between a demand
pair in H. The cost of repairing such path is the weight of the corresponding
knapsack object, while the path capacity is the object value. Both heuristics
make use of the set P (H, G) of all simple paths between the demand pairs
in H.
Notice that the number of paths in P (H, G) is potentially exponential
in the graph size, hence these heuristics can only be adopted if paths are
pre-computed offline.
Thanks to the described Knapsack analogy, we can formulate two different
heuristics based on the greedy approach to Knapsack [65].
ALGORITHM GRD-COM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input: G, H, VB , and EB
Calculate (offline) P (H, G);
cost(p)
for p ∈ P (H, G) do w(p) = capacity(p)
;
Sort paths according to their weight;
while ∃ unsatisfied demands and available paths do
Let p be the next path, (si , ti , di ) its demand pair;
Repair p;
Assign a quantity of demand min{di , capacity(p)} to p;
Update G and H;
for each routable demand flow (sk , tk , dk ), k 6= i do
Assign the maximum quantity of demand;
Update G and H;
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Greedy Commitment (GRD-COM)
The first heuristic, called Greedy Commitment (GRD-COM), assigns to each
cost(p)
path p ∈ P (H, G) a weight w(p) = capacity(p)
, where cost(p) is the sum of the
costs of repairing the edges composing p, while capacity(p) is the residual
capacity of p.
GRD-COM sorts the paths in P (H, G) in ascending order of weight, and
iteratively repairs paths following this order. Let p be the path repaired
at the current iteration, and (si , ti , di ) the demand pair for which p was
included in P (H, G). GRD-COM assigns the maximum possible quantity
of such demand to p, and updates the residual capacities of edges and the
residual demand accordingly. It then verifies if also some other demands
may be routed through the current graph, considering all the paths already
repaired including p. The algorithm proceeds to the next iteration, selecting
the next path in the order. GRD-COM terminates as soon as all demands
are satisfied, or there are no more paths to repair. The pseudo code is shown
in Algorithm GRD-COM.
Note that considering the residual graph capacities allows a lower amount
of repairs with respect to the following greedy heuristics GRD-NC, but as in
the case of SRT, there is no guarantee that all the demands can be satisfied
due to the possibility to have wrong routing decisions, which may create
inhibiting flow allocations, even if the capacity of the repaired edges is enough
to route the demand.
ALGORITHM GRD-NC
1
2
3
4
5

Input: G, H, VB , and EB
Calculate (offline) P (H, G);
cost(p)
for p ∈ P (H, G) do w(p) = capacity(p)
;
Sort paths according to their weight;
while routability test fails do
Repair the next path p;

Greedy Commitment (GRD-NC)
The second heuristic is called Greedy No-Commitment (GRD-NC). It is also
inspired by the Knapsack heuristics, and similarly to GRD-COM, it makes
use of the set of all paths P (H, G) and path weights w(·).
GRD-NC repairs paths one by one following the ascending order of weights,
but it does not provide a routing assignment of flows to paths unlike GRDCOM. On the contrary, it evaluates the routability of the overall demand,
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Figure 1.4: Bell-Canada topology. Varying number of demand pairs (10 flow
units/pair). Repaired edges (a), repaired nodes (b), total repairs (c) and
demand loss (d).
given the current repaired paths, using the routability test described in Section 1.2.1. GRD-NC terminates as soon as all demands are routable with the
current repairs. The pseudo code is shown in Algorithm GRD-NC.
Note that unlike GRD-COM, GRD-NC does not provide an update of
the path capacity at each step, since there is no routing assignment after the
repairs. As a consequence, this heuristic can repair more edges and vertices
than GRD-COM, but it has the advantage that if the demand is routable in
the original graph before the disruption, the heuristic finds a solution with
no demand loss.
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Experiments

In the experiments we consider both real and synthetic topologies of various
size to highlight different aspects of the performance of the algorithms.
We start the analysis with a real network topology of small size so that
optimal solutions may be obtained in a reasonable time, and to provide a
thorough experimental comparison of all the algorithms discussed in this
work.
In the second scenario we instead show the results on a real large size
topology, to evidence the good approximation of ISP to the optimal solution
even with a large problem size.
The last experimental scenario is based on synthetic topologies of varying
complexity, to study the computational time of the proposed heuristics and
of the optimal solution. We will evidence the poor scalability of the optimal
approach, motivating the need to resort to heuristic solutions.
In all the following experiments, where not otherwise stated, we average
the results over 20 runs.

1.5.1

First scenario: small size topology

In this set of experiments we consider the Bell-Canada topology, taken from
the Internet Topology Zoo [2, 55] collection. This network has 48 nodes and
64 edges. The data set provides uniform edge capacities, which we manually
altered to consider non homogeneous capacities. In particular we consider
two backbones with capacity 30 and 50, respectively, while all remaining
edges have capacity 20. We use a homogeneous unitary repairing cost for
damaged nodes and edges.
We build the demand graph H = (VH , EH ) as follows. We select the
demand pairs to be far apart in the supply graph. In particular, we randomly
select the demand pairs among those which have a hop distance greater than
or equal to half the diameter of the network.
We perform four sets of experiments. In the first set (Section 1.5.1) we
fix the flow per pair, and increase the number of pairs in the demand graph.
In the second set (Section 1.5.1), we fix the number of demand pairs and
increase the demand flow per pair. In both these experiments, we considered
a complete destruction of the supply graph, in order to have the maximum
range of potential solutions. On the contrary, in the third set of experiments
(Section 1.5.1) we consider different failure scenarios according to a geographically correlated failure model. Finally, the fourth scenario considers the case
of heterogeneous costs.
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Variation of the number of demand pairs
In these experiments we increase the number of demand pairs from 1 to 7, and
each demand pair has a requirement of 10 flow units. Figures 1.4(a) and (b)
show the number of edges and nodes repaired by the considered approaches,
respectively. Figure 1.4(c) shows the cumulative number of repairs. In the
figures, the line ALL refers to the total number of destroyed nodes and links.
The experiments shown in Figures 1.4(a)-(c) highlight that by linearly
increasing the number of demand pairs, the number of repaired edges and
vertices also grows.
ISP is the closest to the optimal among the considered heuristics. In the
most critical setting, with 7 demand pairs, OPT repairs 37 edges, ISP repairs
42 edges, while GRD-COM repairs 49 edges and GRD-NC repairs 55 edges.
The number of repaired vertices are consequently proportional, as in this
experimental scenario the entire network is damaged by the destruction. We
highlight that the greedy solutions are much more computationally expensive
than ISP, due to the necessity to find all paths between any demand pairs. It
is also worth noting that ISP better approximates the optimal solution when
the demand requirements are low with respect to the available bandwidth in
the network. This result is visible in Figures 1.4 (a)-(c), when the number of
demand pairs is less than 4.
As the figures show, SRT results in the lowest number of repairs, however
SRT, and similarly GRD-COM, does not ensure that all demand flows can
be routed. In particular, SRT repairs the number of shortest paths up to the
minimum necessary to satisfy each demand, treating demands independently.
As the number of demand pairs increases, the paths selected by SRT are more
likely to be shared. Therefore when these shared paths are saturated, the
policy SRT is not able to satisfy all demands, as Figure 1.4(d) shows. In
these experiments, this occurs when the number of pairs grows from 2 to 3.
This behavior reflects the fact that two pairs can be commonly routed on a
path of 20 capacity units, but when 3 demand pairs require 30 capacity units,
the shortest paths may have some edge in common and a portion of demand
is lost. These arguments explain the initial constant behavior of the demand
loss shown in Figure 1.4(d) and in the analogous figures of the following sets
of experiments. Due to the similarity of the behavior of the policy SRT in
all the following experiments, we will not comment on this policy any longer
Variation of the demand intensity
In this section we introduce a dual experiment in which we fix the number of demand pairs to 4, and we vary the intensity of demand per pair.
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Figure 1.5: Bell-Canada topology. Varying the intensity of demand flow (4
demand pairs). Total repairs (a), demand loss (b).
Figures 1.5(a) and (b) show the total number of repaired elements and the
demand loss. We observe a similar behavior to what we discussed for the
previous set of experiments. Nevertheless there are some aspects worthy of
note.
Even if the global demand increase of this experiment is the same of the
previous experiment, all policies tend to reveal a smoother increase in the
number of repairs when the number of demand pairs is fixed. This is due to
the need to repair damaged elements to at least connect the demand pairs,
even when the demand intensity is low with respect to the link capacity.
Such repairs are sufficient until the demand reaches an intensity for which
more repairs are needed. This justifies the step-wise behavior of OPT and
ISP.
The above reasoning helps understanding the trend of the greedy heuristics with respect to the intensity of the demand. These approaches blindly
repair paths with high rank until all demands are satisfied. When the demand intensity is low, and basically only connectivity between demand pairs
is needed, these heuristics still repair all paths in the list which have a higher
rank than those required for connectivity. As the demand increases, this high
number of paths is still sufficient to serve the demand, and hence further repairs are not needed. However, when the demand increases further, a bunch
of additional paths are repaired, as shown in Figure 1.5(a) in correspondence
of the increase in demand intensity from 12 to 14 for the heuristic GRD-NC.
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Figure 1.6: Bell-Canada topology. Varying the extent of destruction (4 demand pairs, 10 flow units/pair). Total repairs (a) and demand loss (b).
Variation of the extent of destruction
In this experiment we consider the impact of the extent of destruction. We
consider a geographical failure model, to represent natural disasters and intentional attacks.
We generated the disruption according to a bi-variate Gaussian distribution of the disruption probability of network components. We varied the
variance of such a distribution and scaled the probability accordingly to obtain larger failures with larger variance.
In these experiments we consider 4 demand pairs, each with a demand
intensity of 10. We consider an increase in the amount of disrupted components obtained by varying the variance of the disruption. We consider the
epicenter at the barycenter of the nodes in the network, and same variance
in both dimensions of the bi-variate distribution of failures.
Figures 1.6(a) and (b) show the total number of repaired elements and
the percentage of demand loss, respectively. The line labeled ALL shows
how many edges or vertices are disrupted in the considered instance of the
problem.
Even in this setting we observe similar behavior of the considered policies,
which highlights the superiority of ISP. In particular, ISP performs close to
the optimal, and when the network is almost completely destroyed (i.e. a
variance equal to 150) ISP repairs only 53 elements, with respect to the 46
elements repaired by the optimal solution, whereas GRD-COM requires 63
repairs and GRD-NC requires 68 repairs.
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Figure 1.7: Bell Canada topology. Heterogeneous recovery costs. Total repairs (a), demand loss (b).
Heterogeneous costs
To complete our analysis on the Bell Canada topology, we considered a final set of experiments, in which we modeled heterogeneous repair costs to
highlight the ability of ISP to adapt its choices to reduce the total cost of
repairs and not simply the number of repairs. To make this scenario more
realistic, we set the cost of the links according to their capacity, and considered a complete disruption of the network. We considered two backbones
of different capacity: the first with 50 capacity units, with 80 cost units per
link, and the second with 30 units of capacity and a corresponding cost per
link of 30 cost units. The rest of the links have 20 units of capacity and a
related cost of 4 units. We also considered a unitary uniform cost for node
recovery. We considered 4 demand pairs and we increased the corresponding
flow requirements.
The results are shown in Figure 1.7. In the figure, the optimal policy
is calculated with objective function equal to the number of repairs. We
consider two variants of ISP: ISP-hom which considers uniform repair costs
and therefore acts in a cost-blind manner, and ISP-het which takes account
of the cost when making its decisions, by considering a cost proportional
distance metric.
In terms of number of repairs, shown in Figure 1.7(a), ISP-hom performs
better than ISP-het, since at the same cost ISP-hom chooses the links with
highest capacity. By contrast in terms of total cost of repairs, as shown by
Figure 1.7(b), ISP-het performs better than ISP-hom by preferring decisions
that minimize the total cost of repairs.
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Figure 1.8: CAIDA topology AS28717, with 825 nodes and 1018 edges.
We did not run the greedy heuristics in these experiments, as despite
their simplicity, they do not scale to large topologies due to the necessity
to calculate all the paths between demand pairs, which is of exponential
complexity in the size of V .

1.5.2

Second scenario: big size topology

For this second scenario, we consider the real topology AS28717 of Figure 1.8,
taken from the CAIDA (Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis) resource
collection [23]. This topology represents IP-level connections between backbone/gateway routers of several ASs from major Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) around the globe. Since CAIDA topologies are often disconnected,
we selected the giant connected component, which has 825 nodes and 1018
edges.
In this set of experiments, we consider random capacity links between 20
and 50 units, 22 units of flow per demand and we focus on vary the number
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Figure 1.9: CAIDA topology AS28717. Varying the number of demand pairs
(22 flow units per pair). Total repairs (a), demand loss (b).
of demand pairs. Figure 1.9(a) shows the total number of repairs, while
Figure 1.9(b) shows the demand loss. Even in this scenario, ISP performs
close to the optimal, and does not show any demand loss. This behavior is
similar to the one shown in the previous scenario for small size topology. This
confirm that ISP is able to find a good approximation to MinR independently
from the size or the structure of the network. Notice that even for big
size topology scenario, the number of repairs under heuristic SRT is also
comparable to the optimal, but the demand loss in this case is considerably
high confirming that this heuristic is not able to accommodate all the demand
flows.

1.5.3

Third scenario: simulation time comparison

In this last scenario, we analyze the scalability of ISP and OPT. We consider
synthetic network topologies of increasing complexity and we evaluate the
performance and the computation time of the two algorithms.
We considered an Erdos-Renyi topology [35] with 100 nodes. We recall
that in an Erdos-Renyi graph, any two nodes are connected through an edge
with probability p (edge probability). In the experiments of Figure 1.10 we
varied the parameter p.
As the purpose of this set of experiments is to evaluate the algorithm
scalability, we consider a relatively simple problem instance in which we
have only a connectivity requirement, with a construction similar to the one
of the proof of Theorem 1.1.1 (an instance of the Steiner Forest problem).
We modeled the link capacity and flow demand as follows: we considered
5 demand pairs, of one unit each, and we analyzed the case of a completely
destroyed network, where each link has a capacity of 1,000 units of flow.
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Despite the relative simplicity of the problem formulation (only connectivity
requirements), by growing p we increase the difficulty of the problem.
In Figure 1.10(a) we focus on the execution time of ISP and OPT. For
the calculation of the optimal solution we implemented problem 1.1 using
Python and the Gurobi [1] library, which is known for its efficiency. For
these experiments we used a 20 core/40 thread architecture composed of
2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU ES-2680 v2 (2.80GHz) and 64GB RAM, running
Ubuntu 14.04. The experiments show that the optimal solution has a prohibitive execution time, which as expected grows significantly with the parameter p. For instance, we observe that when p=0.9 OPT requires 105 secs
(about 27 hours), on average.
The execution time of ISP is negligible and not affected by this parameter
setting. When p=1 the problem becomes trivial, as the supply network is a
clique, and the optimal solution consists in repairing the endpoints of each
demand pair and the edges connecting them.
Notice that, when p grows, the graph becomes non planar and in the case
of non-planar graphs, the Steiner Forest problem is known to be APX-hard
[49], hence we do not expect a good approximation of the optimal solution.
In fact, Figure 1.10(b) shows that the gap between ISP and OPT is much
higher than in the other experiments which used real topologies. This is
because, as observed in [21], real topologies are typically planar or mostly
planar. Nevertheless, ISP is still repairing a number of elements close to
the optimal, and lower than the number of repairs under SRT. Notice also
that in the case of p=1 the number of repairs is 15 for all the three plotted
algorithms, as the supply network is a clique and all the algorithms are able
to find the trivial solution of repairing the endpoints of each demand pair
and the links between them, for a total of 5 pairs.
For these experiments, the link capacity is so high that none of the heuristics has any demand loss.
Notice also that we do not plot the greedy heuristics that are based on
the pre-computation of the list of all paths, because with high values of p
they would require O(N !) steps.
In the next Chapter 2, we remove any assumptions on the knowledge
of the disruption and we study how to progressively restore demand flows
among the critical infrastructures by alternating interventions for repair and
for monitoring the network status.
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Figure 1.10: Erdos-Renyi topology. Varying edge probability p. Execution
time (a), number of total repairs (b).
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CEDAR: Progressive Network
recovery Under Incomplete
Knowledge of the Disruption
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Problem definition and assumptions

In the previous Chapter 1, we addressed the problem on how to efficiently
restore critical services flow after a massive failure event. After modeling the
problem of MinR, we developed a polynomial algorithm ISP that approximate the solution of the NP-hard problem. As discussed, ISP assumes, as
input, the complete knowledge of the sets of nodes and links destroyed. However, this information is not always available or it is only available as a partial
information. In this chapter we remove any assumption on the knowledge on
the disrupted area, and we study how to alternate efficiently interventions
for repair and interventions for monitoring the network in a progressive manner. Due to the progressive nature of the problem, the target is not anymore
the number of elements repaired, but how fast the flow among the critical
services is restored and made available.

2.1

Problem definition and assumptions

In this section, we introduce the problem of progressive damage assessment
and network recovery (PDAR) which aims at finding a schedule of repair
interventions to restore a set of critical demand flows as fast as possible, under
constrained recovery resources. Furthermore, PDAR works with partial and
progressively available knowledge of the status of the network which is the
result of network probing. As long as the repair interventions provided by
PDAR are executed, monitoring probes can find new working paths to explore
new areas of the network. Moreover, new working nodes can be used as
monitors.
The progressive damage assessment and network recovery considers subsequent stages of execution as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Whenever new information is available, the current stage ends and a new stage begins with the
information update action. The new information is then used to determine a
decision on the next schedule of repairs. A recovery phase follows, with repair interventions and monitor placement, until the next information update
becomes available. Notice that, as the information available to PDAR is only
partial, a repair intervention may be scheduled also on network elements for
which no information is available on its status (unknown status). Due to
the uncertainty on the status of such elements, at a local inspection, them
may result to be properly working. In order to keep the problem formulation simple, we do not incorporate monitor placement actions in the decision
problem, but we assume the following:
• software monitors are placed on all the nodes that are selected for a
repair intervention (both in the case of broken nodes that have been
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Figure 2.1: Stages of PDAR
repaired and in the case of nodes with unknown status that had been
scheduled for repair but were found working after a local inspection);
• each new monitor node probes the surrounding network until it is able
to determine its connected working component. In addition to probing,
cable diagnostic devices, such as reflectometers, are used, when available, to determine the status of the adjacent lines of a monitor, if the
next hop neighbors are unreachable;
• the demand endpoints are the first nodes to be repaired, and to host
network monitors.
Although for practical purposes it is often desirable to limit the monitoring activity to a given number of hops from the monitor nodes, we assume
that a monitor obtains knowledge of its entire connected component in the
working graph GW . Notice that the monitoring activity and the consequent
information update, trigger the transition to a new stage of PDAR, because
it may find a more efficient repair schedule. Nevertheless, if the monitoring
activity does not provide any update, or the only unknown elements that are
discovered are actually broken or are isolated elements, the current schedule
is kept unchanged as PDAR would provide the same solution.

2.1.1

The PDAR optimization problem

Before formalizing the PDAR problem, we recall and extend the nomenclature introduced in Chapter I to consider the partial knowledge of the network
failures. Therefore the set V is partitioned into the three sets VW , VB , and
Vu of working, broken and unknown-status nodes, respectively. The set E
is likewise partitioned into the sets EW , EB , and Eu . We define the working
graph GW = (VW , EW0 ), where EW0 = EW \ {(i, j) ∈ EW |{i, j} ∩ (VB ∪ Vu ) 6= ∅}.
Namely, the working graph is formed by the working nodes of the supply
graph, and by the working edges that are not incident to broken nodes or
nodes with unknown status. Hereafter, we refer to a recovery action as the
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local intervention on a node v ∈ VB ∪ Vu or a link (i, j) ∈ EB ∪ Eu to determine its status if unknown, and to restore its functionality if broken1 . The
recovery of a node includes the installation of a software monitor.
Since the PDAR problem works under the constrain of limited recovery resources, we consider a time based budget of repair resources, denoted
with Brepairs , for instance human personnel or vehicles, which determines
the amount of repair interventions that can be performed in a same time
period. Due to the constrained repair resource budget, only a limited set of
repairs can be executed in parallel. For this reason, PDAR schedules repairs
according to the time availability of repair resources. It considers the stage
as a sequence of successive steps in which the maximum number of parallel
repairs is bounded due to the budget constraint Brepair .
Therefore, the PDAR optimization problem works in a sequence of at
most N repair steps to be performed at each stage, where N is the maximum
number of steps that are necessary to repair all the broken elements. Nevertheless, the sequence of repairs, which will be executed in the recovery phase
of the stage, will be terminated if a useful information update is determined.
In such a case PDAR will move to the next stage, before reaching the N -th
step.
At each step n, there is an update of the composition of the sets of working, broken and unknown network elements. We will add the argument (n) to
the notation of these sets when we want to refer to the specific composition
they have at stage n. Each stage s starts with n = 0, with input consisting of
the supply graph G, the demand graph H, and the current stage estimate of
the damages, represented by the sets of certainly broken elements VBs (0) and
EBs (0) and by the sets Vus (0) and Eus (0) of elements whose state is unknown.
For example, the discovery of the status of a node v ∈ Vus (n − 1) after a local
inspection implies that Vus (n) ← Vus (n − 1) \ {v} and the node v is added to
either VWs (n) if v is functional, or to VBs (n) if v is broken. A similar update
occurs when the monitoring activity brings new information on the status of
a link which was previously unknown.
The purpose of PDAR is to find a step-based schedule of repairs, which
determines the sequence of repair interventions within V ∗ = VBs (0) ∪ Vus (0)
and E ∗ = EBs (0) ∪ Eus (0) that optimizes the accumulative P
demand flow over
N
∗
∗
N steps F
P(N ). This value is defined as follows: F (N ) = n=1 f (n), where
f (n) = h∈EH dh · αh (n), and αh (n) ∈ [0, 1] is a variable representing the
percentage of the demand flow dh that is routed at the n-th step.
1

For simplicity of presentation we only consider repair actions, although a more general
formulation is possible, considering that each broken network component can be repaired
or replaced with devices of analogous or different characteristics.
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Let the variables fijh (n) ∈ R, with fijh (n) ≥ 0, represent the fraction of the
demand flow h that is routed through the link (i, j) ∈ E, going from vertex i
to vertex j, at the completion of the n-th step. Notice that other flows may
traverse the same edge in the opposite direction.
Also consider the binary variables xij (n) and yi (n). The variable xij (n) =
1 if there is a recovery intervention on edge (i, j) ∈ E exactly at step n, while
xij (n) = 0 otherwise. The variable yi (n) = 1 if node i is repaired at step
n, and yi (n) = 0 otherwise. For an edge that has been repaired at the k-th
step, it is xij (k) = 1, and xij (l) = 0 for l 6= k. We consider working elements
as repaired at the 0-th step. For instance, if the node i ∈ VW it is yi (0) = 1
and yi (n) = 0 for any other step n 6= 0. For all the elements of (i, j) ∈ E ∗ it
is xij (0) = 0 (initially broken), while if edge (i, j) ∈ EW it is xij (0) = 1, and
xij (n) = 0 if n 6= 0 (working links are considered as links that were repaired
at the 0-th stage). Similarly, yi (n) represents the binary decision to repair
node i ∈ V at the end of the n-th stage. If the node i ∈ VW it is yi (0) = 1
and yi (n) = 0 if n 6= 0. If the node i ∈ V ∗ then yi (0) = 0.
The capacity constraint of the problem is expressed by Equation 2.1(a).
If a link (i, j) is still broken at step n, its flow is null, otherwise the flow is
bounded by cij . Notice that if an edge (i, j) is repaired, the corresponding
P
nodes i and j must also be repaired if broken, which implies that nk=0 yi (k) ≥
xij (n), ∀i, j ∈ V, ∀n as in Equation 2.1(b).
The flow balance constraint is expressed by Equation 2.1(c). In this
equation bhi = dh if i is the source of the demand flow h, bhi = −dh if i is the
destination, and bhi = 0 otherwise to balance incoming and outgoing flow.
Finally, Equation 2.1(d) constrains the cost of repairs for each of the N
stages, to be limited to the per step budget Brepair 2 . Equations 2.1(e-g)
denote the domain of the variables of the problem, while Equations 2.1(h-i)
initialize the values of the decision variables for the first stage.
We consider the optimization of the accumulative flow over a horizon of
N stages. The PDAR optimization problem is therefore formulated in the
variables xij (n), yi (n), αh (n) and fijh (n) as follows (we omit the statement
2
This formulation does not consider budget rollover from one repair step to the next
in the case of partially depleted budget. This is because we want to use this model to
represent limited repair resources, such as vehicles or human personnel.
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∀n in all the constraints for clarity):
P
P
Max N
n=1
h∈EH dh · αh (n)
subject to, for all n = 1, . . . , N :
Pn
P|EH | h
h
cP
x
(k)
≥
∀(i, j)
ij ·
ij
h=1 (fij (n) + fji (n)),
k=0
n
y
(k)
≥
x
(n),
∀(i,
j)
ij
Pk=0 ih
P
h
h
f
(n)
=
∀(i, h)
ki (n) + bi · αh (n),
k∈V fP
Pj∈V ij
e
v
(i,j)∈E ∗ xij (n) · kij +
i∈V ∗ yi (n) · ki <= Brepair
h
fij (n) ≥ 0, h ∈ EH
yi (n), xij (n) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ V, (i, j) ∈ E
αh (n) ∈ [0, 1], h ∈ EH
yi (0) = 0, if i ∈ V ∗ ; yi (0) = 1, if i ∈ VW
xij (0) = 0, if (i, j) ∈ E ∗ ; xij (0) = 1, if (i, j) ∈ EW

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )
(g)
(h)
(i)

(2.1)

Since a simpler instance of the problem PDAR, i.e. the MinR problem,
has been proven to be NP-hard in Theorem 1.1.1 in Section 1.1, the PDAR
problem is also NP-hard.

2.2

The algorithm CeDAR

In this section, we propose a polynomial algorithm, called Centrality based
Damage Assessment and Recovery (CeDAR), to solve the PDAR problem
introduced in previous Section 2.1. We consider a progressive monitoring
and network recovery in multiple stages, as in Figure 2.1. CeDAR aims at
maximizing the accumulative flow over time, as follows:
• prioritizing the repair of network components that can accommodate
higher flow, by using a dynamic ranking of broken and unknown elements, based on their centrality with respect to the demand;
• scheduling the repairs of the same-path elements all at once (or in an
interrupted sequence, if not allowed by the time based constraint on
repair resources) in order to make the repaired components immediately
available for flow routing.
For these reasons, CeDAR obtains a high accumulative flow throughout
the entire execution period, even when the recovery and monitoring activities
are still in progress.
Before to describe in details CeDAR, we briefly focus how CeDAR works.
CeDAR determines a repair schedule by privileging the repair of paths whose
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nodes have high demand based centrality, as we defined in the previous chapter in the designing of ISP (see Definition 1.3 in Section 1.2.2 for details).
Furthermore, we extended the definition of dynamic notion of distance introduced in Section 1.2.4, to consider the unknown elements with their cost of
repair and link capacity. In this way, when CeDAR makes the decision to repair an element, all successive actions will be performed accordingly. In fact,
according to this dynamic notion of distance, the length of a path containing repaired elements will be updated to a lower value, hence the centrality
of its nodes will increase, and the path will attract more flow. As result,
the algorithm will concentrate demand flows on the repaired components.
To make paths immediately available for routing flows, CeDAR aims at repairing entire paths in uninterrupted sequence. To progressively reduce the
instance of the problem, CeDAR routes (prunes) demands on known paths
rather than to continue to place monitors to discover another potentially
shortest path. This policy allows CeDAR to drastically reduce the cost for
monitoring, achieving at the same time good performance in terms of number
of elements repaired, as confirmed in the simulations ( Section 2.5).

2.2.1

Definitions and notation

To better understand the algorithm CeDAR in detail, we introduce the following notation and definitions.
Each iteration of CeDAR potentially provides an update of the current
view of the status of the network. Hence, subsequent iterations correspond
to different stages of the PDAR problem, according to the nomenclature
introduced in section 2.1. Notice that some iterations provide long sequences
of repair interventions, which may require several steps, within the time
constraint on the available repair resources.
At each stage CeDAR performs new repairs and simplifies the problem
instance by reducing demand and link capacities according to an operation
called demand pruning, formalized in Definition 2.2.1 and already introduced
in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.6. With GW (n) we denote the composition of the
working graph, and with dh (n), for (sh , th ) ∈ EH (n) and ckl (n), for (k, l) ∈ E,
we denote the demand and capacities updated at the n-th stage. With dh (0)
and ckl (0) we denote the initial values of demand and capacity (before the
disruption).
Depending on the needs of the discussion, the same path is equivalently
described as an ordered list of links p, or as a subset of nodes and links, and
denoted with p̂.
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Definition 2.2.1 (Pruning of a demand). Let us consider a demand of x ≤
dh (n) units of flow between the endpoints sh and th , with (sh , th ) ∈ EH (n),
at the current stage n. Let p be a path between sh and th in GW (n), that is
p̂ ⊂ VW (n) ∪ EW (n), for which x ≤ min(i,j)∈p̂ cij (n), for all (i, j) ∈ p̂. Pruning
x units of demand dh (n) on path p consists in the decrease of demand dh (n),
so that dh (n + 1) = dh (n) − x, and in the corresponding update of the link
capacities of p: cij (n + 1) = cij (n) − x, for all (i, j) ∈ p̂.
The following notion of routable instance, constitutes the core of the termination condition of the CeDAR. We recall the routability test introduced
in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1. When the current demand is routable on the
current working graph, without the need of additional repairs, the algorithm
CeDAR terminates.
Definition 2.2.2 (Routable demand). Given a demand graph H(n) at stage
n, and the currently working graph GW (n), with currently updated capacities
cij (n), for any (i, j) ∈ EW (n), we say that H(n) is routable on GW (n) if the
capacity constraints and flow balance equations of the related flow routing
problem are satisfied, that is:
 P
h
fjih (n)) ≤ cij (n)
 Ph∈EH(n) (fij (n) + P
h
(2.2)
(n) + bhi (n)
f h (n) = k∈VW (n) fki
 h j∈VW (n) ij
fij (n) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ VW (n), (i, j) ∈ EW (n), h ∈ EH (n)
Definition 2.2.3 (Residual capacity graph). We denote with GTOT (n) the
supply graph ( i.e. containing all broken, working and unknown components),
with residual capacities, considering all the pruning actions performed until
stage n−1. Such a graph is shortly called the residual capacity graph. Notice
that GTOT (n) can be obtained from GW (n) repairing all broken nodes and links.
The following notion of feasible pruning establishes the necessary conditions for the feasibility of a pruning action. Informally, if a pruning action reduces the capacity of the current graph to the point that the current demand
is no longer routable, even with complete repairs, then it would determine a
non-feasible instance of the problem and therefore should be prohibited.
Definition 2.2.4 (Feasible pruning). Given a demand graph H(n) at stage
n, and the currently working graph GW (n) with updated capacities cij (n), for
(i, j) ∈ EW (n), we say that the pruning of x units of demand dh (n) on path p
is feasible, if after the pruning of x on p, H(n + 1) is routable on the residual
capacity graph GTOT (n + 1).
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Figure 2.2: Infeasible set of paths for demand flows
Definition 2.2.5 (Infeasible set). Let P be a set of paths in the residual
capacity graph GTOT (n). P is an infeasible set for H(n) if for all paths p ∈ P,
and for all the demands dh (n) in H(n), there is no positive value  > 0 such
that pruning of  units of dh (n) is feasible in p.
An example of infeasible set is shown in Figure 2.2. In this example, there
are two pairs of demand dxy = {x, y} and dst = {s, t} with a demand of 1
and 0.5 unit of flow respectively, represented with green lines. The black and
solid lines represent the working links and the red and dashed lines represents
the broken links. The labels on each edge in the graph represent the residual
capacity.
The entire demand is routable on GTOT (n), i.e., on the graph of Figure
2.2, after the repair of the links (s, a) and (b, t).
In fact, dxy can be routed, using paths p1xy =< x, s, a, b, t, y > for 0.5 units
of flow, and p2xy =< x, s, a, t, y > for the remaining 0.5 units of flow, and dst
can be routed entirely on the path p1st =< s, b, t >. However, as both the
demand pairs have a working path, it may seem intuitive to use it for at least
one of them. Nevertheless the current working paths pw
xy =< x, s, b, a, t, y >
w
and pst =< s, b, a, t > form an infeasible set. In fact, the pruning of a
quantity  > 0 of any of the two demands on its related path, precludes
the routability of the remaining demand on GTOT (n + 1), compromising the
solution of the problem.
To take care of the partial knowledge, i.e. the nodes and links with unknown status, with the following definition we extend the notion of dynamic
path length introduced in the previous chapter, Section 1.2.4.
Definition 2.2.6 (Cost based path length). Let p be a path in G, that is
p
p
p̂ ⊂ V ∪ E. Let VB|u
(n) and EB|u
(n) be the sets of nodes and links traversed
by p which at the n-th stage are still broken or unknown. We define the cost
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based path length of p, at the current stage n as follows:
l(n) (p) ,

X

X
X
kije
a
+
b·
+
c · kiv .
cij (n)
c
(n)
ij
p
p

p
(i,j)∈p̂\EB|u
(n)

(i,j)∈EB|u (n)

i∈VB|u (n)

For simplicity we consider unitary values of the constants a, b and c, and
uniform costs of repair for broken elements kije = k e , and kiv = k v for (i, j) ∈
p
p
EB|u
(n) and i ∈ VB|u
(n), respectively, with k e , k v  1, for all (i, j) ∈ E and
i∈V.
With Definition 2.2.6, the length of a path depends on the number of
broken elements, hence varies from stage to stage. Thanks to this dynamic
notion of path length, a shortest path selection tends to prioritize paths with
fewer broken elements, and links with higher capacities.
We now briefly recall the formulation of demand based centrality, previously introduced in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2. We use this centrality metric
for CeDAR since it consider the problem of flow routing among several nodes.
Definition 2.2.7 (Demand based centrality). The demand based centrality
cd (v) of a node v ∈ V is defined as:

 P
c(p)
X  p∈Pij∗ |v

(2.3)
· dij 
cd (v) ,
 P
c(p)
(ij)∈EH

∗
p∈Pij

where P ∗ (i, j) is the set of the first shortest paths necessary to route the
demand (i, j) when considered independently of the other demands, Pij∗ |v
is the set of the paths in P ∗ (i, j) traversing v, c(p) is the capacity of path
p ∈ P ∗ (i, j), and dij is the demand flow of the pair (i, j) ∈ EH .
Notice that, when used by CeDAR the centrality of a node is calculated at
each stage to determine how likely the routing of the demand would benefit
from the repair of the node. Hence we calculate the value of cd (v) by considering the instance of the problem at the current stage n. To this purpose,
we consider the current demand graph H (n) , while the set of paths P ∗ (i, j)
is calculated in GTOT(n) , and the length of the paths takes account of the
current composition of the sets of broken, unknown, and working elements
VB (n), EB (n), Vu (n), Eu (n) and VW (n) and EW (n).

2.2.2

CeDAR in details

In Algorithm 1 we show the details of CeDAR.
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We assume that the algorithm has no initial knowledge of the disruption
and accumulates information iteratively, through network monitoring.
Initially, in lines 4-6, CeDAR repairs the demand endpoints if necessary,
and places a software monitor in all of them, to determine their connected
working component. CeDAR builds its current view of the working graph
GW (0) with all the nodes and links that were found to be working, and with
link capacities as in the original supply graph (before the disruption). If GW (0)
is not sufficient to route all the existing demand flows, CeDAR proceeds with
a progressive repair and monitoring of the network, as described in lines 723.
At stage n of this progressive recovery, in line 8, CeDAR computes the
set P that contains, for each demand di ∈ H(n) the corresponding shortest
path pi on GTOT (n), according to the distance metric given in Definition 2.2.6.
Nevertheless P may constitute an infeasible set for the current demand H(n),
according to Definition 2.2.5, tested in line 9. In such a case, none of the
paths in P can be used for routing and CeDAR, in line 10, resorts to the
Equations (2.2) calculated in GTOT (n), to determine a set of feasible paths
Pf .
As Pf may contain more than one path for each demand pair, in line 11,
CeDAR builds the new set P by choosing, for each demand di , the shortest
path in Pf .
CeDAR only schedules path repairs when the status of all the elements
of the path is known. This is meant to keep unnecessary local interventions
at a minimum. Therefore, in line 12, CeDAR looks for the paths pi ∈ P,
such that p̂i ∩ (Vu ∪ Eu ) = ∅ and, with these, it builds the set of paths with
known status P k .
If there is more than one path in P k (line 13), then in line 14 CeDAR
chooses the path pi such that pi = arg maxpi ∈P min(k,l)∈pi ckl , namely, the path
of maximum capacity, where the capacity of a path is defined as the capacity
of the link with minimum capacity. Further ties are addressed by choosing
the path of shortest length (not detailed in the pseudocode). CeDAR then
schedules the repair of the entire set of broken elements in pi , which is p̂i ∩
(VB (n)∪EB (n)) in line 15, and then the pruning, in line 16, of the maximum
feasible quantity x of di (n), on pi . In line 17 CeDAR updates the graphs
GW (n+1), GTOT (n+1) and H(n+1), to keep track of the scheduled repairs and
of the updates in the demands and capacities due to the occurred pruning
actions.
If all the selected paths of P contain at least an unknown element (line
13), which implies that P k = ∅, in line 18 CeDAR selects a new node vBC
in which to place a new monitor. To optimize the chance to obtain new
information on the area of the network that is of interest for routing the
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demand flows, CeDAR selects the node vBC in the set Vm (n) , {v ∈ V |v ∈
Vu (n) ∨ ∃w ∈ V , s.t. (v, w) ∈ Eu (n)} of nodes that are either unknown or
have an incident unknown link. Among the nodes of Vm (n), it selects the one
with highest demand based centrality: vBC = arg maxv∈Vm (n) c(v), according
to Definition 2.2.7.
If at the time of the local intervention, the node vBC is discovered to be
broken, it is scheduled for repair in line 20, then CeDAR places a monitor
in vBC , in line 21.
The new repairs and the monitor activity from vBC require an update of
the graphs GW (n + 1) and GTOT (n + 1) and the transition to a new stage.
The algorithm terminates with line 7 as soon as CeDAR determines that
the current demand H(n) is routable over the known working graph GW (n).
ALGORITHM 1: CeDAR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Input: Supply graph G, demand graph H, broken sets VB , EB , unknown sets Vu , Eu
Output: Schedule of repairs R
Initialize VB (0), EB (0), Vu (0), Eu (0), H(0), R(0)
Build current graphs GW (0) and GTOT (0)
n←0
for x ∈ VH do
If x if broken, append x to R(n) and repair it
Monitor from x
while H(n) is not routable on GW (n) do
Build the set P of shortest paths pi in GTOT (n), ∀di (n) > 0
if P is an infeasible set for H(n) then
Solve Equations (2.2) in GTOT (n) to obtain feasible paths Pf
Build P with the shortest path pi ∈ Pf , ∀di ∈ H(n)
P k = {pi |pi ∈ P and pˆi ∩ (Vu ∪ Eu ) = ∅}
if P k 6= ∅ then
Choose pi = arg maxpi ∈P k min(k,l)∈pi ckl (n)
Append elements of p̂i to R(n) and repair them
Prune the max feasible x of di (n) over pi in G(n)
Build the new sets GW (n + 1), GTOT (n + 1) and H(n + 1)

22

else
Choose vBC = arg maxv∈Vm (n) c(v)
If vBC is found broken, append vBC to R(n) and repair it
Deploy a monitor in vBC
Build the new graphs GW (n + 1) and GTOT (n + 1)

23

n←n+1

18
19
20
21
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Properties of CeDAR

As already shown for ISP in the previous chapter, in this section we show
the properties of the proposed algorithm. In particular, we focus on the
termination, correctness and time complexity of CeDAR.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Termination and correctness of CeDAR). Let us consider a
demand graph H = (VH , EH ) and a supply graph G = (V, E), which is partially
disrupted, such that VB , EB are the sets of broken nodes and links, and Vu , Eu
are nodes and links of unknown status, and VW , EW are the working elements.
In a finite number of stages NCeDAR , CeDAR produces a repair schedule R
such that the demand H is routable on the repaired graph GR = (V R , E R ),
where V R = VW ∪ (R ∩ V ) and E R = EW ∪ (R ∩ E).
Proof. We first prove that CeDAR terminates in a finite number of stages
(termination), then we prove that the demand is routable on the repaired
graph (correctness).
Termination. At each stage n, CeDAR selects a set of paths P. If there
is at least a path p ∈ P such that the status of all the elements of p̂ is known,
the algorithm enters lines 14-17. In this case CeDAR prunes the maximum
portion x of a demand di on the path pi , preserving the feasibility of the
instance. This requires the solution of an optimization problem with a new
variable x. The set of constraints will be the same as in Equations 2.2, on
the graph GTOT (n), with the additional equality constraints requiring that the
demand di be routed for a quantity equal to x on the edges of p̂ and for the
remaining quantity di − x in any other edges, possibly including those of p̂.
Notice that since the only inequality constraints of this optimization problem
are those related to link capacities, every time such optimization is executed,
there is a capacity constraint which acts as a binding constraint [45]. Given
a demand, new pruning decisions will create new binding constraints while
previous binding constraints will remain binding. As the number of capacity
constraints is equal to the number of links in GTOT (n) it follows that the
number of pruning operations for each demand is bounded by |E TOT (n)|.
Let us consider instead the case in which none of the paths in P is completely known, and for each path p ∈ P there is at least one unknown status
element, so ∀p ∈ P, p̂ ∩ (Vu ∪ Eu ) 6= ∅. In such a case, the algorithm actions
are provided by lines 18-22. Every time this happens a new node vBC is
selected from Vm (n) which is the set of nodes that are either unknown or
have adjacent unknown links. By placing a monitor in vBC , according to the
assumptions detailed in Section 2.1, we assess the status of (at least) vBC and
of all its adjacent links, so the number of elements of Vm (n) gradually de54
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creases at each stage. Since this number is lower bounded by 0, the number
of monitoring actions is limited by the initial size of Vm .
Correctness. At each stage, CeDAR may either prune a demand, or it
may place a monitor and explore its connected component. The first case
(lines 14-17) CeDAR gradually reduces the total demand preserving the
feasibility of the instance, by means of repair and pruning actions, but it
requires knowledge of the status of entire paths. In the second case (lines
18-22) CeDAR gradually decreases the size of the unknown sets Vu (n) and
Eu (n), so it progressively enables more actions of the first kind. Therefore, at
each stage new portions of the network are discovered, or a non-infinitesimal
demand portion is pruned preserving the feasibility of the problem. As the
instance of the problem is feasible by assumption, CeDAR will eventually
prune enough demands and repair enough network elements to meet the
routability of the demand on the currently repaired graph GR = (V R , E R ),
where V R = VW (n) ∪ (R(n) ∩ V ) and E R = EW (n) ∪ (R(n) ∩ E).
Theorem 2.3.2 (Time Complexity of CeDAR). Let G=(V,E) be the graph
supply and let H be a feasible demand graph on G. CeDAR has polynomial
time complexity.
Proof. As we discussed in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, the number of iterations is bounded by the maximum number of demand pruning actions, which
is limited by the number of edges in the supply graph, for each demand pair,
therefore the number of iterations is O(|EH | × |E|). By focusing on the single
activities performed at each iteration we have the following analysis.
Determine the routability of current instance (line 7). It requires testing
the feasibility of the set Equations (2.2). This is known to be polynomial, as
detailed in [66, 45].
Determine set of shortest paths P (line 8). It requires the execution of
the Dijkstra’s algorithm for each demand d ∈ EH . Therefore it requires
O(|EH | · (|E| + |V | log(|V |)).
Determine if P is a conflicting set (line 9). In the worst case, it requires
the solution of a linear programming problem (of gradually lower size), to
determine whether a non null demand quantity x can be pruned on each of
the paths in P (one for each demand).
Complexity of Pruning (line 16). While the maximum amount of demand
x that can be pruned for each demand pair is also calculated in the test to
determine whether P is a conflicting set, there is no need to recalculate it.
x units of demand d on the shortest path p and update of the supply and
demand graph require linear time in the length of p.
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Complexity to find the best candidate (line 18). The demand based centrality
of each node is determined with the Equation 2.3. In order to calculate
the set of paths P̂ij∗ , at each iteration we use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find
the shortest path p between any pair of nodes u and v such that (u, v) ∈
EH . Let c(p) be the capacity of such a path. If c(p) ≥ du,v , where du,v
is the demand requirement between nodes u and v, this path is sufficient,
otherwise we consider the residual graph in which we reduce the capacity
of p by c(p), and we calculate the next shortest path at the next iteration
(n)
to satisfy a demand du,v − c(p), if The resulting complexity is O(|EH | ×
(|E (n) | + |V (n) | log(|V (n) |)), since at each iteration we compute the shortest
path using Dijkstra’s algorithm and we saturate the capacity of at least one
edge. For each selected shortest path, we can update the centrality of its
nodes in linear time with respect to the path length. Finding the node with
highest centrality requires linear time O(|V |).
In conclusion, as all the actions of each iteration can be performed in
polynomial time, and the number of iterations is always polynomial, we can
conclude that CeDAR has polynomial time complexity.

2.4

Heuristics

To the best of our knowledge there is no previous work in the literature that
addresses the problem of recovery in the case of incomplete knowledge of
the failure extent. To compare the performance of CeDAR, we modified two
previous approaches. In fact, since both of them assume perfect knowledge
of the disruption, it would be unfair to compare them to CeDAR in a setting
with incomplete information, for which CeDAR is specifically designed. For
this reason, we modify these approaches to make them able to determine
a progressive recovery schedule, where network monitoring is performed in
parallel to repairs, and the recovery plan can be progressively adjusted.

2.4.1

Shadow Price Progressive Recovery (ShP)

The work of Wang et al. [86] introduces a progressive recovery approach,
which we hereby call the Shadow Price (ShP) approach. ShP assumes complete knowledge of the failure which can only affect links and not nodes, and
considers limited resource availability to perform simultaneous repairs in a
massively disrupted network. The purpose of ShP is to schedule the repairs
of the broken network components so as to optimize the weighted sum over
time of the flow of every demand pairs. The ShP approach considers the
56
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progressive recovery problem as an MILP problem. By recognizing the NPhardness of the approach, the authors suggest to use an LP relaxation of the
problem and suggest to schedule link repairs according to a decreasing order
of the shadow prices of the link capacity constraints.
To make the comparison with CeDAR more fair, we modified ShP as
follows. First, as ShP cannot work with broken nodes, we let it assume
that all nodes are working, and whenever it selects an edge for repair, its
endpoint nodes are also repaired if broken, and a monitor is placed on one
of them. Second, we consider a progressive execution of ShP, in which ShP
is executed iteratively as a single stage process of repair, and a monitoring
activity is performed from the newly repaired nodes at each iteration. Finally,
we observe that since ShP aims at maximizing flow, and not at meeting
specific flow requirements, it may find solutions in which a large flow of one
demand compensates for an insufficient flow of another. We modified the LP
problem used by ShP, to include an upper bound on each demand flow equal
to its requirement, and stop the algorithm execution as soon as all demand
requirements are satisfied. With these three modifications we allow ShP to
work also under incomplete knowledge of the failed area and make it more
appropriate to meet specific demand requirements.
Why do we expect ShP to perform poorly in terms of accumulative flow over
time?
Notice that ShP requires that broken edges have a small residual capacity,
to avoid scenarios where all shadow prices are null. This is not realistic,
as broken links have null capacity, but is a requirement for the algorithm
to work. The values of these residual capacities influence the schedule of
repairs. As a consequence ShP does not perform the repair of the components
of a same path in an interrupted sequence, which is critical to have high
accumulative flow. In the experiments of Section 2.5 we set the residual
capacities of broken links to random values as suggested by the authors [86].

2.4.2

Progressive ISP (P-ISP)

In Chapter 1, we proposed a polynomial heuristic called ISP, to solve the
problem MinR a simpler instance of PDAR, introduced in Section 1.1, that
aims at minimize the cost of repair, while restoring critical demand flows.
However, as discussed, ISP is not designed to work under partial knowledge of the disruption, and does not provide an adaptive schedule of repairs
that adjust repair decisions to the incremental knowledge of the network, as
required by the PDAR problem. To compare the performance of CeDAR with
ISP, we modified the ISP algorithm to work progressively with incremental
knowledge of the disruption. We briefly recall how ISP works to better
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understand the changes made. For a detailed description of ISP, please refer
to Chapter1, Section 1.2.
ISP works by iteratively selecting the next node to repair, called best candidate, according to a centrality ranking on the basis of the notion of centrality
given in Section 1.2.2. After the repair of this node, ISP selects a demand
to split, thus creating two smaller demands with the best candidate as a
new end-point for both. The algorithm also provides a pruning operation,
which is similar to the one performed by CeDAR, but works under different
enabling conditions based on structural properties of the demand and supply
graph (for details see Section 1.2.6).
To make ISP able to work in the case of partial knowledge of the disruption, we designed a progressive variant, hereby called Progressive ISP
(P-ISP) as follows. First, we assume that network elements of unknown status are broken, and let P-ISP consider them as high cost repair elements.
Second, we consider a progressive execution in stages, where at every stage
P-ISP executes both repair interventions, monitor deployment, and network
probing, according to a stage model similar to the one of Figure 2.1.
We now give more details of this modified variant. When the node s
with highest centrality is chosen for repair and demand split, a monitor is
first placed on s which probes the nodes of its connected component. Before
performing the actual demand split as provided by ISP, P-ISP recalculates
the centrality of the nodes on the basis of the new information available.
If s is still the best candidate, the split action goes on. Otherwise, a new
intervention of repair and monitoring is planned for the new node with highest centrality. This process is iteratively repeated until the new information
acquired by monitoring does not determine a new highest ranked node. The
pseudo-code of P-ISP is shown in the following Algorithm 2.
Why does ISP perform wrong irreversible decisions?
Although we modified ISP to make it work in the context of incomplete
knowledge of the failure, we expect that ISP performs worse than CeDAR.
In fact, P-ISP could still make wrong decisions due to the assumption that
components with unknown status are broken. This may cause P-ISP to split a
demand on a best candidate node which may result an inefficient choice when
more knowledge becomes available. Moreover, the split action determines an
irreversible routing decision that may compromise the entire solution of the
problem. In addition to this, ISP performs repairs one at a time, potentially
scheduling successive repairs in distant and unrelated portions of the network,
resulting in a low accumulative flow over time. An example of wrong choice
due to the partial knowledge of the disruption is shown in Figure 2.3. Figure
2.3 (a) shows a network, in which there is a demand flow between the green
nodes s and t, the broken elements are represented in red and with dashed
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ALGORITHM 2: Progressive Iterative Split and Prune (P-ISP)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Input: Supply graph G, demand graph H, broken nodes VB and broken edges EB
Output: Schedule of repairs
for x ∈ VH do
Repair x if broken
Monitor from x
Build current sets VB (0), EB (0), Vu (0), Eu (0)
Build current graphs H(0), GW (0) and GTOT (0)
while H(n) is not routable on GW (n) do
while pruning condition do
Prune demands satisfying pruning condition on G(n);
Build the new sets GW (n + 1), GTOT (n + 1) and H(n + 1);
if there are repairable links then
Plan interventions for the broken repairable links on G(n);
Build the new sets GW (n + 1), GTOT (n + 1);
else
while best candidate vBC changes do
Plan an intervention on vBC on G(n) ;
If vBC ∈ VB (n) repair and place a monitor;
Discover the network from vBC and update the centrality;
Find best demand d to split on vBC ;
Calculate the maximum splittable amount dx ;
Split amount dx of demand d on vBC ;
Build the new sets GW (n + 1), GTOT (n + 1) and H(n + 1);
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Progressive ISP: perfect knowledge (a) - split error due to partial
knowledge (b)
lines, and the working elements are black and with solid lines. In a scenario
with full knowledge, P-ISP would choose to repair the nodes along the path
p1 =< s, a, b, c, d, t > to minimize the number of repairs. , since it is almost
repaired if compared to the path p2 =< s, e, f, g, t > that is completely
destroyed. Hence with this information, P-ISP will perform the split actions
on the nodes on path p1 , giving them a higher centrality than the nodes of
p2 . However, when the information on the disruption is not available, P-ISP
treats the nodes on p1 and p2 =< s, e, f, g, t > equally (the same), as shown in
Figure 2.3 (b) where gray elements have unknown status. In such a scenario,
P-ISP chooses the path p2 to be repaired, since it potentially requires a lower
number of repairs with respect to p1 . The side effect shown in 2.3, due to the
partial knowledge, forces P-ISP to perform a higher number of interventions
to find a stable best candidate, whose centrality does not change after the
monitoring phase.
Why we do not expect P-ISP to show a good accumulative flow over time?
P-ISP repairs links only when there is a demand between their endpoints.
In this way P-ISP may repair the network in a way that successive repairs
occur in possibly distant and unrelated portions of the network. Although PISP eventually repairs all necessary paths to route the entire set of demands,
it does not work on one path at a time like CeDAR, but schedule node
repairs on the basis of a centrality rank. For this reason, when performed
progressively, P-ISP does not perform well in terms of accumulative flow over
time.
This result is confirmed in all experiments of Section 2.5, where P-ISP
requires high number of interventions for discovering the network.
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In this section we study the behavior of the discussed approaches by means
of simulations. We consider a real network topology, taken from the CAIDA
(Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis) dataset [23]. This dataset includes real topologies describing the connections between backbone/gateway
routers of several autonomous systems. We used the topology AS28717, of
which we extracted the giant connected component with 825 nodes and 1018
edges, where we set the edge capacities randomly in a range between 20 and
50 units.
In the following experiments we considered three different scenarios in
which we varied the number of demands, the amount of flow for each demand,
and the extent of the disruption, randomizing the results for a minimum of
20 runs for each experiment.
In all the experiments, with the only exception being the optimal (OPT)
solution, we assume that the initial knowledge of the network state is only
partial, and determined by monitoring the network from the demand endpoints. The OPT solution instead is obtained by using complete knowledge
of the disruption and solving the NP-hard optimization problem PDAR of
Section 2.1.1. Therefore, we underline that OPT is an ideal solution and is
considered only as a baseline for comparisons, to evidence the margin of improvement that any algorithm can provide with respect to existing solutions.
For this reason we show the comparisons with OPT only in the first scenario.

2.5.1

Scenario A: Varying demand intensity

In this scenario we increase the load on the network by varying the amount
of flow of 5 uniform demand pairs, with randomly selected endpoints. We
generate the network disruption so as to form multiple disconnected portions.
To this purpose we generate a geographic distribution of the probability of
failure, in the form of a composition of two bi-variate Gaussian distributions,
representing two epicenters of maximum disruption probability. The disruption probability gradually decreases with the distance from the epicenters.
The extent of the disruption is such that 60% of the network components are
broken.
In Figure 2.4 we show the effects of the progressive recovery actions of the
three algorithms CeDAR, P-ISP and ShP and of the optimal solution OPT.
The figure shows the trend with time of the maximum amount of critical flow
that can be routed on the currently repaired supply network. In the figure,
the number of repairs grows in proportion with time as we consider that all
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Figure 2.4: Scenario A. 5 demand pairs with varying demand intensity.
Flow routed, 12 (a) and 20 (b) flow units per pair. Flow difference: CeDAR
vs. P-ISP (c), CeDAR vs. ShP (d)
the algorithms repair one network element at each time step, to mimic a
scenario with limited resources.
We consider two different load settings: a case with moderate flow in
Figure 2.4(a) corresponding to 12 flow units for each of the 5 demand pairs,
and a case with high flow in Figure 2.4(b), corresponding to 5 demand pairs
of 20 flow units each. The figure shows that CeDAR outperforms P-ISP and
ShP by routing more flow at each time step, with peaks of about 18 flow units
of difference, corresponding to the 30% of the total demand in the case of
moderate flow, and to the 18% in the case of high flow. Compared with OPT,
CeDAR shows a good approximation in the initial phase, with a difference
between the two within the 15% of the total demand, that gradually becomes
even lower, until the recovery process is halfway, when the difference between
CeDAR and OPT becomes negligible.
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Figures 2.4(c) and 2.4(d) emphasize the difference between CeDAR and
the other two algorithms by showing how much more flow CeDAR routes
in both the considered load settings. For instance, in the case of high load,
corresponding to the dashed lines of Figures 2.4(c) and 2.4(d), after about
20 rounds of repairs CeDAR routes an amount of flow that is 20 units higher
than P-ISP (see Figure 2.4(c)), and 15 units higher than ShP (see Figure
2.4(d)). It is important to notice that CeDAR does not incur a higher cost of
repair than the other two algorithms. In the entire execution period, CeDAR
routes more flow than ShP, despite the fact that ShP targets cumulative flow
as main objective function. We also recall that, while ShP optimizes the
total flow without guaranteeing any fairness among flows,to the point that
the optimal flow could be related to one only demand pair, CeDAR aims
at guaranteeing the satisfaction of each demand flow requirement. Figure
2.5 considers an experiment where we increased the amount of flow of each
of the 5 demand pairs from 4 to 24 flow units. Figure 2.5(a) shows the
number of repairs needed to route the entire flow demands. With respect
to the number of repairs, CeDAR outperforms ShP and performs the same
as P-ISP which instead is specifically meant to optimize repair cost. Notice
that the number of repairs performed by CeDAR and P-ISP is close to the
optimal OPT, which assumes full knowledge of the status of the network
nodes and links. By contrast, ShP needs to repair more network elements
than the other algorithms to route the same amount of flow. This is due
to the fact that ShP aims at optimizing cumulative flow at each iteration,
so it may decide to sacrifice cost, by repairing more elements than strictly
necessary for the purpose of satisfying the demand requirements.
Figure 2.5(b) shows that CeDAR deploys a lower number of monitors than
ShP and P-ISP. This means that CeDAR is able to perform the necessary
monitoring activity with a lower number of monitors, thanks to more focused
monitor deployment decisions that aim at obtaining information on portions
of the network that are more relevant to the demand requirements.
Figures 2.5(c) and (d) show the number of edges and nodes repaired by the
three algorithms. Notice that all the algorithms place a monitor on repaired
nodes to obtain maximum benefit from the local interventions. Nevertheless,
the number of monitors placed (Figure 2.5(b)) is higher than the number
of repaired nodes (Figure 2.5(d)) because the algorithms may need to place
monitors on nodes in the unknown area, and may discover that the selected
nodes are working properly only after the local inspection.
Finally, we underline that all the three algorithms terminate with no demand loss since the termination condition is the routability test of Equation
2.2 for all of them.
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Figure 2.5: Scenario A. 5 demand pairs, with varying demand intensity:
total repairs (a), monitors (b). Number of edges (c) and nodes (d) repaired.

2.5.2

Scenario B: Varying number of demand pairs

In this set of experiments we considered the effect of the demand load by
varying the number of critical demand flows in the range from 1 to 6. We
consider critical demands of 22 flow units. The setting of this value is determined by the need to have a complex scenario where demands must be routed
across multiple paths and potentially generate conflicts with each other in
the competition for shared links. Also in this scenario, the disruption is generated according to the composition of two bi-variate Gaussian distributions
so that 40% of the network components are broken.
In Figures 2.6(a) and (b) we considered the case of 3 and 5 demand pairs,
respectively and show the increase in the amount of routed flow as long as the
network is progressively restored. Figure 2.6 shows instead the difference
between the flow routed by CeDAR with respect to P-ISP (Figure 2.6(c))
and ShP (Figure 2.6(d)). For instance, with 5 pairs of demand, after about
18 rounds of repairs, CeDAR routes about 25 more units of flow than P-ISP,
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Figure 2.6: Scenario B: Varying demand pairs. Routed flow for 3 (a) and 5
(b) demand pairs. Flow difference: CeDAR vs. P-ISP (c), CeDAR vs. ShP
(d)
corresponding to the 23% of the total demand, and about 11 more units than
ShP, which is the 10% of the total demand.
We recall that P-ISP has the explicit objective to minimize the cost of
repairs, and it does not address the objective of cumulative flow over time.
CeDAR outperforms ShP with regard to the cumulative flow despite the
fact that this metric it the objective of ShP. With the last two figures, by
varying the number of demand pairs from 1 to 6, we show that CeDAR
routes the entire demand with a similar number of repairs as P-ISP, lower
than ShP, as shown in Figure 2.7(a) and with a lower number of monitors,
as shown in Figure 2.7(b). We conclude that in this scenario, with a number
of repairs close to those of P-ISP and lower than ShP, CeDAR achieves a
higher cumulative flow than both the other algorithms.
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Figure 2.7: Scenario B. Varying demand pairs: repairs (a), monitors (b)

2.5.3

Scenario C: Varying disruption extent

In this last scenario, we investigate the behavior of the three algorithms by
varying the extent of the disruption. Similar to the previous experiments
we consider two epicenters of bi-variate Gaussian failure distribution. It
must be noted that when the network disruption is sparse, the monitoring
activity is particularly beneficial. Indeed by placing monitors on nodes of
the unknown area of the network, it is likely that these can discover large
connected working components of the network, and increase the speed of
the recovery process. By contrast, if the extent of the disruption is very
large, the monitoring activity is less effective as it is more likely that nodes
in the unknown area have broken adjacent links and therefore cannot send
monitoring probes to perform the exploration of the surrounding network.
We first consider two different settings, with moderate and complete disruption. The extent is such that 60% of the network elements are broken in
the first case, and 100% in the second. We consider 5 demand pairs with a
demand of 22 flow units each. In Figure 2.8(a) and Figure 2.8(b) is shown the
flow routed by all the algorithm considered. Even in this scenario, CeDAR
always routes the demand flows faster than P-ISP and ShP. The difference
between the amount of flow routed by CeDAR and the other algorithms is
particularly remarkable in both the considered scenarios. Figure 2.8(c) shows
the difference between the total flow routed by CeDAR and P-ISP. In the
case of complete disruption (dashed line), after 28 time units, the flow routed
by CeDAR is 30 units higher than with P-ISP, corresponding to about 27%
of the total demand. Similar to these results, Figure 2.8(d) shows that in
the case of complete disruption, after about 20 time units, CeDAR routes 23
more units of flow than P-ISP, corresponding to about the 21% of the total
demand.
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Figure 2.8: Scenario C: Varying disruption extent. Flow routed for 60% (a)
and 100% (b) of disruption. Flow difference: CeDAR vs. P-ISP (a), CeDAR
vs. ShP (b)
The figure shows analogous results for the case of moderate disruption
(solid line), where the accumulative flow of CeDAR is even higher as it allows
to route flow sooner, i.e., after about 7 time units, compared to the case of
complete disruption (dashed line), in which it requires 18 time units before
we start seeing a positive flow routed. It is evident that in the case of
moderate disruption there is more room for prioritizing the repair of the
network elements that can ensure a higher value of the cumulative flow over
time, while in the case of large disruption it is more likely that the first
recovery interventions will not be sufficient to accommodate any demand
flow nor to create enough working paths for monitoring.
The study of this scenario confirms the results discussed for Scenario A
and B. The higher cumulative flow routed by CeDAR is obtained through
a better scheduling of repairs and monitor placement. A more detailed
study, conducted by varying the disruption from 40% to 100% evidences
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Figure 2.9: Scen. C. Varying disruption: repairs (a), monitors (b)
that CeDAR performs a number of repairs close to P-ISP and lower than
ShP, as shown in Figure 2.9(a) while Figure 2.9(b) shows that CeDAR also
requires a lower number of monitors. Notice that in the case of large disruption the number of monitors coincides with the number of repaired nodes as
most of the nodes selected to host monitors in the unknown area, are found
to be broken. Also in this case, we recall that all algorithms terminate according to the routability test of Equation 2.2, and therefore ensure complete
satisfaction of the demand requirements.

2.5.4

Scenario D: Execution time comparison

In this last section, we compare the approaches in terms of execution time.
We performed experiments in which we varied the problem size and we tested
the algorithms on different topologies. We noticed that the average node
degree affects the computation time of the algorithms more than other aspects. We generated an Erdos-Renyi random graph with 100 nodes, and
we progressively increased the average node degree to study how it affects
the performance of the algorithms. Since in this set of experiments, we are
considering the execution time more than the demand flow routed, we used
low demand flows and large links capacities (only connectivity requirement).
The experimental results on the execution time are shown in Figure 2.10.
When the average node degree is about 30, i.e. p=0.3 in the picture, the
optimal solution OPT of the PDAR problem requires more than 3 hours of
execution time, while ShP takes about 2.5 hours, P-ISP and CeDAR less
than 5 minutes. For a degree of 80, i.e. p=0.8 in the picture, the computation time increases significantly to about 22.5 hour for the optimal, about
12.5 hours for ShP and less than 10 minutes for P-ISP and CeDAR. The dif-
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Figure 2.10: Erdos-Renyi topology. Varying edge probability p. Execution
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ference between the optimal and the heuristics becomes much more evident
when the algorithms need to be executed for larger networks. These results
show the excellent scalability of our algorithm CeDAR with respect to previous approaches. Notice that, even the progressive version of our ISP has a
similar behavior in terms of execution time (as confirmed by Section 1.5.3).
However , as discussed in the previous scenarios, P-ISP doesn’t achieve good
performance in the scheduling of repairs to make the demand flows available
faster.
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Conclusions
In this first part of the thesis, we considered, for the first time, the problem
of how to efficiently restore critical services in a communication network after large scale failures. In the first chapter, we assumed to have a complete
knowledge of the disruption and we studied the problem of how to recover
the critical services with minimum cost of repairs. We modeled this problem,
named Minimum Recovery (MinR), as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem, and show it is NP-hard. We proposed ISP, an efficient
heuristic to solve MinR, based on a novel demand based centrality metric.
ISP makes use of this metric to iteratively select the best nodes for repair,
and concentrate the flow on them by means of split actions. It additionally
prunes demand flows if they can be satisfied by the currently repaired supply
network. We also proposed several greedy heuristics. Experimental results on
real and synthetic topologies show that ISP outperforms other approaches in
number of repairs and in execution time. In particular, it achieves a number
of repairs close to the optimum without incurring any demand loss.
In the second chapter, we removed any assumption on the knowledge of
the disruption. In this new scenario, we studied for the first time, the problem
of progressive recovery a communication network after large scale failure
under incomplete knowledge of the damage extent. We model the problem
of Progressive Damage Assessment and network Recovery (PDAR), which is
shown to be NP-hard. We proposed CeDAR, an efficient heuristic to solve
PDAR, that performs joint repair and monitor interventions, to progressively
restore critical services. We compared CeDAR with previous approaches
modified to deal with incomplete knowledge. Experimental results on real
topologies show that CeDAR outperforms the previous approaches with a
significantly higher accumulative flow over time and comparable repair cost.
Furthermore, CeDAR requires an execution time in the order of few minutes
even on giant network, while the optimal solution to PDAR could require up
to 25 hours to be solved.
In our future work, we will consider other aspects:
• different technologies: such as wired and wireless links, to achieve more
efficient recovery strategies for the given disaster scenario;
• network tomography: we will incorporate network tomography techniques to infer the damaged area.
• failure propagation: we will consider the temporal failure propagation
even during the recovery phase.
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In recent years, technological developments have made possible the design
and realization of mobile sensors, i.e. devices with sensing, communication,
computation and locomotion capabilities. Thanks to these capabilities, the
sensors are able to accomplish complex tasks, such as cooperative monitoring, autonomous deployment, and dynamic reorganization of the network if
certain events occur. To perform their actions, mobile sensors are endowed
with several different sensing units that allow them to monitor a wide range
of phenomena such as temperature, humidity, geographical location, pressure, solar energy, wind power, presence/absence of certain kinds of objects,
etc. Furthermore, mobile sensors are able to coordinate with each other and
coordinates their movements to self-deploy over an Area of Interest (AoI).
Differently from static sensor networks, mobile wireless sensor networks are
suitable to monitor inaccessible areas, unknown or hostile to man, such as
areas in which there are gas leaks, the presence of radioactivity, rescue operations, forest fire detection etc. In fact, the inaccessible and often hazardous
scenarios typical of mobile sensor networks applications, impedes the manual
sensors positioning [80]. For these reasons, often these sensors are airborne
or released in a safe area in proximity of the AoI. From this initial configuration, which does not meet target requirements, mobile sensors can use their
locomotion capabilities to achieve the desired deployment. Therefore there
is the need of distributed algorithms for the coordination of movements.
The problem of the deployment of mobile sensors was already studied in
literature. The proposed approaches can be classified as follows:
• approaches based on Virtual Forces, are inspired by the molecular interactions of particles. Each sensor exerts a virtual force on the others,
that can be attractive or repulsive, depending on the distance. The
resulting force on the sensor determines its movement;
• approaches based on Computational Geometry, use geometrical structures, such as Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations, in order
to guide the sensors movement;
• approaches based on Geometric Pattern, aim at deploying sensors according to a pre-defined pattern. Each sensor moves from its initial
position to some key position in a pattern.
Usually, the mobile sensors are not equipped with tamper-resistant hardware (tamper-proof) and are hence subject to manipulations by an attacker.
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Indeed, it is possible for an attacker to compromise (via hardware or software) a number of sensors and use them to performs attacks on the network.
Although in the literature there are several works on the safety of mobile
sensor networks, it has not been paid attention on the security issues of the
deployment of mobile sensor networks. Compromising some sensors of the
network, the attacker could deploy them over the AoI to prevent the natural
deployment of not compromised (legitimate sensors), precluding the objectives of coverage. Only recently, in [9], the authors study for the first time
these vulnerabilities for approaches based on Virtual Forces introducing a
new type of attack, called Opportunist Movement (OM attack), which aims
to undermine the deployment of mobile sensor networks. The authors show
how such an attack is able to limit the coverage of the network and propose
a solution for the safe deployment of the sensors.
In this part, we analyze the vulnerabilities of the deployment of mobile
sensor networks for approaches based on Voronoi diagrams in the presence of
an attacker performing an OM attack. In a previous work [10], the authors
only show an experimental result on the vulnerabilities of Voronoi deployment approach again the OM attack. They also proposed a new deployment
algorithm based on Voronoi diagrams, called SecureVor, to counterattack the
OM attack. Starting from this experimental result, we significantly extend
the previous work in [10]. In particular, we give a novel geometric characterization and a formal proof of the efficacy of the OM attack [9] against this
deployment approach, showing that the attack can seriously compromise coverage. We show that during the deployment of the network the OM attack is
more effective against Voronoi based solutions than against the virtual force
approach. In fact, with Voronoi based solutions, the efficacy of the attack
depends only on the perimeter of the area that the attacker wants to keep
uncovered, and there is no gain in increasing the number of legitimate sensors
deployed as occurs for Virtual Forces based solutions.
On the basis of the geometric characterization described above, we propose a new algorithm Secure Swap Deployment (SSD), which is designed to
counteract the OM attack. SecureVor [10] works under the assumption that
the transmission radius is at least four times larger than the sensing radius.
Under this operative setting, which is common to most outdoor application
scenarios, a sensor can determine the legitimacy of its neighbors movements
and communications.
Instead, SSD is designed to work in the same operative setting as the original
VOR algorithm presented in [85], i.e., Rtx > 2Rs , so that it is complementary
to SecureVor. SSD exploits sensor positions swaps to verify the neighbors
behavior.
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We show that both algorithms can defeat the OM attack in their respective operative settings, and we formally prove that both terminate in a finite
time.
We perform extensive simulations to study the performance of SecureVor
and SSD in comparison with the original solution VOR. The results show
that both algorithms are able to successfully neutralize the OM attack and
achieve coverage of the AoI at the expense of a small overhead in terms of
energy consumption and deployment time. SecureVor is more effective when
the transmission radius is sufficiently large with respect to the sensing radius,
while SSD is preferable when such an assumption does not hold.
The original contributions of this part are:
• For the first time, we point out and formally prove the vulnerabilities
of Voronoi-based deployment algorithms, giving a geometric characterization of possible attack configurations.
• We propose a new secure deployment algorithms called SSD, which
successfully counteract the OM attack, in different and complementary
operative settings of SecureVor [10].
• We show that both algorithms have a guaranteed termination, show
through simulation that both defeat the OM attack.
• Through simulations, we highlight the efficacy of the algorithms in
providing full coverage, even in the presence of an OM attack, under
a wide range of operative conditions, at the expense of a moderate
increase in energy consumption and deployment time.
• This work is published on IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing
(http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7401077/) [14].
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Related works
In the following, we briefly recall the works on the security problems of ad-hoc
networks.
Communication. In [27] the authors propose three new mechanisms for
key establishment using the framework of pre-distributing a random set of
keys to each node. In [33], the authors use certain deployment knowledge
that is available a priori to propose a novel random key pre-distribution
scheme that exploits deployment knowledge and avoids unnecessary key assignments. In [84], Wander et al. quantify the energy cost of authentication
and key exchange based on public-key cryptography on an 8-bit microcontroller platform.
False position claims. In [61] , the authors study the security issues of
geographic routing (GR) protocols. In particular, they propose a location
verification algorithm to address the attacks falsifying the location information. Furthermore, they also propose approaches for trust-based multi-path
routing, aiming to defeat attacks on GR. In [25], Capkun et al. propose and
analyze a new approach for securing localization and location verification in
wireless networks based on hidden and mobile base stations.
Sybil attack. In the Sybil attack, a node illegitimately claims multiple
identities. The work [72] analyzes the threat posed by the Sybil attack to
wireless sensor networks and demonstrates that the attack can be exceedingly detrimental to many important functions of the sensor network such
as routing, resource allocation, misbehavior detection, etc. Furthermore, the
authors establish a classification of different types of the Sybil attack and
then propose several novel techniques to defend against it.
In addition to these well known vulnerabilities of wireless sensors networks, mobile sensors suffer of other kind of security issues. In fact, lack
tamper-proof hardware allows an adversary to capture several nodes, extract
their cryptographic material and reprogram them according to its malicious
goal. The reprogrammed sensors, hereafter called malicious sensors, may
perform several attacks to damage the network, exploiting the specific vulnerabilities of the deployment algorithm in use. All the previous solutions for
deploying mobile sensors fall in to one of three major families: approaches
based on virtual force models [50, 62, 93, 41, 58], on the formation of patterns
[11, 87], or on computational geometry techniques [85, 63, 12]. However none
of this work focus on the security issues of the deployment algorithm. Only
recently, the vulnerabilities of the virtual force approach for sensor deployment have been considered [9]. In this work, the authors introduce a simple
attack tailored for mobile sensor deployment algorithms, called the Oppor-
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tunistic Movement (OM) attack that aims to impede the natural spread of
the network. Using a small set of malicious sensors, the attacker can influence
the deployment of legitimate sensors by exploiting the coordination mechanism of the self-deployment approach. Malicious nodes may coordinate with
each other to reduce the area in which the legitimate sensors are deployed,
thus creating a non monitored zone.
While the work in [9] shows the detrimental effects of the OM attack
against the virtual force approach, in [10] the authors provide only an experimental evidence of similar vulnerabilities in computational geometry approaches, and in particular in the Voronoi approach to mobile sensor deployment [85, 12].
In the present work we significantly extend the previous results on the
vulnerabilities of Voronoi based approaches. In fact, we provide, for the
first time in the literature, an analytic study of the vulnerabilities of such
an approach and we formally prove the efficacy of the OM attack again the
Voronoi based approaches. Furthermore, we propose a new secure algorithm
SSD to counterattack the OM attack and guarantee the coverage goals in a
complementary scenario with respect to SecureVor [10].
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Vulnerabilities of the Voronoi approach

In this section, we study how the OM attack presented in [9] is able to compromise the coverage goals of deployment algorithms based on the Voronoi
approach. We first recall the deployment protocol VOR proposed by Wang
et al. in [85], which is one of the most cited in the literature on Voronoi
based deployment algorithms. After, we focus on the detrimental effects of
the OM attack on the VOR algorithm. We conclude this section with a novel
geometrical analysis that formally proves the effectiveness of the OM attack
on the Voronoi based deployment approaches.

3.1.1

Background on the Voronoi approach

The Voronoi approach (VOR) to mobile sensor deployment has been introduced in [85]. It makes use of Voronoi diagrams to guide sensor movements
within the AoI. According to [85], sensors communicate within a distance Rtx
(communication radius), they sense over a circular area of radius Rs (sensing
radius), with Rtx > 2Rs . Nodes can move in any direction inside the AoI,
are endowed with low cost GPS, and are loosely synchronized.
VOR is executed in a distributed manner at each node and is round
based. At each round t any sensor s broadcasts its position coordinates,
(t)
(s), i.e. the sensors located within
and determines its set of neighbors Ntx
its communication radius. It then calculates its Voronoi polygon V (t) (s).
Sensor s determines its next destination according to one of two movement
criteria: the Farthest Vertex (FV) and the MiniMax (MM) [85].
According to FV a sensor s moves along the segment connecting its position and the farthest vertex of its polygon. Its destination is a point on this
segment at distance Rs from the farthest vertex.
According to MM, the destination of s is the point that minimizes the
maximum distance from the vertices of V (t) (s), which is the center of the
minimum circle enclosing its polygon.
Regardless of the adopted movement criterion, a sensor s moves to its destination only if its movement provides a better coverage of V (t) (s), otherwise
it remains still.
Furthermore, according to [85], s can traverse a maximum distance per
round dmax = Rtx /2−Rs , to take into account possible inaccuracies in the distributed construction of Voronoi polygons, which may be due to the limited
transmission radius.
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The Opportunistic movement attack

The original work [85] does not address the security vulnerabilities of the
VOR approach. Since sensors lack tamper-proof hardware, an adversary
may capture some nodes, and extract their cryptographic related information
and reprogram them. Such malicious sensors may not be recognized by
legitimate sensors as they are able to send valid messages containing a valid
ID, and make use of legitimate cryptographic information. The attacker can
thus exploit these corrupted nodes to perform malicious attacks to prevent a
successful network deployment. For instance, the attacker can be interested
in creating a non monitored area around a zone of interest, or isolating a part
of the network. To pursue its goal, the attacker utilizes a set of malicious
nodes that are able to collude with each other by performing coordinated
movements and communications in order to influence the movements of the
legitimate sensors.
The OM attack introduced in [9] aims at reducing the network coverage.
To this purpose, malicious sensors initially form an attack configuration over
the AoI. From such a configuration, malicious nodes start the attack by
moving according to the adversary strategy, but communicating according
to the communication protocol provided by the deployment algorithm.
The OM attack is a general attack which can be performed in different
manners, depending on the movement strategy of malicious sensors. A particularly effective strategy is the Barrier Opportunistic Movement (BOM),
in which malicious sensors form a linear barrier over the AoI [9, 10].
As provided by the OM attack, malicious sensors periodically communicate their positions at the beginning of each round in a legitimate way. By
contrast, they move according to the attacker strategy. In particular, the
malicious sensors forming the barrier may move towards legitimate sensors
or remain still, in order to prevent legitimate sensors from spreading over
uncovered areas.
In Figure 3.1, we show an example of a BOM attack. The red circular
areas represent the sensing disks of the malicious nodes performing the BOM
attack. The grey circles are the sensing ranges of the legitimate sensors that
are spreading over the AoI according to VOR. The two figures 3.1(a) and
(b) represent the initial and the final deployment, respectively. A barrier
of malicious sensors is initially deployed over the AoI as in Figure 3.1(a),
limiting the movements of legitimate sensors that will be able to spread
only in the area limited by the barrier, as in Figure 3.1(b). The malicious
nodes remain still, forming a barrier that prevents further movements of the
legitimate sensors. In fact, the legitimate sensors that come in proximity
with the barrier nodes stop moving. They do not move towards and across
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: BOM Attack. (a) Initial deployment and (b)final deployment
under VOR.
the barrier because, from the information received by malicious nodes, they
derive that there is no way and no necessity to improve their local coverage.
In this work, we give a geometric characterization of the vulnerabilities
of the Voronoi approach to mobile sensor deployment. Moreover, we exploit the information derived from the geometric characterization to design
a novel algorithm SSD, which is able to neutralize the attack and works in
complementary scenario with respect to SecureVor [10]. In fact, SecureVor
is designed for an operative setting in which the communication radius is at
least four times greater than the sensing radius, i.e. Rtx > 4Rs . SSD, instead,
is designed to work in the same operative settings as the VOR approach, i.e.
Rtx > 2Rs .
Similarly to [9, 10], in order to highlight the strength of the BOM attack,
in this work we do not consider other attacks which may be performed in
conjunction with BOM. Our goal is to show how the BOM attack, alone, can
produce detrimental effects in terms of coverage to VOR based solutions.

3.1.3

Efficacy of the BOM attack against the Voronoi
approach

In this section we formally analyze the vulnerabilities of VOR against the
BOM attack. We refer the reader to [32] for a brief survey of the properties
of Voronoi tessellations.
We consider the diagram of Figure 3.2, where a Cartesian reference models
the AoI. Malicious sensors are evenly deployed along the axis x = 0, with
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Figure 3.2: A legitimate sensor in P approaches a d-spaced barrier (sensors
deployed in (0, d/2 + k · d), with k ∈ N).
√ As P is on the left of line r1 , it does
not cross the barrier, as long as d ≤ 3Rs .
step size d, occupying the positions (0, d/2 + k · d), with k ∈ N. We hereby
call such a configuration ap
d-spaced barrier of malicious sensors.
We define ∆(Rs , d) , Rs2 − d2 /4, also referred to as ∆. Let w be the
width of the overlapping region between two adjacent malicious sensors. In
Figure 3.2, w = d(C, Q) = 2∆, where d(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance
between
√
two points. Notice that such a width is larger than Rs if d ≤ 3 · Rs .
We use the following notation. We denote with L(`) and R(`) the halfplanes at the left and right side of the line `, respectively, where ` is a generic
line of equation x = x` . For brevity, we will use the same notation for a point
P = (xp , yp ), denoting with L(P ) and R(P ), the half-planes L(x = xp ) and
R(x = xp ), respectively.
Let us consider the lines r0 , r1 and r2 , with equations
√ x = −∆, x =
−Rs + ∆, and x = ∆, respectively. Notice that if d ≤ 3 · Rs , the line
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r1 falls between the lines r0 and r2 . We will prove that the line r1 acts
as a frontline of the barrier, precluding legitimate sensors from traversing
it, independently of the moving criterion adopted by the Voronoi algorithm
VOR.
Given a sensor s positioned in P , we denote with V (s) its Voronoi polygon, and with C(s) its sensing circle. The following Lemma 3.1.1 recalls a
general property of Voronoi polygons that is necessary for the following discussion. It is a specific case of a more general theorem given in [12] (Theorem
3.1) and states that if a point of V (s) is covered by any sensor, then it is also
covered by s.
Lemma 3.1.1 (Theorem 3.1 of [12]). Let us consider N sensors si , i =
1, . . . , N , with positions Pi = (xi , yi ), sensing circles C(si ) and sensing radius
Rs . Let V (si ) be the Voronoi polygon of si . For all k and j = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
V (sk ) ∩ C(sj ) ⊆ C(sk ).
Let us denote with Acritical the locus of points determined by this equation:
Acritical = ∪ {(x, y)|(x − ∆)2 + (y − k · d)2 = Rs2 , x ≤ 0}.
k∈N

(3.1)

The shape of this locus is a periodic sequence of circular segments, along
the y-axis, as depicted in Figure 3.2.
Extending the previous notation, we denote with L(Acritical ) and with
R(Acritical ) the regions on the left and right side of Acritical , respectively.
Lemma 3.1.2 (Frontline). Let us consider a legitimate sensor s, positioned
in P = (xp , yp ), with
√ P ∈ L(Acritical ), with a d-spaced barrier of malicious
sensors, with d ≤ 3 · Rs . It holds that V (s) ∩ R(r0 ) ⊆ C(s).
In other words, the portion of the Voronoi polygon of s located on the
right side of the line r0 is completely covered, and is covered by s itself.
Proof. Consider the diagram of Figure 3.2. By contradiction, let us consider
a point Z ∈ V (s)∩R(r0 ) and assume that Z is not in C(s). As a consequence
of Lemma 3.1.1, Z is not covered by any sensor. Since the region between
the lines r0 and r2 is covered by [at least] the barrier sensors, Z must be
in R(r2 ). Therefore, as Voronoi polygons are convex, V (s) must have an
uncovered vertex Vz in R(r2 ).
Let us now remove from the diagram every sensor but s itself and the two
closest barrier sensors m1 and m2 , positioned in the points M1 = (0, d/2) and
M2 = (0, −d/2). We obtain a new Voronoi polygon V 0 (s) for s, such that
V (s) ⊆ V 0 (s). As s does not cover the vertex Vz , it also does not cover the
unique vertex of the bigger enclosing polygon V 0 (s). Let us denote with V
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such a vertex, which is the unique intersection of the perpendicular bisectors
of the segments P M1 , P M2 and M1 M2 , as shown in Figure 3.2.

 2
xp + yp2 − d2 /4
,0 .
V = (xv , yv ) =
2 · xp
As V is not covered, it must also be located in R(r2 ), therefore xv > ∆,
from which, recalling that xp < 0, we derive: (xp −∆)2 +yp2 ≤ d2 /4+∆2 = Rs2 .
Therefore the vertex V , generated when the sensor s is in L(Acritical ),
would actually be uncovered only if the sensor s were also located in R(Acritical ),
which is a contradiction. This implies that Z ∈
/ R(r2 ), concluding the proof
that if Z ∈ V (s) ∩ R(r0 ) then Z must also belong to C(s).
The above Lemma 3.1.2 admits the following special case that follows by
considering that r1 is tangential to Acritical .
Lemma 3.1.3. Let us consider a legitimate sensor s, positioned in P =
(xp , y√p ), with P ∈ L(r1 ), and a d-spaced barrier of malicious sensors, with
d ≤ 3 · Rs . It holds that V (s) ∩ R(r1 ) ⊆ C(s).
Lemma 3.1.3 is necessary to demonstrate that no sensor located in L(r1 )
crosses the barrier with a Voronoi based movement. Therefore a minimum
distance threshold
p
dT (Rs , d) , Rs − Rs2 − d2 /4
can be defined, so that no sensor located at a distance higher than dT from
the barrier can cross it by means of a pure Voronoi based movement. We
study the two criteria separately.
Theorem 3.1.4. Let us consider a network of mobile sensors, with sensing
radius Rs , being deployed according to the FV criterion.
Let us consider a
√
d-spaced barrier of malicious sensors with step d ≤ 3 · Rs . No legitimate
sensor located at a distance longer than dT (Rs , d) from the barrier, is able to
traverse it.
Proof. Let us consider a Cartesian reference so that the barrier is deployed
along the axis x = 0, in the positions (0, d/2 + k · d), with k ∈ N. Due to
symmetry we consider the left side only.
Consider a legitimate sensor s, located at a distance higher than dT (Rs , d)
from the barrier, on the left side of it. It follows that Ps ∈ L(r1 ), where r1 is
the line of equation x = −dT (Rs , d). Thanks to Lemma 3.1.3, we can assert
that the Voronoi polygon V (s) of the sensor s does not have any uncovered
vertex on the right side of the line r1 . Therefore, given the rules of the FV
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criterion described in Section 3.1.1, either the sensor s does not move, or its
destination D is also in the left side of the line r1 , that is D ∈ L(r1 ). Since
any movement of s, even if performed in multiple steps, will carry s from its
current position Ps in L(r1 ) to a destination D which is also in L(r1 ), and
since the region L(r1 ) is convex, all the paths traversed by s are internal to
L(r1 ) and s never crosses the line x = 0 at which the barrier is deployed.
We proceed with the analysis of the MiniMax criterion. We recall that
the MiniMax point of a polygon is the center of its smallest enclosing circle.
Lemma 3.1.5. Let P be a convex polygon with N vertices, and let EP be
the minimum enclosing circle of P. Every arc of 180◦ degrees in EP must
traverse at least one vertex of the polygon P.
Proof. The minimum enclosing circle EP of a polygon P has at least two
vertices of P on its boundary. As discussed in [32] we have two cases. Case
(1): only two vertices of P are on the boundary of EP , and they are antipodal.
In such a case the two vertices divide EP into two half-circles. Case (2): more
than two vertices of P are on the boundary of EP , and three of these vertices
form a non-obtuse triangle (or EP would not be minimal). In this case, the
center of EP would coincide with the circumcenter of such a triangle and the
angular distance between any two vertices would be less than or equal to 180◦
degree. It follows that in both cases every arc of the circumference whose
length is 180◦ degree must contain at least one vertex of the polygon P.
We now give a characterization of the possible positions of the MiniMax
point of V (s) on the basis of the position of the sensor s with respect to the
barrier.
Lemma
√ 3.1.6. Let us consider a d-spaced barrier of malicious sensors, with
d ≤ 3Rs , along the y-axis of a Cartesian reference and consider a legitimate
sensor s positioned in P ∈ R(r0 ) ∩ L(Acritical ). If the Voronoi polygon V (s)
is not completely covered then its MiniMax point M ∈ L(P ).
Proof. Let us refer to Figure 3.2. As the lines r0 and r2 cross the intersection
points between pairs of sensing circles of barrier sensors, the region R(r0 ) ∩
L(r2 ) is completely covered by√ the barrier sensors. The width of such a
region is w = 2∆. Since d ≤ 3Rs then w ≥ Rs . For vertical periodicity
and horizontal symmetry in the construction, let us only consider the case
with 0 ≤ yp ≤ d2 .
We initially neglect the presence of other sensors but s and the barrier
sensors located in M0 = (0, 3d
), M1 = (0, d2 ), and M2 = (0, −d
). As sensor s
2
2
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approaches the barrier, C(s) can have a non null intersection with the barrier
sensors, generating two vertices of the Voronoi polygon V (s) (drawn in blue
in Figure 3.2). As the closest barrier sensors are M1 and M2 , the vertex V
generated with these sensors is the closest to the barrier. Due to Lemma
3.1.2, as s ∈ R(r0 ) ∩ L(Acritical ), the portion of its Voronoi polygon V (s)
located in R(r0 ) is completely covered and is covered by s. Therefore the
uncovered points of V (s) lie in the region L(r0 ).
Let us denote with I1 and I2 the intersection points of V (s) with the
boundary of the sensing circle C(s). The uncovered points of V (s) must be
_

located beyond the arc I1 I2 , in the left region of the segment I1 I2 . P is more
distant than Rs from the uncovered points whereas its distance from all the
vertices in R(P ) is lower than Rs .
We will now prove that no point of V 00 (s) , V (s) ∩ R(P ) can be the
MiniMax of V (s). We proceed by contradiction. Assume that X ∈ V 00 (s) is
the MiniMax of V (s), and V (s) has uncovered points. The requirement given
by Lemma 3.1.5, establishes that X be the center of a circle which crosses at
least one vertex of V (s) every 180◦ degrees.
As the angle formed by I1 and I2 , with any point of V 00 (s) at the right
hand side of the segment I1 I2 is wider than 180◦ degrees, Lemma 3.1.5 states
that an enclosing circle centered in X must cross one of the two vertices
V and J, formed with M1 and M2 in addition to one or more uncovered
_
vertices at the left side of the arc I1 I2 , for a total of two or three vertices.
Furthermore, the enclosing circle must cross the circumference C(s) in two
points (in order to include an external region), which requires X to be in
L(P )1 .
In order to finish the proof we recall that in all this reasoning we neglected
the presence of other sensors besides s, and the three barrier sensors located
in M0 , M1 and M2 . The argument remains valid even when considering
other sensors, as they would cover additional portions of the AoI and of
_
V (s), and the potentially uncovered portion of the arc I1 I2 could only be
smaller, leaving even wider angles at its right than we considered in the
first part of the proof. Therefore, although having additional sensors may
reduce the size of V (s), when coverage of V (s) is incomplete and s is in
P ∈ R(r0 ) ∩ L(Acritical ), the MiniMax point would be in L(P ).
1

This is because: 1) an enclosing circle bigger than C(s) and centered in R(P ) would
not touch any vertex in an angle wider than 180◦ degrees, contradicting Lemma 3.1.5.
Therefore if X had a radius RX > Rs , it would be in L(P ); 2) an enclosing circle of the
same size as C(s) or even smaller is also possible, but in order for it to include points that
_

are external to C(s) on the left side of the arc I1 I2 , in addition to both vertices in R(P )
it must be centered in X ∈ L(P ).
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Theorem 3.1.7. Let us consider a network of mobile sensors, with sensing
radius Rs , being deployed according to the MiniMax criterion.
Let us consider
√
a d-spaced barrier of malicious sensors, with step d ≤ 3 · Rs . No legitimate
sensor located at a distance longer than dT (Rs , d) from the barrier, is able to
traverse it.
Proof. Thanks to symmetry, we can consider the only left side of our reference
plane.
Consider a legitimate sensor s, located at a distance higher than dT (Rs , d)
from the barrier, on the left side of it. Then Ps ∈ L(r1 ). If Ps is located in
L(r0 ), it may have uncovered portions of its polygon V (s) in the half plane
R(P ). Therefore its MiniMax point can also be in R(P ). Nevertheless,
by analyzing the coordinates of the point V , we derive that V ∈ L(r1 ).
Therefore, the whole polygon V (s) and so its MiniMax point M , are also in
L(r1 ).
By contrast, if Ps ∈ R(r0 )∩L(r1 ), Lemma 3.1.6 allows us to conclude that
the MiniMax point M resides in L(r1 ) or the polygon is completely covered
and no movement occurs. Therefore, the destination D is also in the left side
of the line r1 . Since any movement of s, even if performed in multiple steps,
will carry s from its current position Ps in L(r1 ) to a destination D which
is also in L(r1 ), and since the region L(r1 ) is convex, all the path traversed
by s must be internal to L(r1 ). Therefore s never crosses the line x = 0 at
which the barrier is deployed.
The above theorems show that the number of malicious sensors necessary
to impede complete coverage of an area only depends on the perimeter of the
area, regardless of the number of legitimate sensors deployed.
Notice also that the OM attack has no impact on an already deployed
network which provides full coverage of the AoI.
Theorem 3.1.8. Under VOR, once legitimate sensors have achieved full coverage of the AoI, the OM attack cannot cause the movement of any sensors.
Proof. Let us consider a legitimate sensor s with neighbors N (s). Since the
AoI is completely covered, V (s) is also completely covered, hence s does not
b (s), which
move. When the OM attack starts, s has a set of neighbors N
may include some additional malicious sensors, and a polygon Vb (s). Since
b (s) then Vb (s) ⊆ V (s), thus Vb (s) is also completely covered, hence
N (s) ⊆ N
s does not move, in agreement with the rules described in Section 3.1.1.
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The SecureVor algorithm

In this Section we introduce a first preliminary result called SecureVor [10],
a secure Voronoi-based deployment algorithm designed to counterattack the
BOM attack explained in Section 3.1.2.
SecureVor is designed on the basis of the adversary model introduced in
Section 3.1. It assumes a signature protocol to verify the exchanged messages,
and an algorithm to verify position claims of nodes within the communication
range Rtx [34, 90]2 . SecureVor assumes that Rtx > 4Rs and sets dmax =
Rtx /4 − Rs . We relax this assumption with the algorithm SSD, discussed in
Section 3.3. Notice that, we do not require the communication range of a
sensor to be a perfect disk. Indeed, there can be anisotropies provided that
a sensor is able to communicate with all sensors located at a distance up to
4Rs from itself. Finally, similar to previous works [85, 12] on mobile sensor
deployment, we assume that nodes are endowed with consumer grade GPS3
and that they are loosely synchronized.
SecureVor provides a method to recognize malicious sensors and detect
malicious movements when the deployment is based on VOR. It can be applied to both moving strategies FV and MiniMax. The idea of SecureVor
is to detect malicious nodes by verifying the compliance of their movements
to the rules of the deployment algorithm in use. This verification activity
allows each sensor to formulate its own list of trusted and untrusted sensors.
Each sensor will ignore untrusted neighbors and use only the information
exchanged with trusted ones to determine future movements.
In order to let sensors reciprocally verify each other’s movement, at the
beginning of each round every sensor s is required to declare the set of its
trusted neighbors, namely the set of sensors that it will use to determine its
polygon. Notice that, a sensor determines this set only on the basis of its
local observation, since SecureVor does not require transitive trust among
sensors. The neighbor sensors of s locally calculate the polygon of s, based
on its stated set, and verify whether its movement is in compliance with
2

Location verification can be achieved by using dedicated hardware and/or previously deployed anchor nodes. Sensors can autonomously verify position claims if they
are equipped with a radar system [34, 90]. These radars conform to our requirements as
they are inexpensive, low power and provide object detection up to 20m distance. Alternatively, Ultra Wide Band systems [39] and anchor nodes can be used for location verification
through Verifiable Multilateration (VM) [24]. In this case, anchor nodes are responsible
for the location verification and advertise false location claims when detected. Using VM,
a sensor incurs in a constant communication overhead for each anchor it communicates
with.
3
Low-cost, consumer grade GPS currently available provide accuracy in the orders of
few decimeters [17] and have a cost around 200$ per unit [67].
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the deployment algorithm or not. If a malicious movement is detected, s is
marked as untrusted and ignored by its neighbors thereafter. SecureVor, and
similarly SSD, could be extended with reputation-based techniques [83, 57].
Let N be the set of sensors to be deployed. We recall from Section 3.1.1
(t)
that we denote by Ntx
(s) the neighbors of s, that is the set of sensors that
are, at round t, at a distance less then the communication radius Rtx from
(t)
(t)
(s) keep track, for a sensor s, of the
(s) and Nuntrusted
s. The sets Ntrusted
set of sensors that s considers as trusted and untrusted, respectively, until
round t. These sets are updated at each round. According to SecureVor, a
sensor s only considers neighbors at a distance less than Rtx /2 as potential
neighbors to calculate its own polygon. We refer to such neighbors at a round
t as Q(t) (s). This choice enables s to be in communication with the sensors
considered by its neighbors in Q(t) (s) to determine their polygon. Among
the nodes in Q(t) (s), s takes into account only the sensors that it considers
as trusted in order to determine its polygon. We defineT
the set of sensors that
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
s actually considers at round t as NSV (s) = Q (s) Ntrusted
(s). NSV
(s)
may be empty if s has no trusted neighbor in its proximity at round t. In
such a case, V (t) (s) is the whole AoI. Finally, the position of sensor s at the
current round is denoted with pos(t) (s). Table 1 summarizes the adopted
notation.
Notation
V (t) (s)
(t)
(s)
Ntx
(t)
Qtx (s)
(t)
Ntrusted
(s)
(t)
Nuntrusted (s)
pos(t) (s)
pos
c t (s)
(t)
NSV
(s)

Description
Polygon of s
Neighbors of s (distance ≤ Rtx )
Neighbors of s (distance ≤ Rtx /2)
Sensor s trusted neighbors until round t
Sensor s untrusted neighbors until round t
Position of s
Expected position of s
Sensors considered by s to build V (t) (s)

Table 3.1: Summary of adopted notation. All notations refer to round t.

3.2.1

SecureVor in detail

SecureVor is round based similar to VOR. In particular, it comprises four
phases, namely: Position communication, Movement verification, Trusted
neighbors communication and Coverage evaluation and movement. Notice
that we do not consider localization errors of the GPS positioning system
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or of the location verification algorithm. SecureVor can be extended to take
these aspects into account with the same approach described in Section 8.4
of [9].
The pseudo-code is shown as Algorithm SecureVor.
ALGORITHM SecureVor, node s at round t.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23

// Position communication:
Broadcast pos(t) (s);
Receive and verify neighbor positions;
(t)
Determine the sets Ntx
(s) and Q(t) (s);
// Movement verification:
if t = 0 then
(t)
Nuntrusted
(s) = ∅;
(t)
Ntrusted
(s) = N ;
else
(t)
(t-1)
(t)
(s));
Nuntrusted
(s) = Nuntrusted
(s) ∪ (Q(t-1) (s) \ Ntx
(t)
(t)
for q ∈ Q (s) s.t. q ∈
/ Nuntrusted (s) do
(t-1)
(t-1)
(t-1)
if (s ∈
/ Ntrusted
(q) ∨ Ntrusted
(q) * Ntx
(s)) then
(t)
Nuntrusted (s) ← q;
Calculate V (t-1) (q);
t
Calculate pd
os (q);
t
(t)
if pd
os (q) 6= post (q) then Nuntrusted
(s) ← q;
;
(t)
(t)
Ntrusted
(s) = N \ Nuntrusted
(s);
T
(t)
(t)
(t)
NSV (s) = Q (s) Ntrusted (s);

// Trusted neighbors communication:
(t)
Broadcast the list of nodes in NSV
(s);
(t)
Receive NSV (z) from any z ∈ Q(t) (s);
// Coverage evaluation and movement:
(t)
Calculate V (t) (s) on the basis of NSV
(s);
(t)
if V (s) is completely covered then do not move;
;
else Determine destination point and move accordingly. ;

Position communication (lines 1-3)
At the beginning of a round each sensor communicates its position to the
(t)
neighbors through a signed message and determines the sets Ntx
(s) and
(t)
Q (s), which are the set of communication neighbors of s and the set of
nodes located at less than Rtx /2 from s, respectively.
Movement verification (lines 4-16)
In this phase, a sensor s verifies the movements of its neighbors to deter-
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(t)
(t)
(t)
(s) and ultimately NSV
(s). At the first round,
(s), Nuntrusted
mine Ntrusted
(t)
(t)
Ntrusted (s) = N and Nuntrusted (s) = ∅ (lines 4-6).
(t)
(s), contains all
The set of untrusted neighbors at round t > 1, Nuntrusted
the sensors that were determined as untrusted in any of the previous rounds
(t-1)
Nuntrusted
(s) plus the sensors that were in Q(t-1) (s) and that are no longer in
communication with s at the current round (line 8)4 . Other sensors that are
(t)
(s) (lines
detected as malicious in the current round are added to Nuntrusted
9-16) as explained in the following.
(t)
(s),
A sensor s verifies, for each sensor q in Q(t-1) (s), not yet in Nuntrusted
5
the correctness of its movement in the previous round . The first check that
s performs for a sensor q, in order to verify the correctness of its movement,
(t-1)
is on the truthfulness of the set NSV
(q) (lines 12-13). Two inconsistencies
can be detected by s.
First inconsistency: the sensor q may have maliciously omitted s itself in
the set of its trusted neighbors. Since s knows that it has behaved correctly
according to the moving strategy, q must include s in its trusted set.
Second inconsistency: the sensor q may have fabricated the presence of some
(t-1)
sensors in NSV
(q) which are not physically located in its proximity to justify
its movement. Sensor s can detect such malicious behavior because, accord(t-1)
ing to SecureVor, a sensor q must select the sensors in NSV
(q) among those
(t-1)
(t-1)
in Q
(q). In order to be in NSV (q), a sensor must be at a distance at
most Rtx /2 from q which implies that it is at a distance at most Rtx from s,
being q at a distance at most Rtx /2 from s (q ∈ Q(t-1) (s)). More formally
(t-1)
NSV
(q) ⊆ Q(t-1) (q) ⊆ N (t-1) (s).
If an inconsistency is detected, q is marked as untrusted and will be
ignored by s hereafter. If no inconsistency is detected, the sensor s verifies
(t-1)
whether q has moved according to the nodes belonging to NSV
(q) (lines 1416). To this aim, s calculates the polygon of q at the previous round V (t-1) (q)
(t-1)
on the basis of NSV
(q) and pos(t-1) (q). Sensor s then compares the current
position pos(t) (q), which q has just broadcast in the previous phase, with the
expected position of q at the current round, pos
c (t) (q), calculated considering
the polygon V (t-1) (q) and pos(t-1) (q). If pos(t) (q) is different from pos
c (t) (q),
sensor s marks q as untrusted.
4

SecureVor imposes that a sensor travels a maximum distance dmax = Rtx /4 − Rs .
Hence even if two sensors, at a distance at most Rtx /2, move in opposite directions, they
will stop at a distance from each other less than Rtx /2 + 2(Rtx /4 − Rs ) which is less than
(t)
(t)
Rtx . This means that Q(t-1) (s) ⊆ Ntx
(s), so if a sensor in Q(t-1) (s) is not in Ntx
(s), s
can mark it as untrusted.
5
Notice that, the trustworthiness of the sensors belonging to Q(t) (s) \ Q(t-1) (s) will be
evaluated at the next round.
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Trusted neighbors communication (lines 19-20)
In this phase each sensor s broadcasts a signed message containing the IDs
(t)
of the nodes belonging to the set NSV
(s) calculated in the previous phase.
This information enables the neighbors of s to verify its movement at the
next round.
Coverage evaluation and movement (lines 21-23)
This phase is the same as the original VOR approach described in Section
3.1, except that each sensor s calculates its Voronoi polygon V (t) (s) on the
(t)
basis of the sensors in NSV
(s). Furthermore s looks for a destination point
p within a distance dmax = Rtx /4 − Rs instead of dmax = Rtx /2 − Rs .

3.3

The SSD algorithm

In this section we describe the SSD algorithm, designed to work in scenarios
for which the hardware available at the sensor nodes does not satisfy the
requirement on the transmission radius of SecureVor. In particular, unlike
SecureVor which requires Rtx > 4Rs , SSD works under the same assumption
of the original VOR algorithm, i.e. Rtx > 2Rs . Except for the transmission
radius, SSD adopts the same assumptions of SecureVor discussed in Section
3.1.1.
The algorithm SSD explicitly aims at solving the blocked movement situation geometrically characterized in Section 3.1.3, in which a legitimate
sensor does not move towards uncovered regions because it is in front of a
barrier of malicious sensors.
Because this algorithm works under the relaxed assumption Rtx > 2Rs ,
sensors are not able to verify the movement of their neighbors only on the
basis of message exchanges. This is because the communication range is too
small to let a sensor verify whether its neighbors are behaving consistently
with what should be their Voronoi polygon. Hence a sensor is not able,
on the basis of messages alone, to distinguish a blocked movement situation
(under attack) from a normal condition in which it cannot contribute a better
coverage. In both cases the polygon of the sensor is completely covered and
the sensor is not required to move to increase coverage of its polygon.
For these reasons, SSD provides temporary position swaps among pairs of
neighbors to be performed when sensors are stationary and potentially in a
blocked movement situation. We show a high level pseudocode in Algorithm
SSD. As in the case of SecureVor, SSD requires each sensor s to maintain a
(t)
list of trusted neighbors at time t: Ntrusted
(s). In the next section we describe
SSD in detail, making use of a similar nomenclature to the one introduced
for SecureVor in Section 3.2.
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SSD in detail

As in the case of SecureVor, according to SSD, each sensor s updates the list
(t)
of trusted neighbors Ntrusted
(s) at each round t. Such a set initially includes
all the network nodes N (line 2). At round t, s calculates its Voronoi
(t)
(s),
polygon V (t) (s) by taking account only of the sensors in the set NSSD
which is defined as the set of sensorsTin its radio proximity that s considers
(t)
(t)
(t)
(s) Ntx
(s) (lines 6-7).
as trusted, i.e. NSSD
(s) = Ntrusted
(t)
If V (s) is completely covered, s should remain still. Nevertheless this
situation may occur in the presence of an attack. Therefore SSD provides
the following mechanism to perform legitimacy checks of the behavior of its
Voronoi neighbors. In order to determine the presence of malicious sensors,
the sensor s selects one of its Voronoi neighbors and temporarily swaps its
position with it. In order to prevent conflicting requests, these are generated
at random times in a given time interval and served according to a FIFO
discipline.
We now describe the process and conditions that result from a legitimate
sensor being bound by a malicious barrier. When sensors are spread from a
safe location, a legitimate sensor encounters a barrier that was initially far
from it. When a sensor is blocked by some malicious sensors of the barrier, its
Voronoi polygon is determined by new neighbors which were not previously
observed, or by neighbors with which s forms a vertex that was uncovered
in any previous round. If the sensor s moves towards a steady barrier, it
converges to a position in which its polygon has vertices at the boundary
of the sensing regions of a barrier sensor and therefore of the sensor s itself;
this occurs because initially the sensor s forms uncovered vertices with barrier
sensors, and it performs additional movements of smaller and smaller size,
until it stops due to complete coverage. Figure 3.3 shows a legitimate sensor
at the left of a malicious barrier, which is in a blocked movement situation,
forming two vertices V and W which are both newly covered and located at
the boundary of the sensing region.
We call any of the Voronoi neighbors of s resulting from this scenario the
vertex neighbor of s6 .
Sensor s invites one of its new vertex neighbors, let it be j, to perform a
swap of positions (lines 8-10). The purpose of this swap is to let s perform
a legitimacy check of j in order to calculate and verify its expected future
movement.
6
Notice that in order to provide convergence in a finite number of steps both VOR
and SSD provide a movement threshold which prevents infinitesimal movements. Such a
threshold is also kept into account in the definition of a vertex neighbor.
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Figure 3.3: Boundary vertices V and W, between a legitimate sensor and two
barrier sensors.
As j itself calculates its Voronoi polygon on the basis of its set of neighbors
(t)
NSSD
(j), the position swap requires also j to send this set to s in order to let s
be able to properly calculate the expected future movement of sensor j (line
11). After this information exchange, s moves to the position currently held
by j (line 12), while j is required to move towards the position previously
held by s. This last movement of j is required to ensure that the position of
s is continuously covered and that the movements of other neighbors of s can
be correctly verified. Sensor s exploits its location verification capabilities to
verify if j honored the position swap protocol, otherwise it removes j from
(t)
(t)
its local list of trusted sensors, therefore Ntrusted
(s) ← Ntrusted
(s)\{j} (lines
14-15).
Once in the position previously held by sensor j, the sensor s sends a
neighbor discovery message. The discovered list of communication neighbors
(t)
btx
of j is hereby denoted with N
(j). Sensor s and j send the list of communication trusted neighbors to each other. After this message exchange,
thanks to its location verification capabilities, s verifies the consistency of
(t)
the list of neighbors received by j, namely NSSD
(j) (line 17), with the list
b (t) (j) (line 13).
of neighbors it observed while in the place of j, namely N
tx
If such consistency check fails, or if the trusted set of j does not include s,
s does not return to its original position and continues the algorithm execution from the former position of sensor j. If otherwise the consistency check
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ALGORITHM SSD, executed by node s at round t.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

if t=0 then
(t)
Ntrusted
(s) ← N ;
(t)
Exchange position msgs, determine Ntx
(s);
// Movement verification:
(t-1)
if (swapped with j at time (t − 1)) ∧ (pos(t) (j) 6= pd
os
(j) ) then
(t)
(t)
Ntrusted
(s) ← Ntrusted
(s)\{j} ;
T (t)
(t)
(t)
(s);
Let NSSD
(s) ← Ntrusted
(s) Ntx
(t)
Update V (t) (s) based on NSSD
(s);
// Coverage evaluation and Swap Agreements:
if V (t) (s) is covered ∧ # of new vertex neighbors ≥ 2 then
Select a Vertex Neighbor j;
Send swap request to j;
(t)
(t)
Receive NSSD
(j) from j and send NSSD
(s) ;
(t)
Move to pos (j) and send neighbor discovery msg;
(t)
btx
(j);
Receive position msgs and determine N
(t)
if (j did not reach pos (s)) then
(t)
(t)
Ntrusted
(s) ← Ntrusted
(s)\{j} ;
else
(t)
(t)
btx
if (NSSD
(j)) then
(j) ⊆ N
(t)
(t)
Calculate V (j) on the basis of NSSD
(j);
(t)
Calculate pd
os (j) ;
move to pos(t) (s);

// Voronoi’s Movement Phase
else
Move according to VOR criterion;
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succeeds, sensor s is now able to calculate the Voronoi polygon of sensor j
and the expected movement that j should perform (lines 18-19). Sensors
s and j can now return to their original positions (line 20).
After this temporary swap activity, the algorithm SSD proceeds with the
execution of the regular activities provided by the Voronoi approach (lines
21-22). During the next movement phase, s verifies the movement of j
using the location verification capabilities. If, during the next movement
phase, sensor j fails to perform the expected movement calculated by s, it is
removed from the trusted list of sensor s to be used at the next round (lines
4-5). From now on, the sensor s will consider j as untrusted and will ignore
it and adapt its Voronoi polygon and coverage as if j did not exist.
SSD provides some additional mechanisms to prevent more complex behaviors of malicious sensors. For example, malicious sensors could refuse to
fulfill swap requests pretending to be involved in other position swap activities (with other malicious sensors). In order to prevent this behavior, first,
SSD requires that a sensor which refuses a swap request provide a proof of the
previous swap agreement (signed messages of both involved parties). Second,
according to SSD, a random permutation P (t) of the sensor IDs is generated
at each round, using the round counter t as a seed. This permutation is
common to all sensors, and it establishes a priority in the position swap activities. In particular, sensors with higher priority at the current round have
precedence in swapping, thus preventing two malicious sensors to continuously swap only between themselves. In addition, SSD allows the same pair
of sensors to swap positions only once. Although a higher number of swaps
per pair would increase the accuracy of detection of malicious sensors, this
would be at the expense of energy for movements. Furthermore, by limiting the number of swaps, we prevent malicious sensors from extinguishing
the batteries of legitimate neighbor sensors demanding unnecessary swaps.
Note that, for the sake of simplicity the pseudo code in Algorithm SSD does
not address the additional mechanisms described above, nor does it cover
possible synchronization issues, and the case of s receiving swap requests
from other sensors, which is treated according to the permutation priority
described above.

3.4

Algorithm properties

In this section we provide a theoretical analysis of SecureVor and SSD. We
hereafter denote with L and M the set of legitimate and malicious sensors,
respectively. Hence, the total number of sensors deployed over the AoI is
|N | = |L| + |M |.
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3.4.1

Algorithm properties

Properties of SecureVor

We first study the capability of SecureVor to counteract the OM attack.
Notice that, if a malicious node m moves in compliance to VOR it cannot
be detected, since it is actually behaving as a legitimate sensor. Nevertheless, such movements are unlikely to meet the attacker goals. We define a
malicious movement of a malicious sensor as a movement which is not in
compliance with the deployment rules. Furthermore, given a malicious sensor m ∈ M performing a malicious movement at round t, we define the set
Ltm as the set of legitimate sensors whose movement can be influenced by the
malicious movement of m.
Lemma 3.4.1. Given a malicious sensor m ∈ M performing a malicious
movement at round t, if Ltm 6= ∅ then m is marked as untrusted by at least
one sensor in Ltm at round t + 1.
Proof. Since m can influence the movement of the sensors in Ltm , such sensors consider m as trusted at the current round. Furthermore, since we
assume that a node considers only sensors at a distance Rtx /2 to determine
(t)
its polygon, ∀s ∈ Ltm d(s, m) < Rtx /2 thus s is able to verify if NSV
(m) is
inconsistent. As a result, according to the assumptions made in Section 3.1,
the only degree of freedom that m has in order to try to justify its malicious
movement without being detected lies in the selection of the nodes to be
(t)
advertised in NSV
(m). Notice that all nodes in Ltm are legitimate and are at
a distance less than Rtx /2 from m, thus such sensors should be included in
(t)
the trusted set of m. If m does not include one or more of them in NSV
(m),
such sensors mark m as untrusted at round t + 1 and the assertion is valid.
(t)
If, on the contrary, m includes all sensors in Ltm in NSV
(m), such sensors
Rtx
are in communication range with m at round t + 1 since 2 + 2dmax < Rtx .
As a result, sensors in Ltm are able to verify the correctness of the current
movement of m at the next round. Since m is performing the OM attack,
its malicious movement is detected and thus all sensors in Ltm mark m as
untrusted at round t + 1.
We now prove that SecureVor terminates in a finite time. To this purpose,
we show that at each round, either at least a malicious sensor is detected,
or the overall coverage provided by legitimate sensors increases. We define a
network state as follows.
Definition 3.4.2. A network state under SecureVor is a vector SSV =<
c1 , . . . , c|M | , s1 , . . . , s|L| , m1 , . . . , m|M | > where cj is the number of legitimate
sensors which consider the malicious sensor mj ∈ M as untrusted, si ∈ L
for i = 1, . . . , |L| and mj ∈ M for j = 1, . . . , |M |.
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|M |
We define a function fSV : NP
× L|L| × M |M | → N × R+ such that given a
|M |
network state SSV , fSV (SSV ) = ( j=0 cj , Atotal ), where Atotal is the size of the
2
1
, SSV
area covered by legitimate sensors in SSV . Given two network states SSV
2
1
we say that fSV (SSV ) ≺ fSV (SSV ) according to the lexicographic order. Notice
that, the function fSV is upper-bounded by the pair (|L||M |, AoI). In the
following, in order to prove the convergence of SecureVor, we show that at
each round the value of such function increases.

Theorem 3.4.3. The algorithm SecureVor converges.
Proof. Let us consider a generic state change from round t to round t+1. We
(t)
(t+1)
want to show that fSV (SSV
) ≺ fSV (SSV
). We recall that, for a malicious
sensor m ∈ M performing a malicious movement at round t, Ltm is the
set of legitimate nodes whose movement can be influenced by the malicious
movement of m. We consider two cases:
Case 1: ∃mj ∈ M s.t. Ltmj 6= ∅.
Thanks to Lemma 3.4.1 we know that there exist at least one legitimate
(t)
sensor at round t + 1 that marks mj as untrusted. As a result, cj [SSV
]<
(t+1)
(t)
(t+1)
cj [SSV
], hence f (SSV
) ≺ f (SSV
).
Case 2: ∀mj ∈ M , Ltmj = ∅.
In this case no malicious movement influences the movement of legitimate
sensors. As a result no malicious sensor is detected at round t + 1, hence ∀
(t+1)
(t)
j = 1, . . . , |M |, cj [SSV
] = cj [SSV
]. Notice that, if no malicious sensor is
detected SecureVor lets sensors deploy according to the rules of VOR. Under
VOR, if in a specific round at least one sensor moves, the provided coverage
increases (as shown in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [12]), so also in this case
(t)
(t+1)
it holds that fSV (SSV
) ≺ fSV (SSV
). As the function fSV () is upper-bounded
and it increases at each round of the algorithm execution, we can conclude
that SecureVor converges.
The above theorem proves that SecureVor converges, nevertheless the
increase in coverage may be infinitesimal and the algorithm may require an
infinite number of rounds to terminate.
Corollary 3.4.4. The algorithm SecureVor terminates if movements are allowed only if they provide a coverage increase which exceeds a positive minimum threshold .
The introduction of  ensures fast termination and power saving, at the
expense of a small loss in the coverage extension.
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Algorithm properties

Properties of SSD

Similarly to SecureVor, to prove the termination of SSD we first show that it
converges. We consider a static barrier of malicious sensors performing the
BOM attack.
Definition 3.4.5. A network state under SSD is a vector SSSD =< a1 , . . . , a|L| ,
s1 , . . . , s|L| , m1 , . . . , m|M | > where aj is the number of swaps performed by
the legitimate sensors sj , si ∈ L for i = 1, . . . , |L| and mj ∈ M for j =
1, . . . , |M |.
We define a function fSSD : N|L| ×P
L|L| × M |M | → N × R+ such that given
a network state SSSD , fSSD (SSSD ) = ( |L|
j=0 aj , Atotal ), where Atotal is the size
of the area covered by legitimate sensors in S. Given two network states
1
2
1
2
SSSD
, SSSD
we say that fSSD (SSSD
) ≺ fSSD (SSSD
) according to the lexicographic
order.
Notice that, the function fSSD () is upper-bounded by the pair (|L| × (|L| −
1+|M |), AoI), since legitimate sensors are allowed to swap at most once with
another sensor, and the maximum area that can be covered is the whole AoI.
Similarly to the case of SecureVor, we show that during the unfolding of SSD
the value of such function increases.
Theorem 3.4.6. The algorithm SSD converges.
(t)
Proof. Let us consider a generic network state SSSD
at round t. We want to
show that either the algorithm has terminated at round t, or there exists
(t)
(t+k)
k ∈ N s.t. fSSD (SSSD
) ≺ f (SSSD
). We consider two cases:
Case 1: ∃si ∈ L that performs a movement at round t.
Legitimate sensors deploy according to the rules of the VOR approach.
Since under VOR if a sensor moves then the overall coverage increases [12],
this holds also under SSD. As a result, if at least one sensor moves then
(t)
(t+1)
fSSD (SSSD
) ≺ fSSD (SSSD
).
Case 2: @si ∈ L that performs a movement at round t.
This case occurs if no sensor can move and increase the coverage of its polygon, hence sensors will also not move at subsequent rounds. As a result,
either the algorithm has terminated, or the network state may change as a
consequence of a swap. Let us consider a sensor si which wants to exchange
with sj . si may not be able to exchange with sj at round t, due to their priority in P (t) . However, the random generation of permutations ensures that
there eventually exists k ∈ N s.t. in P (t+k) , si has higher priority than sj ,
and the swap can be performed. In this case, the number of swaps increases
(t)
(t+k)
from state SSSD
to SSSD
, and in particular a(t+k)
= a(t)
+ 1. As a result,
i
i
(t)
(t+k)
fSSD (SSSD ) ≺ fSSD (SSSD ).
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As fSSD () is upper-bounded and it increases at each round, SSD converges.
Similarly to SecureVor, to prove the termination of SSD we include a
positive threshold  > 0, which prevents infinitesimal increase in coverage,
as stated by the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4.7. The algorithm SSD terminates provided that movements
are allowed only if they enable a coverage increase greater than a threshold
 > 0.
Unlike SecureVor, we cannot formally prove that every time a malicious
node is encountered in SSD it is detected, due to the limited information
available at each sensor as a consequence of the smaller transmission radius
than with SecureVor. In particular, we cannot exclude that a malicious
sensor m is not detected during a swap, because its polygon is actually fully
covered by some legitimate sensors that crossed the barrier in a previous
round. Nevertheless, the experiments show that overall, SSD thwarts the
OM attack. Hence, in Section 3.5 the effectiveness of SSD in defeating the
OM attack is shown through extensive experiments, which also demonstrate
the capability of SSD to achieve full coverage of the AoI.

3.5

Experimental results

In this section we provide an analysis of the performance of SecureVor and
SSD. To this purpose, we developed a simulator on the basis of the Wireless
module of the Riverbed Opnet simulation environment [94]. In the simulations we considered a squared AoI of size 80m×80m. Sensors can move
at a maximum speed of 1m/s. We set the threshold  for minimum coverage increase to 0.001, for both SecureVor and SSD. We investigated several
scenarios which consider different settings of Rtx and Rs .
In the first scenario (Scenario A), we consider a setting favorable to SecureVor, i.e. such that Rtx > 4Rs . In the second scenario (Scenario B), we
consider instead a setting for which SSD is designed, i.e. 4Rs > Rtx > 2Rs .
The third scenario (Scenario C) is devoted to a sensitivity analysis of both
algorithms to the setting of the transmission radius. While all these scenarios
consider a static BOM attack, the last experimental scenario (Scenario D)
considers a BOM attack with a mobile barrier.
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(a)

Experimental results

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.4: Scenario A: Initial deployment of 150 legitimate sensors and 13
malicious sensors (a), final deployment of VOR (b), and SecureVor (c).

3.5.1

Scenario A: SecureVor setting

In this scenario we set Rtx = 30m and Rs = 5m, and investigate the performance of SecureVor. Under this setting, the maximum moving distance
dmax is 2.5m. Malicious sensors perform the BOM attack by periodically
advertising their position during the Position communication phase while
remaining still. In order to avoid being easily detected by the surrounding legitimate sensors, each malicious sensor m, advertises a trusted set
(t)
Ntrusted
(m) = Q(t) (m). Legitimate sensors are randomly deployed on the
left side of the AoI.
We compare the performance of SecureVor with respect to the results
obtained by the original VOR algorithm in the same setting. In order to
evaluate the overhead introduced by SecureVor, we also show the behavior
of VOR when all sensors are legitimate and expand freely (VOR-Free in the
figures) without a barrier.
Before showing the results, we provide an example of the detrimental
effect of the BOM attack in this scenario with 150 legitimate sensors and 13
malicious sensors. Figure 3.4(a) shows the initial deployment, while Figures
3.4 (b) and (c), show the final deployments achieved by VOR and SecureVor,
respectively. Under VOR legitimate sensors are not able to cross the barrier,
resulting in a significant loss of coverage. On the contrary, under SecureVor
legitimate sensors detect malicious sensors, and are able to cross the barrier
and achieve full coverage of the AoI.
In the experiments we set the number of malicious sensors to 13 and we
increase the number of legitimate sensors from 60 to 240. Figure 3.5(a) shows
the coverage of the AoI achieved by the considered algorithms. Legitimate
sensors under VOR are not able to cross the barrier of malicious sensors, no
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Figure 3.5: Scenario A: coverage of the AoI (a), traversed distance (b), number of movements (c), consumed energy (d), termination time (e). Coverage
achieved with 140 legitimate sensors (f).
matter how many legitimate sensors are deployed. Therefore the coverage is
at most 60%.
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On the contrary SecureVor, thanks to its security policy, detects and ignores malicious sensors and successfully covers the AoI. Note that, SecureVor
achieves the same coverage of VOR-Free, that is the original Voronoi algorithm with no attack. This shows that SecureVor completely defeats the
attack and maximizes the coverage.
Since under VOR sensors are not able to spread over the AoI when the
attack is in place, this algorithm achieves lower values of all the considered
performance metrics, such as traversed distance and consumed energy, with
respect to the other algorithms. This does not imply superior performance of
this algorithm, but just the inability to cover the AoI. For this reason, in the
following we do not discuss its results although we show them in the figures.
Figure 3.5(b) shows the average distance traversed by sensors. SecureVor
introduces a very small overhead in terms of traversed distance with respect
to VOR-Free. The peak in the traversed distance of all approaches is a
common behavior of mobile sensors deployment algorithms since, when few
sensors are available, all sensors move in order to contribute to the achievement of the final coverage. Instead, when more sensors are available, the
average traversed distance decreases, since only sensors detecting a coverage
hole are allowed to move.
Figure 3.5(c) shows the average number of moving actions. This is an
important metric to evaluate mobile sensor deployment algorithms, since a
sensor consumes a high amount of energy to start and stop a movement.
Similar considerations with respect to the traversed distance and the peaks
in the Figures discussed above can be made. SecureVor introduces a small
overhead in terms of number of movements due to the reduced traversed distance per round which results in an higher number of movements to traverse
the same distance.
We now show results related to sensor energy consumption. We adopt
the energy cost model commonly used in the literature for mobile sensors [11,
85, 8]. In particular, receiving a message costs 1 energy units (eu), sending
a message 1.125eu, traversing one meter costs 300eu and starting/stopping a
movement costs as one meter of movement. We consider a cumulative energy
consumption metric which takes into account all the above contributions.
Figure 3.5(d) shows the obtained results. All algorithms incur in a higher
communication cost as the sensor density increases. Such an overhead is
higher under SecureVor because of the additional messages required to communicate the trusted neighbor set. The energy consumption under VOR-Free
is 43% less energy with respect to SecureVor.
The termination time is shown in 3.5(e). SecureVor shows a shorter termination time with respect to VOR-Free. This is due to the shorter maximum
traversed distance of SecureVor which allows shorter movements that are
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Scenario B: Initial deployment (a), and final deployment under
SSD (b).
forbidden by VOR. As a result, under VOR sensors move only when a long
movement is possible, thus resulting in cascade movements which lengthens
the termination time. On the contrary, shorter movements enable sensors to
move more in parallel, resulting in a lower termination time for SecureVor.
In order to further study the performance of the considered algorithms,
we performed some experiments by setting the number of legitimate sensors
to 140 and by increasing the number of malicious sensors from 0 to 30. Figure
3.5(f) shows the achieved coverage. The vertical line represents the minimum
number
√ of malicious sensors for which the distance d between them is less
than 3Rs . As proven in Theorems 3.1.4 and 3.1.7, legitimate sensors are
not able to cross the barrier if d is less than or equal to such a value. These
experiments show that legitimate sensors do not cross the barrier even when
a small number of malicious sensors is present. SecureVor is not affected by
the number of malicious sensors deployed, since legitimate sensors are able
to detect malicious sensors and cover the AoI.

3.5.2

Scenario B: SSD setting

In this section we consider a setting for which SSD is designed, that is where
4Rs > Rtx > 2Rs . In particular, we set Rtx = 12m, and Rs = 5m. Therefore,
the maximum moving distance dmax is 1m.
Similar to the previous scenario, we study the performance of SSD in presence of the BOM attack performed by 20 malicious sensors and by increasing
the number of legitimate sensors deployed. We compare the performance of
SSD to the original VOR algorithm and with the same algorithm in absence
of the attack (VOR-Free).
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Figure 3.6(a) show an instance of this scenario with 150 legitimate sensors.
Figure 3.6(b) shows the final deployment achieved by SSD. Even with limited
transmission radius, legitimate sensors are able to detect malicious nodes
thanks to position swaps, and ultimately achieve full coverage.
Figure 3.7(a) shows the coverage of the AoI achieved by the considered
approaches. VOR achieves similar results as in the previous scenario, with
legitimate sensors unable to cross the barrier. On the contrary, SSD successfully defeats the attack and enables legitimate sensors to cover the AoI,
achieving the same coverage of VOR-Free. Similarly to the previous scenario,
we do not discuss the performance of VOR in the following.
Figure 3.7(b) shows the average distance traversed by sensors. The figure
evidences the additional traversed distance of SSD with respect to VORFree, due to the position swaps necessary to detect malicious sensors. As
mentioned for Scenario A, the peak in the traversed distance occurs in correspondence to the minimum number of legitimate sensor necessary to achieve
full coverage.
Figure 3.7(c) shows the average number of start and stop actions. SSD
shows a lower number of starts and stops with respect to VOR-Free. This
apparently surprising result is due to the swap activity. In particular, when
a legitimate sensor swaps with a malicious sensor, the malicious sensor is
detected and the legitimate sensor does not move back to its original position. As a result, such sensor performed a longer movement, whose length is
not limited by the parameter dmax , nor it is affected by small local position
adjustments.
Figure 3.7(d) shows the overall consumed energy. Such a measure includes
both the communication and the movement costs. SSD performs better than
VOR-Free in this case, thanks to the fewer number of start and stop actions,
that dominate the energy consumption.
The termination time is shown in Figure 3.7(e). The results detailed in
this figure reveal a longer termination time of SSD compared to VOR-Free.
This is due to the longer round length required to include swap activities
during every iteration of the algorithm. Nevertheless, this increased termination time allows SSD to defeat the attack, even in the restricted case of
the communication radius.
We finally show in Figure 3.7(f) the average number of swaps per sensor
under SSD. The number is relatively low, with a peak of eight swaps when the
number of sensors deployed is close to the minimum to achieve full coverage.
As the number of sensor increases, the number of swaps rapidly decreases.
We performed additional experiments varying the number of malicious
sensors. We do not show them as they look very similar to those obtained
for SecureVor and detailed in Figure 3.5 (d). These results confirm that
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Figure 3.7: Scenario B: coverage of the AoI (a), traversed distance (b), number of movements (c), consumed energy (d), termination time (e), average
number of swaps (f).
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the performance of SSD also, is not significantly affected by the number of
malicious sensors.

3.5.3

Scenario C: Transmission radius sensitivity analysis

In this section we perform a sensitivity analysis to compare SecureVor and
SSD under various settings of the transmission radius. We recall that SecureVor assumes that Rtx > 4Rs , while SSD is designed for the more restricted scenario in which 4Rs > Rtx > 2Rs . In these experiments we increase Rtx from the setting of SSD to the setting of SecureVor, and compare
the performance of the algorithms.
To enable SecureVor to work even when Rtx < 4Rs , we define a virtual
sensing radius Rvs , for which Rtx > 4Rvs . Using this modification, legitimate
sensors deploy as if the sensing radius were the virtual radius Rvs . This allows
legitimate sensor to detect malicious sensors. However the drawback of this
setting is a denser deployment, so more sensors are needed to achieve full
coverage.
In this experimental scenario, we consider 200 sensors with sensing radius Rs = 5m, while we let the transmission radius Rtx vary from 11 meters up to 22 meters. As the maximum allowed distance for SecureVor depends on the virtual radius according to the equation dmax = R4tx − Rvs , we
fix the maximum moving distance dmax for SecureVor to 0.5m, and let the
value of Rvs grow according to the equation dmax = R4tx − Rvs . Therefore
Rvs =min Rs , ( R4tx − dmax ) . Under such a setting, when Rtx spans from 11
meters to 22 meters, Rvs correspondently grows from 2.25 meters to 5 meters. A further increase in Rtx would not cause any increase in the virtual
radius, which would be the same as the real sensing radius. This last setting is what SecureVor requires to work at its best, deploying sensors at the
density required by VOR.
Figure 3.8, shows the coverage achieved by the two algorithms when the
transmission radius Rtx increases. As we can see, SSD always reaches full
coverage of the AoI, independently of the setting of Rtx . By contrast, SecureVor is unable to complete the coverage when working with transmission
radius lower than 17m, because the corresponding virtual sensing radius is
too short to cover the area with only 200 sensors. These results highlight the
benefit of using SSD when the assumptions required of SecureVor are not
met by the available hardware. Although SecureVor can be used with minor
modifications, its performance can be significantly penalized. The results of
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Figure 3.8: Scenario C: coverage of the AoI (a) and consumed energy (b).
the other performance metrics have similar trends to those shown in Figure
3.5.
Figure 3.8 (b), shows the energy consumed by the two algorithms. This
figure highlights that SecureVor consumes less energy than SSD only when
the transmission radius is lower than 12m, when SecureVor does not perform
complete coverage. By contrast, when the transmission radius is larger than
12m, and even in the most favorable setting to SecureVor, the energy consumption with SSD is lower than with SecureVor. This reveals the superiority
of SSD even in the scenarios which are more favorable to SecureVor.

3.5.4

Scenario D: Mobile barrier attack

The last set of experiments introduces a more complex attack, in which
malicious sensors initially form a barrier, and then start moving towards
legitimate sensors. Malicious movements are perpendicular to the barrier and
are of length dmax , according to the algorithm rules. A malicious sensor never
breaks the barrier when
√ moving, therefore it only moves if it can maintain
a distance lower than 3Rs with neighbor malicious sensors. A malicious
sensor stops moving as soon as it reaches a distance lower than 2Rs from at
least one legitimate sensor. In this setting we use a setting of transmission
and sensing radius suitable for both SecureVor and SSD.
Figure 3.9(a) shows the initial deployment, with 150 legitimate sensors
and a moving barrier of 20 malicious sensors. This attack can severely compromise the coverage provided by legitimate sensors under VOR, which in
fact terminates the execution as shown in Figure 3.9(b). Malicious sensors
successfully confine legitimate sensors in a small portion of the AoI. Legitimate sensors do not cross the barrier because the mutual distance between
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Figure 3.9: Scenario D. Dynamic barrier: initial deployment (a), final deployment with VOR (b), SecureVor (c) and SSD (d).
√
malicious sensors is always lower than 3Rs , which also confirms the theoretical results described in Section 3.1.3.
Under SecureVor legitimate sensors discover the malicious movements
resulting from the barrier movement. Consequently, legitimate sensors are
able to detect and ignore malicious sensors, and achieve full coverage as
shown in Figure 3.9(c). SSD requires a minor modification to work under
the attack of a dynamic barrier, with particular focus on the concept of vertex
neighbor. When a legitimate sensor approaches the barrier, the new vertex
can be located in a circular corona of the boundary, and not exactly on the
boundary, to take into account possible movements of the barrier sensors.
With such a modification, SSD successfully lets legitimate sensors discover
barrier sensors and ignore them, achieving full coverage as shown in Figure
3.9(d).
We conducted additional experiments with more complex configurations,
such as multiple barriers or barriers of various irregular shapes. Results show
that both SecureVor and SSD are able to defeat such attacks.
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Conclusions

In this part, we focused on the application of wireless sensor networks in
critical, hostile to man and dangerous scenarios. We paid attention to the
security issues of the deployment protocol of mobile wireless sensor networks.
In particular, we addressed the vulnerabilities of one of the most acknowledged approaches to mobile sensor deployment: the Voronoi based approach.
We considered a recently proposed attack to mobile sensor networks, the
OM attack, and characterized the geometric conditions under which such an
attack is effective if the network adopts the Voronoi approach to deployment.
We analyzed the previous solution SecureVor [10] and we developed a
new algorithm called Secure Swap Deployment (SSD) to counteract the OM
attack. The algorithms work in complementary operative settings. SecureVor
assumes that the transmission radius is sufficiently large to allow a sensor
to locally analyze its neighbors movements. Conversely, SSD relaxes this
assumption and sensors rely on position swaps to verify the correct behavior
of their neighbors. Both allow legitimate sensors to determine the malicious
nature of their neighbors by observing their movements. We formally proved
that SecureVor is able to defeat the OM attack, and that both SecureVor
and SSD have a guaranteed termination. Additionally, we performed an
extensive experimental analysis that confirmed that with these algorithms
the network achieves its monitoring goals even in the presence of an attack,
at the expense of a small overhead in terms of movements and deployment
time.
In our future work, we will consider other aspects, such as:
• temporal legitimate behavior : we will study the performance of the
proposed solution in the presence of an attacker that initially adopts a
legitimate behavior according to the protocol of deployment. After a
time window, the malicious sensors start to perform the attack to the
network.
• presence of obstacles: we will consider a scenario in which there is
the presences of obstacles of different shapes in the AoI. The major
challenge in this scenario is to correctly distinguish the obstacles and
the malicious sensors that aim to impede the natural deployment of
the network.
• deployment approaches: we will study how this kind of attack shown in
this part can influence the performance of other categories of deployment algorithms (Delaunay triangulations, Geometric Pattern etc.,).
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The term grid is used for an electricity system that generally support operations such as electricity generation, electricity transmission, electricity
distribution, and electricity control. A smart grid (SG), also called smart
electrical/power grid, intelligent grid, is an enhancement of the 20th century
power grid. The traditional power grids are generally used to carry power
from a few central generators to a large number of users or customers. In
contrast, the SG uses two-way flows of electricity and information to create an automated and distributed advanced energy delivery network. By
utilizing modern information technologies, the SG is capable of delivering
power in more efficient ways and responding to wide ranging conditions and
events. In fact, the SG is able to respond to events that occur anywhere in
the grid, such as power generation, transmission, distribution, and consumption, and adopt the corresponding strategies. For instance, once a medium
voltage transformer failure event occurs in the distribution grid, the SG may
automatically change the power flow and recover the power delivery service.
More specifically, the SG can be regarded as an electric system that uses
information, two-way, cyber-secure communication technologies, and computational intelligence in an integrated fashion across electricity generation,
transmission, distribution and consumption to achieve a system state that is
safe, secure, reliable, resilient, efficient, and sustainable. In order to realize
this new grid paradigm, the U.S. Energy Independence and Security Act of
2007 directed the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
provided a conceptual model [70], as shown in Figure 3.10, which can be
used as a reference for the various parts of the electric system where SG
standardization works are taking place. This conceptual model divides the
SG into seven domains. Each domain encompasses one or more SG actors,
including devices, systems, or programs that make decisions and exchange
information necessary for performing applications. A brief descriptions of
the domains and actors are given in [70].
In this part, we focused on the power grids contingency analysis in Smart
Grids to study the impact of potential component failures. For instance,
the N-1 contingency analysis refers to the ability to predict the behavior
of the electrical grid in response to a single random failure. Predicting the
behavior of the power grid after a failure is significantly relevant, since contingencies could results in cascading failures. Although these events occur
at a low probability, cascading failures are critical issues in power systems
operation since can evolve into large-scale blackouts. A report by the U.S.
Executive Office of the President estimates that between 2003 and 2012, 679
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Figure 3.10: NIST Smart Grid Framework
large scale power outages occurred in the U.S., each affecting at least 50,000
customers [36, 18, 19]. The economical impact of cascading failures is also
significant, as the costs range from 18 to 33 billion dollars per year [36].
The cause of such cascading failures is often the relative primitiveness
of contingency management. On one hand, management often relies on
the judgments of human operators, who decide on possible countermeasures
based on their experience. On the other hand, such operators can only see
the high-voltage transmission levels of the grid, with little outlook on the
adjustable loads at the end-users’ level. Although during natural disaster
there could be a relationship between failures in the power grids and failures in communication networks, we focus the attention on the contingency
analysis of the smart grids. In fact, this work particularly examines contingency cases where one or more of the system components are unexpectedly
down but the system balance is still achieved due to the strict reliability
criteria. Even when the system restores its balance after a contingency, however, there is a risk of cascading failures as with the 2003 North American
blackout case [36]. In fact, other lines can approach their maximum limits,
and eventually drive the system over the critical point beyond a stable state.
Therefore, precautionary measures to avoid cascading failures are necessary.
This work proposes a novel framework to alleviate this type of risks by
adjusting a large number of end-use loads. The assumption is that, for such
emergency cases, curtailing some non-critical loads to prevent cascading failures yields greater aggregate utility than leaving the lights on and having
cascading failures later. Therefore, in this work, all controlled loads, which
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Figure 3.11: Overview of the proposed system.
exclude critical loads such as life-support devices, are assumed to be curtailable within a short time period, e.g., 1 hour. The end-user loads are
controlled by smart devices, realized through the emerging paradigm of the
Internet of Things [5, 91]. According to this paradigm, smart devices are
equipped with communication, computation and storage capabilities, and
they are connected to a smart home management system through wireless
access points.
Each smart device controls an appliance such as a space
heater, an air conditioner, a refrigerator, etc.
The framework comprehensively involves the system operator, the load
serving entities (LSEs), and the end-users’ smart systems. The overview of
the system is shown in Figure 3.11. The system operator prevents cascading
failures by completing the following tasks after achieving the stable, but
still potentially risky, state of the power system: 1) identify the components
that violate the predetermined reliability criteria, and if there is any, 2)
calculate the load adjustment at different locations (i.e., buses) to alleviate
the additional stress in those particular components. Since it is assumed
that the system is in balance, the total amount of load curtailment at each
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Figure 3.12: The flowchart of the contingency management framework
bus is efficiently calculated by a novel approach using the linearized network
equation.
When an LSE is notified of a load curtailment amount at its load bus,
it solves a mixed integer linear optimization problem that maximizes the
aggregate utility, i.e. the sum of its end-users’ utility. In this part utility is
defined as a quantifiable measure of user satisfaction from using a certain
appliance. To improve scalability of the LSE’s problem, an approximated
convex problem of the mixed integer optimization is solved, using an efficient
heuristic based on regression techniques.
The solution to the LSE’s problem is the individual load curtailments of
the LSE’s users. The smart home management system then calculates an
emergency schedule, which defines the best set of appliances that the user
is allowed to use. This schedule minimizes the impact of the curtailment
on the user’s habits, while satisfying the power allowance requested by the
LSE. The calculation of the emergency schedule requires the knowledge of
the future user interaction with appliances. To predict this interaction, the
framework uses the WRAP (Welch-based Reactive Appliance Prediction)
algorithm. WRAP uses smart devices to monitor the user habits and to
predict the appliance usage following the contingency.After load curtailments,
the system operator evaluates the system condition, and if the system is
not reverting to the normal condition, the procedure is repeated from the
beginning. The flowchart of the framework is shown in Figure 3.12.
Extensive simulations are performed on the IEEE New England 39-bus
test system, using real power consumption datasets, to validate the benefits
of this framework. The results show that the proposed method is effective in
calculating the load curtailments needed after a contingency, ensuring that
the lines operate within their capacity margins. Additionally, the WRAP
algorithm achieves highly accurate predictions of the appliance usage. Fi114
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nally, the regression-based heuristic performed by the LSEs closely matches
the results achieved by solving the original mixed integer programming problem. As a result, the proposed framework is effective in keeping the system
stable during contingencies, preventing cascading failures while maximizing
the aggregate user utility.
The main contributions of this work are the following:
• A comprehensive framework for contingency management using smart
appliances based on the paradigm of the Internet of Things;
• A novel and efficient method to enable system operators to calculate
the load curtailment needed in order to keep the system in a safe state
after a contingency;
• An efficient heuristic to distribute such curtailments across end-users;
• The Welch-based Reactive Appliance Prediction (WRAP) algorithm to
predict utilization of each appliance by a user;
• Extensive simulations on realistic system settings to validate the proposed approach in managing contingencies while maximizing users’ utility.
• This work is published on IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid
(http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7425266/)[30].
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Related Works
There have been efforts in managing contingencies with adjustable demand.
The work in [43] considers dispatch of load curtailment at the system-level
operation alongside with generation, based on the bids submitted by the customers. Presumably these customers represent the load serving entities, but
the dynamics or attributes of the individual load models are missing. In [28],
demand response is used in place of spinning reserves to restore the frequency
post contingencies. In [52], authors use demand response for efficient use of
transformers during contingencies. Instead, [75] corrects voltages adjusting
post contingency demands. The last three works are novel in terms of using
demand to manage contingencies, but have different purposes from this work,
where we alleviate congestions post contingencies.
There are also many works on predicting users’ power consumption by
appliance. Work [15] proposes an algorithm to identify the individual consumptions of residential appliances. It works at a coarser granularity since it
is able to predict only the appliances future states (on/off) to compute the
future energy load requested. In [16], authors describe an approach to predict daily energy consumption of large groups of customers, but they consider
only electrical heating and cooling as appliances. In [54], user discomfort is
minimized with a Q-learning algorithm, which computes the optimal set of
appliances to switch off during the system peaks. However, this approach
assumes that the importance of an appliance to a user is known in advance.
Our work takes a step further from the literature on users’ demand and
utility, and proposes an effective algorithm that exploits smart appliances to
predict and maximize the users’ utility using historical data. Another novel
aspect of the proposed work is in modeling the system comprehensively from
the power transmission grid all throughout the end-users equipped with smart
home management systems. The objective is not only to manage contingencies at the system level, which existing literature has studied extensively,
but to maximize the aggregate utility of all users, when a certain amount of
capacity is requested from the system operator.
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The Problem of a System Operator

In this chapter we study the problem of how to prevent cascading failures
in the smart grid balancing the users’ load. We present this problem from the
point of view of each agent involved in the framework: the system operator,
the load serving entities and the end-users. At the same time, we present
and discuss the proposed solutions for each of them. Extensive simulations
on real users’ load traces and on real systems show the accuracy and the
efficiency of the proposed framework. The chapter is organized as follows.
Section 4.1 describes the problem of the system operator, while Sections 4.2
and 4.3 address the users’ and LSE’s problems, respectively. The simulation
results are presented in Section 4.4, and Section 4.5 concludes this part.

4.1

The Problem of a System Operator

The objective of the system operator in general is to keep the system reliable
at the least cost. After one or more lines failed, the power flows in other
lines can approach their limits. Therefore, in this work the system operator’s
objective is to find the load curtailment that can alleviate the line flows of
these additional lines at risk to prevent cascading failures.
The relationship between the active power flows in the lines and the
active power injected into each bus can be linearized with a power transfer
distribution factor (PTDF) matrix H. HP = F where P is a vector of active
power injection at each node except the slack bus, and F is a vector of active
power flow in each line [88, 79]. Therefore, demand curtailment ∆PD , defined
as a vector with the adjustable demand buses as its components, that yields
the line power flow difference ∆F can be calculated by solving
HC CD ∆PD = ∆FC

(4.1)

where ∆FC is the line adjustment vector with only the congested lines selected from F , whose length is equal to NL , number of congested lines. CD
is a bus-demand connection matrix with a dimension (the number of total
buses in the system NB )-by-(the number of demand buses ND ), whose element is 1 when the bus (row) is a demand bus (column) and 0 otherwise. HC
is extracted from H with only the rows of the congested lines, thus NL -byNB . Usually since ND > NL , the solution to this equation can be obtained
as ∆PD = H + ∆F where H + is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of H.
This calculation gives a solution with the minimal norm among the many
solutions of (4.1). Therefore, the sum of the solution, or the total system
load adjustments, can be negative, resulting in the need for more generation
to balance the supply and demand. In order to avoid this, the solution is
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sought so that the load adjustments in the system sums up to zero, i.e.,
ND
X

∆PD (n) = 0.

(4.2)

n=1

Concatenating (4.1) and (4.2) yields an augmented power flow equation




H
∆F
∆PD =
, or H̃∆PD = ∆F̃
(4.3)
1TND
0
where 1n denotes an n-length column vector that has 1 as all its elements.
The solution can be obtained in the same way by solving ∆PD = H̃ + ∆F̃ .
The solution to (4.3) can include negative load adjustments, which means
that some load buses need to increase their consumption. If the system
operator decides that this is unreasonable or if it is technically infeasible,
then the system operator can take the nonnegative solution ∆PD |+ where
∆PD (l)|+ = max [0, ∆PD (l)] for all l, and resolve the power flows with this
adjusted solution. It should be noted that the power flows with this solution
may result in power flow adjustment smaller than the target ∆FC . However,
since the relationship between the load curtailment and the power flows is
linear, the load curtailment solution can be simply scaled by the factor of
the desirable power flow adjustment.

4.2

The Problem of a User

This section discusses the problem solved by the smart home energy management system of a user. As a contingency occurs, the system operator sends
l
be the power
each LSE the load curtailment ∆PD (l) for each bus l. Let Mmax
l
allowance that the LSE is allotted for Bus l. Then the LSE distributes Mmax
across its users, calculating the
power allowance M1l , . . . , MNl l for
P individual
l
l
each of its Nl users so that
Mi = Mmax . Finally, the users’ smart home
management systems schedule the smart appliances to be used. Since most
variables and parameters for an LSE’s problem are defined in the users’ problem, to improve readability, the problem solved by the users is first presented,
l
followed by how an LSE distributes Mmax
in Section 4.3.
In the proposed framework, a smart home has n smart devices d1 , . . . , dn .
According to the paradigm of the Internet of Things, smart devices are
equipped with communication, computation and storage capabilities. In particular, they are connected to the smart home management system through
wireless access points deployed in the smart home. The framework exploits
their computation and storage capabilities to monitor and learn the user
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habits. Note that, critical appliances, such as life support medical devices,
are not considered by the framework for load curtailment. Appliances are
generally classified as critical and flexible. Critical appliances, such as life
support machines, need to be always operational. On the contrary, flexible appliances can be turned off if needed. In the following, only flexible
appliances are considered. The smart home management system identifies
critical appliances, and excludes them from the load curtailment procedure.
For each appliance, the framework defines a time-dependent importance factor, according to the user’s usage preference and patterns, which may vary
depending on the time of day, the season of year, and the user’s habits. The
goal is to use smart devices to learn the importance factors of the appliances
for each user u during normal system conditions. To calculate such factors,
the framework considers time slots τ1 , τ2 , . . . of arbitrary length, set to one
hour in this work. Let λui,j ∈ [0, 1] be the fraction of time that user u uses
u
the appliance i in time slot j. The importance factor γi,j
of appliance i is
defined as:
λui,j
u
.
(4.4)
γi,j
= Pn
u
h=1 λh,j
u
represents the relative usage time of appliance i with respect
Therefore, γi,j
to the other appliances during time slot j.
u
The approach assumes that the importance factor γi,j
measures the contribution of appliance i to the utility of user u during the time slot τj . Therefore,
given a set of appliances A, the P
utility that results from using such appliu
. As soon as the LSE informs the
ances in time slot j for user u is di ∈A γi,j
user u’s smart home management system of the new power allowance Mu , an
emergency schedule that determines the set of appliances that can be used is
calculated so that it maximizes the user utility.

4.2.1

Optimal emergency schedule

Using the importance factors defined previously, the framework makes use
of the following optimization problem to determine the emergency schedule
of a user u. The problem is solved by the smart home management system,
which receives a power allowance Mu from the LSE (the calculation of Mu
is described in Section 4.3). The description considers a load curtailment
during time slot τ . Let xi ∈ {0, 1} be a decision variable, where xi = 1 if
appliance i is allowed to be used during the emergency schedule, and xi = 0
otherwise. Additionally, let e1 , . . . , en be the maximum power rating of the
appliances. For simplicity, the following discussion assumes the state of an
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appliance is either ON or OFF. Then the optimal scheduling problem is:
maximize
xi

subject to

n
X
i=1
n
X

u
γi,τ
xi

(4.5)

xi ei ≤ Mu

(4.6)

i=1
u
where the values of γi,τ
are calculated according to (4.4), and are estimated
as described in the next subsection.
This optimization problem is clearly NP-hard. However, since smart
homes generally have a limited number of appliances, the problem can be
solved in a short time optimally, or through standard heuristics [31]. The
resulting schedule is enforced by the smart home management system, which
restricts the use to only the selected appliances.

4.2.2

Learning Algorithm for Importance Factors

u
In order to solve (4.5), the values of time-dependent importance factors γi,τ
’s
need to be known. However, since they represent the user’s future behavior,
they can only be predicted. This section describes the Welch-based Reactive
Prediction (WRAP) algorithm, executed by the smart home management
system. Note that these factors cannot be determined simply by looking at
historical data, since the use of appliances may present short- and long-term
variations. As an example, if a user is generally at home at a specific time
slot, but if on a certain day he is not, then the use of appliances in that day
is likely to significantly differ. Similarly, the user lifestyle may change during
the year, presenting long-term variations. For these reasons, WRAP makes
use of a statistical change detection mechanism based on the Welch’s t-test
[89] to predict the importance factors.
WRAP is based on the assumption that the fraction of time λui,j , during
which user u uses appliance i in time slot τj , is distributed over multiple days
as a Gaussian random variable. The means and standard deviations of λui,j ’s
may change over time. The results in Section 4.4 prove that this assumption
enables accurate estimation of the importance factors and maximization of
user utility.
The smart home management system keeps track of the historical usage
of each appliance. In particular, for each time slot τj the system calculates
H
the historical mean µH
i,j and the historical variance σi,j . At the end of each
time slot, these historical values are updated with the newly observed values.
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Short-term change detection
WRAP adopts a change detection mechanism based on the Welch’s t-test
[89], to achieve high accuracy and reactivity, i.e., the ability to react to
changes in the usage pattern. In particular, the idea of detecting short-term
changes is to verify if the most recent utilization of an appliance is unusual
with respect to the historical data.
Consider an emergency period occurring at time period τj , hence the
H
importance factors need to be predicted for τj . Let < µH
i,j , σi,j > be the
WS
S
historical distribution for appliance i during τj , and < µW
> be the
i , σi
distribution over only a recent time window WS , e.g. the last 60 minutes.
In order to detect if there is a change in user behavior, WRAP determines
WS
WS
H
whether the distribution < µH
> belong to the same
i,j , σi,j > and < µi , σi
population (null hypothesis) or not (alternative hypothesis).
The Welch’s t-test defines a parameter t, which depends on the two distributions [31]. WRAP performs the test for each appliance di and calculate
the value of ti as follows:
WS
µH
i,j − µi
ti = r
W
H
σi,j
σi S
+
nH
nW

(4.7)

S

where nH and nWS are the numbers of samples used to calculate the historical
distributions and the distributions over WS , respectively. For each ti it is
possible to estimate the degree of freedom νi as follows [31]:
W

σH

νi ≈

+
( ni,j
H
H )2
(σi,j
2
nH (nH −1)

σi S 2
)
nWS
W

+

(σi S )2
(nW )2 (nWS −1)

(4.8)

The test can verify if a change has occurred with a given probability. In
particular, it is possible to determine if the alternative hypothesis is verified
with probability α. To this purpose, given ti and νi of appliance di , Student’s
t distribution tables give the value βi , such that if ti > βi then a change has
occurred with probability α. WRAP has O(1) complexity, since prediction,
change detection and distributions update can be performed in constant time.
Prediction by the WRAP algorithm
WRAP exploits the property of Gaussian random variables that the minimum mean square error estimate is equal to its mean [47]. The actual mean
used for the estimation of an appliance di can be either the historical mean,
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or the mean in the recent time window WS , depending on whether a change is
detected for appliance di or not. As soon as the LSE alerts the smart home
management system of a new power allowance, WRAP verifies whether a
short-term change has occurred for each appliance di . If no change is detected for di for time slot τj , the algorithm uses the historical mean, i.e.,
λi,j = µH
i,j . If otherwise a change is detected, then the algorithm uses the
S
distribution of the most recent time window WS , i.e., λi,j = µW
i . Given the
values of λi,j for each appliance, (4.4) is used to calculate the importance factors γi,j , which are then used to calculate the emergency schedule described
in Section 4.2.1.
Long-term change detection
In order to detect long-term changes in the user behavior, WRAP uses a
similar approach based on Welch’s t-test. In particular, we compare the
H
historical distribution < µH
i,j , σi,j > with the recent time window distribution
WL
WL
< µi , σi >. WL can be set to several weeks. This test is performed
periodically, e.g. daily or weekly. If a change is detected, the historical
distribution no longer represents the current usage pattern of an appliance,
and hence the new recent set of samples in WL constitutes the historical
distribution.

4.3

The Problem of a Load Serving Entity

This section describes how LSEs calculate the power allowance Mu for each
user u, given the power allowance that resulted from the load curtailment at
Bus l requested by the system operator ∆PD (l). The following description
focuses on a single LSE and, without loss of generality, assumes one LSE is
responsible for all users at one bus, to drop the LSE index l. Let Mmax be the
maximum power allowance resulting from the curtailment for the considered
LSE. Intuitively, not all users need the same level of power, since the same
capacity may result in different values of utility for different users.
The goal of the LSE is to calculate P
the individual power allowance Mu
for each user u = 1, . . . , N , such that u Mu = Mmax , and the aggregate
user utility is maximized. Aggregate user utility is defined as the sum of
the utilities of all users served by the LSE. To this purpose, after the LSE
receives a load curtailment request, the LSE inquires its users’ smart home
management systems and receives from them the importance factors for the
current time slot predicted by WRAP. The LSE then needs to solve the
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following optimization problem for time slot τ :
maximize
xi ,Mu

subject to

N X
nu
X

u u
γi,τ
xi

u=1 i=1
nu
X
xui eui
i=1

(4.9)

≤ Mu ∀ u;

N
X

Mu = Mmax

(4.10)

u=1

where the user u has nu appliances, eui is the maximum power rating of
appliance dui , and xui = 1 when u is allowed to use dui , and 0 otherwise. Here,
unlike the user’s problem in (4.5), the power allowances Mu are variables to
u
are given by the smart home
be determined, and the importance factors γi,τ
management systems.
Although the problem above is similar to the emergency schedule optimization in (4.5), it can suffer severe scalability issues because now the
dimension of the problem is multiplied by a large number of users. For this
reason, the framework exploits the following regression based heuristic, which
relaxes the problem into a convex optimization.

4.3.1

Regression-based heuristic

u
be the maximum consumption that
Consider a specific user u, and let Mmax
u
=
u
generate if he utilizes all his appliances at the same time, i.e. Mmax
Pcan
nu
u
i=1 ei . Setting Mu = Mmax would obviously maximize the utility of user u.
u
Since the LSE is aware of the importance factors γi,j
for each appliance i, it is
also able to solve the optimization problem in (4.5). In fact, according to the
heuristic, the LSE solves K instances of the problem for user u using different
power allowance levels. At the k-th instance, it sets the power allowance to
u
αk Mmax
, where αk ∈ [0, 1] and it is increased at each instance. Note that
solving these problems, although NP-hard, is feasible thanks to the limited
number of appliances per user.
Let δ1 , . . . , δK be the optimal solutions of such instances, where δk is the
solution for αk . The pairs (αk , δk ), k = 1, . . . , K are used to infer a continuous
function Hu : R+ → [0, 1], which relates the power allowance Mu to the utility
achieved by user u. A regression technique is adopted to approximate this
function. Since Hu (·) is monotonically increasing, power law regressions can
be used, that is H(·) can be approximated as H(M ) = αM β , where α, β ∈ R
[44], and β ≤ 1 to ensure that Hu (·) is concave.
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The LSE calculates the functions Hu (·) for each of the N users, and solves
the following optimization problem:
maximize
Mu

subject to

N
X
u=1
N
X

Hu (Mu )

(4.11)
u
∀u
Mu ≤ Mmax

Mu = Mmax ;

(4.12)

u=1

The problem is a relaxation in the continuous domain of problem (4.9), and it
returns an assignment of the maximum loads Mu to the users. Note that the
problem does not solve for the decision variables xiu explicitly, which is the key
for the reduction in complexity. Since the objective function is concave, the
problem can be solved using standard convex optimization techniques [46].
Section 4.4.3 shows that the regression-based heuristic coupled with WRAP
are able to provide a aggregate user utility close to what would be achieved
by solving the NP-hard problem in (4.9) with the perfect knowledge of the
importance factors of the users’ appliances.

4.4

Simulation Results

The framework is tested on the IEEE 39-bus system modeled after the ISO
New England system with 10 generators, 46 lines, and 21 nonzero load
buses [4, 53]. The one-line diagram of this system is shown in Figure 4.1. All
nonzero load buses are assumed to have capability of load curtailment with
the Internet of Things technologies, but not all these buses are necessarily
subjected to a load curtailment in contingency cases. We use synthetic (randomly generated) and real traces (dataset) to model user appliance usage.
Real traces are taken from the data repository Tracebase [76], which collects
the power consumption of various electrical appliances, with a resolution of
several samples per second. Some of the considered appliances and their
maximum power ratings are listed in Table 4.2.

4.4.1

The system operator’s problem

The following simulations concern contingencies where a single line has failed.
First, the one-component failure cases were identified by running the DC
optimal power flow (OPF) problems with each line taken out. As long as the
line failure did not isolate a generator bus with the rest of the system, the
solution existed, and only theses cases were studied in this work. When a
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Figure 4.1: The IEEE 39-bus system used in the simulations.
generator is isolated as a result of a line failure, it changes the topology of
the system, which changes the network matrix and the PTDF matrix H of
the system.
This work focuses on the cases where the power flow solution exists even
after one line failed. The case where Line 16 that connects Buses 8 and 9
(marked as a thick line in Figure 4.1) has failed is presented. The resulting
active power flows in the lines as a result of the DC OPF for this case are
shown in Figure 4.2(a).
As can be seen from the figure, Line 1 (between Buses 1 and 2, marked
as a thick line in Figure 4.1) resulted in a power flow very close to the limit,
and the system operator may decide to reduce this line flow. The system
operator can set the criterion in advance for which s/he decides to take
actions and apply load curtailment. Once the criterion has been violated and
load curtailment is deemed appropriate, then ∆PD is calculated for all the
adjustable load buses, as described in Section 4.1. In this work 10% margin
of the line MVA rating is used as the reliability criterion. The difference of
the absolute power flows before and after the load curtailment is depicted in
Figure 4.2(b).
The total amount of system load to be curtailed as a result is 16.04 MW,
in order to reduce 6.37 MW of power flow in Line 1. Some generators were
able to reduce their output due to this curtailment, and the output reduction
from each of Generators 1, 3, 6, 9, and 10 was 3.25 MW, with the other
generators’ output unchanged. The amounts of load curtailment by bus is
shown in Table 4.1. All the other nonzero load buses that are not shown in
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Figure 4.2: (a) Active power flows in the lines after Line 16 is out with the
red markers denoting the line flow limits; (b) Active power flow difference in
all lines before and after load curtailments

Bus ID

Table 4.1: Load curtailment by bus
Curtailment (MW) Bus ID Curtailment (MW)

1

15.9

8

0.00492

4

0.0246

15

0.0355

7

0.000189

18

0.0315

the table did not have any curtailment. The other single-line failure cases
yielded comparable results.

4.4.2

The users’ problem

This subsection first studies the prediction accuracy of the WRAP algorithm.
Subsequently, it analyzes the user utility achieved by the emergency schedule
calculated with the prediction provided by WRAP.
Accuracy of WRAP
Synthetic traces are first used for simulations since changes in the data pattern can be manipulated at specific time instants. This shows the benefits
of WRAP’s change detection mechanisms in a controlled setting. Then the
performance in real settings is analyzed using the real traces from the data
repository Tracebase [76].
Synthetic Traces
To generate synthetic traces, the length of each time slot is set to 1 hour.
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Figure 4.3: Prediction error: single time slot (a), average of all time slots
(b).
For each appliance di and time slot j, the utilization λi,j ∈ [0, 1] is randomly
generated. This represents the fraction of time that di is utilized on average
during time slot j. Then, to simulate the variability of the user behavior, for
each day the actual utilization at τj is generated using a Gaussian’s distribution with mean λi,j and variance σ.
The traces consider 200 days of observations, simulating a change in the
user behavior by selecting a new value of λi,j , for each appliance di , every
50 days. Additionally, σ = 0.2, which according to the experiments, well
approximates the realistic variability in user habits.
Since WRAP considers each appliance independently, the following experiment focuses on a single device. In particular, WRAP predicts the utilization λi,j at the time slot j of the (k + 1)-th day, using the values of λi,j
generated for the same time slot of the previous k days. The results show
the accuracy of the predicted values in terms of the mean square error with
respect to the actual values in the traces.
WRAP is compared with two other standard prediction techniques. Average (AVG): this approach predicts the next (k + 1)-th value of λi,j as the
average of all the previous k values. Moving Average (MAVG): this scheme
predicts the next (k + 1)-th value of λi,j as the average of the last observed w
values of λi,j , where w is the size of the time window. To ensure the reactivity
of the approach, we set w equal to 5 days.
Figure 4.3 (a) shows the results for the three approaches for a single time
slot, while Figure 4.3 (b) shows the average across all the time slots of a day.
Before the first change occurs, all the three approaches perform similarly,
since in the synthetic traces, the appliance utilization is drawn from the
same distribution. However, after 50 days, a change in the usage pattern
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Figure 4.4: Prediction error: single day (a), average over 30 days (b).
occurs. The error of AVG suddenly increases, since it keeps using all the
previous dataset. MAVG, instead, is more reactive, but it still incurs high
errors for a few days after the change. Additionally, it often overreacts to
the fluctuation in user appliance utilization during stationary periods.
WRAP is able to promptly react to the changes and achieves significantly
lower error than the other approaches, thanks to the short- and long-term
change detection mechanisms. In fact, as soon as a change occurs, the shortterm mechanism detects the change and predicts using only the most recent
observed values. When the change in the user habits persists, the long-term
mechanism eventually discards the former knowledge and only considers the
observed values after the change.
Real Traces
These experiments consider as appliances PC, refrigerator, monitor, and water dispenser, from the data repository Tracebase [76]. Note that these are
the only appliances for which the repository provides at least 30 days of data.
Similar experiments are performed as with the synthetic traces, in which k
days of observation are used to predict the (k + 1)th .
Figure 4.4(a) focuses on the 17th day and it shows the performance of
the approaches averaging the mean square errors across all the time slots
of that day. The results show that for some appliances, such as the water
dispenser, all approaches incur in a low estimation error due to the regular
usage pattern. Differently, for other appliances, the results for AVG and
MAVG strictly depend on the considered appliance. In particular, AVG
outperforms MAVG for appliances, such as refrigerator and PC, which have
a stationary utilization pattern, with minor short term variations. On the
contrary, for appliances with non-stationary pattern, such as monitor, AVG
is worse than MAVG, since the most recent days are more representatives of
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the future utilization. WRAP, always achieves the lowest error with respect
to the other approaches, thanks to its adaptability to short and long term
variations. Figure 4.4(b) shows the average error over 30 days of predictions.
The results confirm that our approach achieves the best performance. Note
that, the difference between AVG and MAVG is smoothed by averaging over
several days.
User utility of emergency schedule
This section compares WRAP, AVG, and MAVG in terms of the individual
user utility achieved by the corresponding emergency schedule. The emergency schedule defines the appliances that are allowed to be ON, and it is
calculated by solving the optimization problem in (4.5) with the predicted importance factors and power allowance given by the LSE. The optimal schedule (OPT) is also shown for comparison, which is calculated by solving the
optimization problem with the actual importance factors, assuming perfect
knowledge of the user future behavior. The user utility of a schedule is calculated as the sum of the actual importance factors of the appliances allowed
by the schedule.
The experiments consider real traces for 12 appliances. A contingency
occurs on Day 16, and the previous 15 days are used for the prediction.
Recall that, as discussed in Section 4.2, given a power allowance Mu for user
u, the emergency schedule is a set of appliances that u is allowed to use, and it
is calculated by solving the optimization problem in (4.5). The user utility is
defined as the sum of the actual importance factors of the appliances allowed
by the schedule. Therefore, more accurate predictions result in higher user
utility. Figures 4.5(a) and (b) show the utility of a single user for time slots
11 a.m. and 2 p.m., respectively, under different power allowances given
by the LSE (x-axis). The accuracy of WRAP allows to perform very close
to the optimal, unlike the other methods. Note that only OPT yields a
monotonically increasing utility with respect to the power allowance. This is
because of the inaccuracy in predicting the importance factors by the other
methods.

4.4.3

The LSE’s problem

As described in Section 4.3, an LSE receives a load curtailment from the system operator, and it calculates the power allowance for its users to maximize
the aggregate user utility. The LSE executes the regression-based heuristic
to efficiently approximate the optimal solution of (4.9). This section studies
the accuracy of the approximation provided by the heuristic. The experi130
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Figure 4.5: Utility of a single user for time slot 11 a.m. (a) and 2 p.m. (b)
ments consider 8,000 users with 12 appliances each, using the real traces.
Since the traces do not provide data for multiple users, the available data
are replicated to represent the number of users in the simulations.
Figure 4.6 shows the aggregate user utility (i.e. the sum of individual
users’ utilities), expressed as the percentage of maximum utility achievable
with no curtailment. The experiments show the performance of the regression
heuristic (WRAP-Reg) given varying power allowances to the LSE (x-axis).
The results are compared with the other two solutions: the optimal solution
(OPT) assuming perfect knowledge of the future user behavior, which is
the solution to the NP-hard optimization problem defined in (4.9); and an
approximated solution (WRAP-OPT) where the LSE solves the same NPhard problem but uses WRAP to predict the importance factors.
WRAP-OPT well approximates the optimal solution, again validating the
accuracy of the prediction algorithm. However, this approach still requires
to solve an NP-hard problem, and is thus not applicable in scenario where
the LSE has a large number of users. Instead, WRAP-Reg achieves similar
results close to the optimal, with significantly lower complexity. It should be
noted that different prediction techniques would only impact the aggregate
user utility, and not the load curtailment quantities at the system level.
Now the specific case of the IEEE 39-bus system presented in Section
4.4.1 is considered. Recall that in this case scenario, Line 16 fails. The
system operator, to prevent a cascading failure, notifies the LSE at Bus 1
that a curtailment of 15.9 MW is needed. It is assumed that the LSE’s users’
demand was 40 MW before the curtailment, therefore the power allowance
at the LSE after curtailment is 24.1 MW.
The experiments compare OPT, WRAP-Reg and MAVG in this scenario
to distribute the 24.1 MW to the users. The results of AVG are omitted
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Figure 4.6: Aggregate utility achieved by all methods with 8000 users
since it performs similar to MAVG. To calculate the power allowances Mu ’s,
OPT optimally solves (4.9), while MAVG evenly distributes the power among
users, i.e. Mu = Mmax /N ∀u. To calculate the emergency schedule, OPT
uses the actual importance factors, while MAVG uses the factors predicted
with this strategy. WRAP-Reg adopts WRAP to predict the importance
factors and the regression heuristic to distribute the load.
Table 4.2 shows the solution of the LSE problem, and the emergency
schedules, for a specific user affected by the curtailment of the LSE at Bus
1. The LSE gives a power allowance to the user of 3,273 W under OPT,
3,267 W under Wrap-Reg, and 2,750 W under MAVG. The corresponding
utility is 99.93%, 99.93% and 33.17%, respectively. Note that the goal of the
framework is to maximize the aggregate user utility, not necessarily the utility
of an individual user. In this scenario, OPT achieves 83.1% aggregate utility,
while WRAP-Reg 73.6% and MAVG 47%. The inaccuracy of MAVG in
estimating the importance factors negatively affects both the power allowance
distribution and the emergency schedule, and ultimately the aggregate user
utility. Conversely, the high accuracy of WRAP-Reg is able to achieve only
10% less utility than OPT, which however assumes perfect knowledge of the
future users’ behavior and has higher complexity.

4.5

Conclusions

In this chapter we study for the first time how to prevent large-blackout in
smart grids where one or more of the system components fail. In particular,
we proposed a framework for contingency management that comprehensively
involves the system operator, the LSEs and the end-users. The framework
enables the system operator to prevent subsequent failures by relieving lines
possibly overloaded after the contingency. This is achieved through flexible
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Table 4.2: An example of the appliance schedule of a single user
Appliance
Coffee
maker
Monitor
PC
Refrigerator
Dish
washer
Water
dispenser
User utility

Power rating
(W)
1305

OPT
(3273 W)
ON

WRAP
(3267 W)
ON

MAVG
(2750 W)
OFF

106
166
1075
2132

ON
OFF
ON
OFF

ON
OFF
ON
OFF

OFF
ON
ON
OFF

360

ON

ON

OFF

99.64%

99.59%

33.17%

-

loads at the user level realized with the emerging paradigm of the Internet of
Things. The framework provides efficient algorithmic solutions to: 1) determine the curtailment at each bus, 2) calculate the resulting power allowance
for each user and, 3) predict the user’s near-future behavior to minimize the
impact of the curtailment on the user utility. Results on the New England
39-bus test system, using real traces, show that the framework is effective
in keeping lines within their capacity margins, with minimal impact on the
user utility.
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In this dissertation we have studied some critical and emergency scenarios of different computer networks. We have highlighted several dangerous
and unpredictable environmental conditions that are able to seriously compromise the safety of network applications in modern society. In particular,
we focused on the vulnerabilities of the network communications, wireless
sensor networks and smart grids.
In the first Part of this thesis, we analyzed the detrimental effects of a
massive disruption on a communication network. Since our society heavily
depends on communication networks to support critical services, it is important that such infrastructures are repaired quickly. In this emergency scenario, we focus on the problem of how efficiently restoring sufficient resources
in a communications network to support the demand of mission critical services (e.g. government offices, police stations, fire stations, power plants,
hospitals etc.) after a large scale disruption. In Chapter 1, we modeled the
recovery problem (MinR) that aims to recover the damaged infrastructure
in order to minimize the cost of the recovery actions. We formally proved
that the problem is NP-hard and through experimental simulations showed
that it may require up to 27 hours to find the optimal solution on a relative
small size network. In order to approximate a solution to the MinR problem,
we proposed an original and polynomial time heuristic called Iterative Split
and Prune (ISP) to recover the network efficiently with a solution close to
the optimal. To select the node to be repaired, we introduced a new notion
of betweenness centrality, called demand centrality, to relate the importance
of a node with respect to the demand flows. ISP minimizes the repairs by
concentrating flows towards the areas of the network already repaired and
it prunes the demand flows which can be routed on the currently repaired
network. We proved some properties of ISP algorithm, such as the correctness, the time complexity and the termination. Finally, experimental results
shown that ISP performs very close to the optimal in terms of number of
elements repaired and outperforms previous heuristic approaches.
However, all the approaches to MinR, even ISP, assume to have a perfect knowledge of the disrupted area, i.e. they need to know the exact sets
of nodes and failed links. Since this information is not always available, a
complete and detailed damage assessment could taken long time for extensive
monitoring and local inspections. Due to the emergency scenario, it is fundamental that recovery interventions start as soon as possible even if knowledge
of the damage extension is incomplete. For this purpose, in Chapter 2, we
studied the problem of progressive restoration of the mission critical services
in condition of partial knowledge. In this new scenario, for the first time, we
formulated the problem of Progressive Damage Assessment and network Recovery (PDAR), which aims at progressively restoring critical services in the
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shortest possible time, under constraints on the availability of recovery resources and partial knowledge on the disruption. Since the PDAR problem is
proven to be NP-hard, we proposed a novel polynomial time algorithm called
Centrality based Damage Assessment and Restoration (CeDAR), which dynamically schedules repair interventions, local inspections and remote probing of network components, with the objective to restore critical services in
the shortest possible time with efficient use of recovery resources. CeDAR restores critical demand flows iteratively by planning repair schedules which are
based on the current global view of the network, maximizing at the same time
the accumulative service flow during the recovery process. As did for ISP, we
proven the correctness, the time complexity and the termination properties
of CeDAR. To compare the performance of CeDAR, we extended two previous approaches to work in a scenario of incomplete knowledge. Through
extensive simulations, we shown that CeDAR recovers the network with minimum cost of repairs, minimum number of local inspections to discover the
network’s status and with the highest flow restored over time, compared to
the other approaches in all the experimental scenarios.
In the second Part, we moved the attention to the field of the wireless
sensor networks and on their application to monitor an area of interest. In
particular, we focused on the vulnerabilities of the deployment algorithms
for Mobile Wireless Sensors Network (MWSN) based on Voronoi diagrams to
coordinate mobile sensors and guide their movements. Recents works, show
how an attacker can easily prevent the network from achieving its coverage
goals by taking control of few nodes. The first contribution to this problem is
to give a geometric characterization of possible attack configurations, proving
that a simple attack consisting of a barrier of few compromised sensors can
severely reduce network coverage creating a non monitored area subject to
malicious actions by an attacker. Based on this analysis, we propose a new
secure deployment algorithm named SSD (Secure Swap Deployment). This
algorithm allows a sensor to detect compromised nodes by analyzing their
movements, under a different and complementary operative settings with respect to a previous proposed solution named SecureVor [10]. We shown that
the proposed algorithm is effective in defeating a barrier attack, achieving
the total coverage of the AoI and has guaranteed termination. We performed
extensive simulations showing that SecureVor and SSD have better robustness and flexibility, excellent coverage capabilities and deployment time, even
in the presence of an attack.
In the last Part III, we studied the detrimental effect of systems failures in
the smart grid. Since these failures could lead to a cascading failures phenomenon and could induce a large-scale blackout, we have shown how much
important is to perform preventive actions. We proposed a novel framework
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to alleviate this type of risks by adjusting a large number of end-use loads
through the paradigm of the Internet of Things. Differently from previous
works, for the first time, we designed a framework that include all the domains involved in this scenario: the System Operator (SO), the load serving
entities (LSEs), and the end-users’ smart systems. From the point of view
of the system operator, we formulated a novel approach for the linearized
network equation to compute the load curtailment needed to prevent the
cascading failures. When an LSE is notified of a load curtailment amount,
it estimates the individual load curtailments of each users, in order to maximize end-users’ satisfaction. Finally, the smart home management system
calculates the best set of appliances that the user is allowed to use and that
minimizes the impact of the curtailment on the user’s habits, while satisfying the power allowance requested by the LSE. To predict the future user
interaction with appliances we developed the WRAP (Welch-based Reactive Appliance Prediction) algorithm. The results shown that the proposed
framework is effective in keeping the system stable during contingencies, preventing cascading failures while maximizing the aggregate user utility.
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